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Abstract
In this monograph we develop various aspects of the homotopy theory of exact categories. We introduce
different notions of compactness and generation in exact categories, and use these to study model structures
on categories of chain complexes Ch˚pEq which are induced by cotorsion pairs on E . As a special case we
show that under very general conditions the categories Ch`pEq, Chě0pEq, and ChpEq are equipped with
the projective model structure, and that a generalisation of the Dold-Kan correspondence holds. We also
establish conditions under which categories of filtered objects in exact categories are equipped with natural
model structures. When E is monoidal we also examine when these model structures are monoidal and
conclude by studying some homotopical algebra in such categories. In particular we provide conditions
under which ChpEq and Chě0pEq are homotopical algebra contexts, thus making them suitable settings for
derived geometry.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1. Background and Motivation
Derived Geometry. Derived geometry has proved crucial for understanding intersection theory, de-
formation theory and moduli theory in algebraic, smooth, and, recently, complex analytic geometry.
There are two dominating abstract models for derived geometry. Lurie’s approach [Lur09a] uses a
higher-categorical generalization of ringed spaces, namely structured p8, 1q-topoi. This is an p8, 1q-topos X
together with a limit-preserving functor
O : G Ñ X
where G is a geometry - an p8, 1q-category satisfying certain properties. For example taking pGqop to be the
p8, 1q-category of simplicial rings gives a reasonable notion of derived algebraic stacks. David Spivak [S`10]
considers derived smooth manifolds by taking as pGqop the category of simplicial C8-rings. Mauro Porta
and Tony Yue Yu [PY16],[Por15a] [Por15b], [Por17],[PY18b], [PY17], [PY18a] are developing derived
analytic geometry by taking Gop to be the category of simplicial rings equipped with a holomorphic functional
calculus. In particular they have proven GAGA, base-change, and Riemann Hilbert type theorems.
Toe¨n and Vezzosi’s model for derived geometry is inspired by the theory of (non-derived) geometry
relative to a symmetric monoidal category (developed for instance in [Del07] and [Ban17]). This is a
category-theoretic framework which views geometry as the unification of algebra and topology. The algebra
describes local pieces and a Grothendieck topology allows one to glue these local pieces and obtain global
objects. In [TTV08] they introduce the notion of a homotopical algebraic geometry context. Up to some
technical details, a homotopical algebraic geometry context consists of a monoidal model category M such
that the category Alg
Comm
pM q of unital commutative monoids in M is a model category with the transferred
model structure, and pAlg
Comm
pM qqop is equipped with a homotopy Grothendieck topology τ . We regard
Aff M
..“ pAlg
Comm
pM qqop as a category of affine spaces. The category of derived stacks on M is then the
category of functors X : Aff M Ñ sSet satisfying descent for τ -hypercovers. For derived algebraic geometry
one considers either the category M “ ChpRq of chain complexes of modules over a ring R (in characteristic
zero), or the category M “ sRMod of simplicial R-modules.
We expect that a good model of derived analytic geometry along the lines of [TTV08] would vastly
simplify and conceptually clarify many results of Porta, Yu, and collaborators. Generalisations of notions
such as shifted symplectic structures would also become obvious.
Monoidal Categories and Analytic Geometry. For the purposes of motivation we will give a brief
overview of one approach to a formulation of derived analytic geometry. Details will appear in a forthcoming
paper [BBKK]. Let pX,OXq be a complex manifold. For each open set U the set OXpUq has a canonical
structure of a Fre´chet space. Moreover, the restriction maps OXpV q Ñ OXpUq are continuous. Let F be a
coherent sheaf on X. Cartan’s Theorem B implies that on a coordinate neighbourhood (or more generally a
Stein neighbourhood), there is an exact sequence
OmX pV q Ñ OnXpV q Ñ F pV q Ñ 0
The quotient topology on F pV q makes it a Fre´chet space. Thus sheaves on complex spaces have natural
topological structures.
It is therefore tempting to view (non-derived) complex analytic geometry as geometry relative to the
symmetric monoidal category of Fre´chet spaces. Unfortunately this does not seem possible. However in
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[BBBK18] the authors construct a Grothendieck topology τfhZ on a subcategory St of pAlg
Comm
pFr qqop.
St is equivalent to the category of (dagger) Stein spaces and when k “ C the coverings in their topology
correspond to coverings of Stein spaces by Stein spaces. In particular the category of complex analytic spaces
embeds in the category of schemes on this site.
This construction is somewhat ad hoc but as usual passing to the derived world proves enlightening. The
Grothendieck topology τfhZ of [BBBK18] makes use of the homological structure on Fr which is a quasi-
abelian, and therefore exact, category. It is an additive category with classes of admissible monomorphisms
and admissible epimorphisms which provide a well-defined notion of homology. There are also notions
of projective objects, exact functors, derived categories, and derived functors. If E is a monoidal exact
category with a left-derivable tensor product b, then we say a map A Ñ B of commutative monoids in E
is a homotopy epimorphism if the map B bLA B Ñ B is a quasi-isomorphism. The opposites of these
maps make up the covers in τfhZ . The obstacle to such covers defining a topology on the entire category
pAlg
Comm
pFr qqop is that they are not stable under base-change (because of the derived tensor product).
If ChpFr q were a good enough monoidal model category then we could easily extend the definition of a
homotopy epimorphism. Moreover as a homotopy cover in such a model category the issue of base change
would disappear and would give a genuine model topology on pAlg
Comm
pChpFr qqqop. Tragically Fr is not
good enough. It is neither complete nor cocomplete and does not have enough projectives. Fortunately
it does nicely embed in a complete and cocomplete exact category with enough projectives, namely the
category CBornC of complete bornological spaces over C. It is sometimes convenient to pass to the even
bigger category IndpBanCq, the formal completion of the category of Banach spaces by filtered colimits.
2. Goals and Layout
The central goal of this monograph is to show that IndpBanCq and CBornC are good categories for
developing homotopical algebra, i.e. local derived geometry. More generally we show that under very
general conditions on an exact category E , the category ChpEq admits a good homotopy theory of algebras.
Exact Category Generalities. Building on work of [Bu¨h10] in Chapter 2 we begin this work by es-
tablishing some technical results about exact categories in general which we will need in subsequent chapters.
After recalling some basic facts we introduce various useful notions of acyclicity. We then discuss bounded
and unbounded resolutions in exact categories. In particular we generalize the famous result of Spaltenstein
[Spa88] to exact categories satisfying very general conditions.
Theorem 2.1 (Corollary 6.10). Let E be an exact category with kernels in which the direct limit functor
limÑN exists and is exact. Let P be a class of objects such that for each object X in E there is an object P in
P together with an admissible epimorphism P  X. Suppose further that P is closed under ℵ0-extensions.
Then for any complex X‚ in ChpEq there is a complex P‚ in ChpPq and an admissible epimorphism P‚ Ñ X‚
which is a quasi-isomorphism. Moreover, X‚ is the limit of a Ch`pPq-special direct system.
We then introduce a suitable idea of generators, before defining so-called elementary and weakly ele-
mentary exact categories. These technical notions will be crucial for controlling the homotopy theory of an
exact category and avoiding set-theoretic smallness concerns. Next we define monoidal exact categories and
establish some basic properties of them. In particular we prove the existence of an induced exact structure
on modules for commutative monoids internal to such categories. More generally we study monads on exact
categories and their categories of algebras.
Model Structures on Exact Categories. In Chapter 4 we discuss model structures on exact cate-
gories. There is a general theory of model structures on weakly idempotent complete exact categories due
to [Hov02], [Gil11] and [Sˇt’12] using cotorsion pairs. A pair of classes of objects pL,Rq in an exact
category E is said to be a cotorsion pair if L P L if and only if Ext1pL,Rq “ 0 for all R P R, and R P R
if and only if Ext1pL,Rq “ 0 for all L P L. In [Gil04] Gillespie suggests a strategy for producing a model
structure on ChpEq, given a cotorsion pair on an abelian category E , which can easily be adapted to exact
categories more generally. When E is monoidal we give conditions on pL,Rq such that the induced model
structure is monoidal and satisfies the monoid axiom.
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There are no general results regarding when Gillespie’s strategy works. However we give very general
conditions on an exact category E such that it does work for the projective cotorsion pair pProjpEq, ObpEqq,
where ProjpEq is the class of projective objects in E . In particular we prove the following
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 10.3). Let E be an exact category satisfying the following conditions
(1) E has enough projectives.
(2) E has kernels.
(3) Let Funadmpℵ0,Eq be the full subcategory of the functor category Funpℵ0,Eq consisting of functors
F such that for each i ď j the map F pi ď jq is an admissible monic. We suppose that colim :
Funadmpℵ0,Eq Ñ E exists and is exact.
Then, applied to the cotorsion pair pProjpEq, ObpEqq, Gillespie’s strategy produces a model structure on
ChpEq.
We call this the projective model structure on ChpEq. If E “ RMod is the category of R-modules
over a ring R then this is the usual projective model structure. Under some stronger assumptions, namely
that the category E has generators which are compact relative to the class of admissible monics, the result of
the above theorem can be deduced from results of [Sˇt’12]. An advantage of our result is that it avoids many
set-theoretic concerns and we suggest examples where this is useful. In particular at the end of the chapter
we give natural examples of exact categories with very different set-theoretic properties which satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 10.3.
We call a monoidal exact category monoidal elementary if it is elementary and its projectives are flat
and closed under the tensor product. We then prove the following result.
Theorem 2.3 (Theorem 11.1). Let E be a monoidal elementary exact category. Then the projective
model structure on ChpEq is monoidal and satisfies the monoid axiom.
We then prove a generalisation of the Dold-Kan correspondence.
Theorem 2.4 (Theorem 12.6). Let E be a small elementary exact category. Endow Chě0pEq and sE
with their projective model structures. Then the functors
Γ : Chě0pEq Ñ sE
and
N : sE Ñ Chě0pEq
form a Quillen equivalence.
In Chapter 5 we discuss model structures for graded and filtered objects in exact categories. This
will prove crucial for generalising Koszul duality results in future work. Finally in Chapter 6 we discuss
model structures on categories of dg-modules and dg-algebras in monoidal exact categories. In particular
in Theorem 3.2 we show that whenever E is monoidal elementary, the categories ChpEq and Chě0pEq are
homotopical algebra contexts in the sense of [TTV08]. In particular they are suitable settings for theories of
derived geometry. In future joint work with Oren Ben-Bassat and Kobi Kremnitzer we will develop a model
of derived analytic geometry by applying this to the quasi-abelian category CBornk. In appendices A and B
we recall some basic facts about algebra in monoidal additive categories, and model categories respectively.
3. Notation and Conventions
Throughout this work we will use the following notation.
‚ 1-categories will be denoted using the mathpzc font C ,D,E , etc. In particular we denote by Ab the
category of abelian groups and QVect the category of Q-vector spaces. If M is a model category, or
a category with weak equivalences, its associated p8, 1q-category will be denoted M.
‚ Operads will be denoted using capital fractal letters C,P, etc. Algebras over an operad will generally
be denoted using small fractal letters g, h, etc. The category of algebras over an operad will be
denoted Alg
P
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‚ We denote the operads for unital associative algebras, unital commutative algebras, non-unital
commutative algebras, and Lie algebras by Ass,Comm,Commnu, and Lie respectively.
‚ For the operad Ass,Comm,Lie we will denote the corresponding free algebras by T pV q, SpV q, and
LpV q respectively. We also denote by SˆpV q the commutative algebra of formal power series on an
object V and by UpLq the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra L.
‚ Unless stated otherwise, the unit in a monoidal category will be denoted by k, the tensor functor by
b, and for a closed monoidal category the internal hom functor will be denoted by Hom. Monoidal
categories will always be assumed to be symmetric, with symmetric braiding σ.
‚ Filtered colimits will be denoted by limÑ. Projective limits will be denoted limÐ.
Let us now introduce some conventions for chain complexes.
Definition 3.1. A chain complex in a pre-additive category E is a sequence
K‚ “ . . . // Kn dn // Kn´1 dn´1 // Kn´2 // . . .
where the Ki are objects and the di are morphisms such that dn´1 ˝ dn “ 0. The morphisms are called
differentials. A morphism of chain complexes f‚ : K‚ Ñ L‚ is a collection of morphisms fn : Kn Ñ Ln
such that the following diagram commutes for each n:
. . . // Kn`1
fn`1

dKn`1 // Kn
fn

dKn // Kn´1
fn´1

// . . .
. . . // Ln`1
dLn`1 // Ln
dLn // Ln´1 // . . .
The category whose objects are chain complexes and whose morphisms are as described above is called
the category of chain complexes in E , denoted ChpEq. We also define Chě0pEq to be the full subcategory
of ChpEq on complexes A‚ such that An “ 0 for n ă 0, Chď0pEq to be the full subcategory of ChpEq on
complexes A‚ such that An “ 0 for n ą 0, Ch`pEq, the full subcategory of chain complexes A‚ such that
An “ 0 for n ăă 0, Ch´pEq, the full subcategory of chain complexes A‚ such that An “ 0 for n ąą 0 and
ChbpEq to be the full subcategory of ChpEq on complexes A‚ such that An ‰ 0 for only finitely many n. A
lot of the statements in the rest of this document apply to several of these categories at once. In such cases
we will write Ch˚pEq, and specify that ˚ can be any element of some subset of tě 0,ď 0,`,´, b,Hu, where
by definition ChHpEq “ ChpEq.
We will frequently use the following special chain complexes.
Definition 3.2. If E is an object of a pointed category E we let SnpEq P ChpEq be the complex whose
nth entry is E, with all other entries being 0. We also denote by DnpEq P ChpEq the complex whose nth
and pn´ 1qst entries are E, with all other entries being 0, and the differential dn being the identity.
Let us also introduce some notation for truncation functors.
Definition 3.3. Let E be an additive category which has kernels. For a complex X‚ we denote by τěnX
the complex such that pτěnXqm “ 0 if m ă n, pτěnXqm “ Xm if m ą n and pτěnXqn “ Kerpdnq. The
differentials are the obvious ones. The construction is clearly functorial. Dually we define the truncation
functor τďk.
All of the above categories are naturally enriched over ChpAbq. We denote the enriched hom by
Homp´,´q. For notational clarity we recall its definition here.
Definition 3.4. Let X‚, Y‚ P ChpEq. We define HompX‚, Y‚q P ChpAbq to be the complex with
HompX‚, Y‚qn “
ź
iPZ
HomEpXi, Yi`nq
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and differential dn defined on HomEpXi, Yi`nq by
df “ dYi`n ˝ f ´ p´1qnf ˝ dXi
Let pE ,b, kq be a monoidal additive category, i.e. b is an additive bifunctor. There is an induced
monoidal structure on Ch˚pEq for ˚ P tě 0,ď 0,`,´, b,Hu. The unit is S0pkq. If X‚ and Y‚ are chain
complexes then we set
pX‚ b Y‚qn “
à
i`j“n
Xi b Yj
If i` j “ n, then we define the differential on the summand Xi b Yj of pX‚ b Y‚qn by
dX‚bY‚n |XibYj “ dX‚i b idY‚ ` p´1qiidX‚ b dY‚j
If ˚ P tě 0,ď 0,`,´, b,Hu then pCh˚pEq,b, S0pkqq is a monoidal additive category.
If pE ,b, k,Homq is a closed monoidal additive category then we define a functor
Homp´,´q : ChpEqop ˆ ChpEq Ñ ChpEq
HompX‚, Y‚qn “
ź
iPZ
HomEpXi, Yi`nq
and differential dn defined on HomEpXi, Yi`nq by
d “ HompdX‚i , idq ` p´1qiHompid, dY‚i`nq
This does define an internal hom on the monoidal category
pChpEq,b, S0pkqq
The internal hom on chain complexes also restricts to a bifunctor
Homp´,´q : ChbpEqop ˆ ChbpEq Ñ ChbpEq
Then
pChbpEq,b, S0pkq,Homq
is a closed monoidal additive category. In fact, in both of these categories there are natural isomorphisms of
chain complexes of abelian groups.
HompX‚,HompY‚, Z‚qq – HompX‚ b Y‚, Z‚q
The categories Ch˚pEq for ˚ P t`,´, b,Hu also come equipped with a shift functor. It is given on objects
by pA‚r1sqi “ Ai`1 with differential dAr1si “ ´dAi`1. The shift of a morphism f‚ is given by pf‚r1sqi “ fi`1.r1s is an auto-equivalence with inverse r´1s. We set r0s “ Id and rns “ r1sn for any integer n.
Finally, we define the mapping cone as follows.
Definition 3.5. Let X‚ and Y‚ be chain complexes in an additive category E and f‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚. The
mapping cone of f‚, denoted conepf‚q is the complex whose components are
conepf‚qn “ Xn´1 ‘ Yn
and whose differential is
dconepfqn “
ˆ ´dXn´1 0
´fn´1 dYn
˙
xii 1. INTRODUCTION
There are natural morphisms τ : Y‚ Ñ conepfq induced by the injections Yi Ñ Xi´1 ‘ Yi, and pi :
conepfq Ñ X‚r´1s induced by the projections Xi´1 ‘ Yi Ñ Xi´1. The sequence
Y‚ Ñ conepfq Ñ X‚r´1s
is split exact in each degree.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Kobi Kremnitzer, Kevin McGerty, and Theo
Buehler for useful comments.
CHAPTER 2
Exact Category Generalities
In this chapter we will establish some technicalities about exact categories which will be used throughout
this work. In particular we will discuss acyclicity of complexes and the existence of unbounded resolutions.
We will also discuss various notions of generation and compactness in such categories, and introduce the
notion of a monoidal exact category. Finally we will see when exact structures can be lifted to categories
of algebras for some monad acting on an exact category. The results in this chapter will prove crucial for
studying the homotopy theory of exact categories in Chapter 4.
1. Recollections on Exact Categories
In this section we review the rudiments of exact categories, following [Bu¨h10]. In the following E will be
an additive category. A kernel-cokernel pair in E is a pair of composable maps pi, pq, i : AÑ B, p : B Ñ C
such that i “ Kerppq and p “ Cokerpiq. If Q is a class of kernel-cokernel pairs and pi, pq P Q, then we say
that i is an admissible monic and p is an admissible epic with respect to Q.
Definition 1.1. A Quillen exact structure on an additive category E is a collection Q of kernel-
cokernel pairs such that
(1) Isomorphisms are both admissible monics and admissible epics.
(2) Both the collection of admissible monics and the collection of admissible epics are closed under
composition.
(3) If
A

f // B

X
f 1 // Y
is a push out diagram, and f is an admissible monic, then f 1 is as well.
(4) If
A

f 1 // B

X
f // Y
is a pullback diagram, and f is an admissible epic, then f 1 is as well.
Let pE ,Qq be an exact category. We call a null sequence
0 // A
i // B
p // C // 0
short exact if pi, pq is a kernel-cokernel pair in Q. We will use interchangeably the notion of kernel-cokernel
pair and short exact sequence. When it is not likely to cause confusion, we will suppress the notation pE ,Qq
to E .
When studying exact categories it is natural to consider so-called exact functors:
xiii
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Definition 1.2. Let pE ,Pq, pF ,Qq be exact categories. A functor F : E Ñ F is said to be exact (with
respect to P and Q) if for any short exact sequence
0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0
in P,
0 Ñ F pXq Ñ F pY q Ñ F pZq Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence in Q.
Definition 1.3. Let pE ,Pq be an exact category. An exact subcategory of pE ,Pq is an exact category
pF ,Qq where F is a subcategory of E and the inclusion functor is exact.
On any additive category one can define the split exact structure for which the kernel-cokernel pairs are
the split exact sequences. Any exact category contains this is an exact subcategory. At the other extreme
we have quasi-abelian exact structures.
Definition 1.4. An additive category E with all kernels and cokernels is said to be quasi-abelian if
the class qac of all kernel-cokernel pairs forms an exact structure on E.
The following is then tautological.
Proposition 1.5. Let E be a quasi-abelian category, and let Q be a class of kernel-cokernel pairs on E
such that pE ,Qq is an exact category. Then the identity functor idE is an exact functor pE ,Qq Ñ pE , qacq.
We will study quasi-abelian structures in more detail later. For now let us note that abelian categories are
quasi-abelian. In an abelian category all monics are kernels of their cokernels, and all epics are cokernels of
their kernels. It therefore trivially follows that both classes are closed under composition. It is also clear that
both classes contain all isomorphisms. It is a standard exercise that in an abelian category, monomorphisms
are pushout-stable and epimorphisms are pullback-stable. See for example [Fre64] Theorem 2.54. Let us
now record some basic results about exact categories which will prove useful.
Proposition 1.6. Let
A //
i //
f

B
f 1

A1 // i
1
// B1
be a commutative diagram in which the horizontal morphisms are admissible monics. Then the following are
equivalent
(1) The square above is a push-out.
(2) The sequence
0 // A
´
i´f
¯
// B ‘A1 p f
1 i1 q// B1 // 0
is short exact.
(3) The square above is bicartesian.
(4) The square is part of a commutative diagram
A //
i //
f

B
f 1

p // // C
A1 // i
1
// B1
p1 // // C
with short exact rows.
Proof. See [Bu¨h10] Proposition 2.12. 
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Proposition 1.7. Let E be an exact category and A Ă E a full additive subcategory. Suppose that for
every morphism f : A Ñ B which is admissible in E, a kernel and cokernel of f in E exist in A. Then the
collection of all kernel-cokernel pairs pi : AÑ B, p : B Ñ Cq which are exact in E where A,B,C P A defines
an exact structure on A which makes it an exact subcategory of E.
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to show that this collection of kernel-cokernel pairs endows A with an
exact structure. The first and second conditions are clearly satisfied. Let
A
f

i // B
f 1

A1 i
1
// B1
be a pushout diagram in E with f an admissible monic, and i and i1 in A. We need to show that Y is
(isomorphic to) and object of A. But there is an exact sequence
0 // A
´
i´f
¯
// B ‘A1 p f
1 i1 q// B1 // 0
in E . Now a cokernel of the map A Ñ B ‘ A1 in E exists in A, so B1 is isomorphic to an object of A. The
last condition is dual to this one. 
For technical reasons, unless stated otherwise we will assume from now on that all exact categories are
weakly idempotent complete. This means that every retraction has a kernel, or equivalently, that every
coretraction has a cokernel. Note that the condition is self-dual. Quasi-abelian categories are in particular
weakly idempotent complete. In weakly idempotent complete exact categories, we then have the following
useful result, often called the Obscure Axiom.
Proposition 1.8 (The Obscure Axiom). (1) Suppose that i : A Ñ B is a morphism. If there
exists a morphism j : B Ñ C such that the composite ji : AÑ C is an admissible monic, then i is
an admissible monic.
(2) Suppose that i : AÑ B is a morphism. If there exists a morphism j : C Ñ A such that i ˝ j is an
admissible epic, then i is an an admissible epic.
Proof. See [Bu¨h10] Proposition 2.16. 
2. Abelianizations
Let pE ,Qq be an exact category. Let F be a full subcategory of E . Suppose that F is closed under
extensions, that is if
0 Ñ AÑ B Ñ C Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence in pE , Qq with A and C objects of F , then B is an object of F as well. Let QF
consist of those kernel-cokernel pairs pi : AÑ B, q : B Ñ Cq in F which when regarded as pairs of morphisms
in E are kernel-cokernel pairs in Q. It is then straight-forward to show ([BMSG`10]) that pF ,QF q is an
exact subcategory of pE ,Qq. It turns out that any small exact category can be obtained as a full subcategory
of an abelian category which is closed under extensions. This is the main content of the Quillen Embedding
Theorem which provides an invaluable tool for studying exact categories.
Theorem 2.1 (The Quillen Embedding Theorem). Let E be a small exact category. Then there is an
abelian category ApEq and a fully faithful additive functor I : E Ñ ApEq which is exact, reflects exactness,
and preserves all kernels. Moreover the essential image of I is closed under extensions. ApEq may be chosen
to be the category of left-exact functors E Ñ Ab. If in addition E is weakly idempotent complete then a
morphism f : E Ñ F in E is an admissible epic if and only if Ipfq is an epic in ApEq.
Proof. See Appendix A in [Bu¨h10]. 
Definition 2.2. We call an embedding I : E Ñ A of an exact category into an abelian category a left
abelianization of E if
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(1) I is fully faithful.
(2) I is exact.
(3) I reflects exactness.
(4) The essential image of I is closed under extensions.
(5) I preserves all kernels which exist.
(6) If f is a morphism in E, then f is an admissible epic if and only if Ipfq is an epic.
In particular, Theorem 2.1 says that any compact exact category admits a left abelianization. There
is an obvious dual notion of a right abelianization. It is clear that right abelianizations of small exact
categories exist. Indeed, if Eop Ñ A is a left-abelianization of Eop, then E Ñ Aop is a right-abelianization of
E .
3. Generation of Exact Subcategories
Let E be a locally small additive category and A a small full subcategory. By an argument similar to
[hc] we can find a small full exact subcategory of E containing A. In the rest of the section we assume that
given a small subcategory E of A one can choose direct sums for finite collections of objects in E , and kernels
and cokernels of morphisms in E . For example one might assume that such limits and colimits can be made
functorial in the ambient category (e.g. if E is locally presentable).
Proposition 3.1. There is a small full additive subcategory ΣpA;Eq of E containing A.
Proof. We let ΣpA;Eq be the full subcategory whose objects are the zero object and a choice of a direct
sum in E for each finite collection of objects of A. This is clearly additive, contains A, and is small. 
Now let E be an exact category and A a full subcategory.
Proposition 3.2. There is a small full exact subcategory ExpA,Eq of E containing A.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 we may assume that A is additive. Let Ex1pA,Eq denote the full subcategory
of E consisting of a choice of kernels and cokernels of morphisms f : AÑ A1 which are admissible in E . We
set Exn`1pA;Eq ..“ Ex1pExnpA;Eq;Eq We claim that
ExpA;Eq ..“
8ď
n“1
ExnpA;Eq
works. Since Ex1pA;Eq is small for A small this would prove the claim. Ť8n“1 ExnpA;Eq is clearly closed
under taking kernels and cokernels of those morphisms which are admissible in E . By Proposition 1.7 it is
an exact subcategory. 
The point of this is that even if a category E is not small, when working with small diagrams in E we
can pass to an abelianization.
4. Notions of Acyclicity
In a general exact category, arbitrary kernels and cokernels may not exist. Therefore it is not in general
possible even to write down candidates for the homology objects of a chain complex. Even if all kernels and
cokernels do exist, then there are multiple candidates for the homology which are not isomorphic in general.
For example, given a null sequene
Γ “ E f // F g // G
i.e. g ˝ f “ 0, one could consider both CokerpImpfq Ñ Kerpgqq and ImpKerpgq Ñ Cokerpfqq. In an
abelian category these are isomorphic, but for general additive categories this is not the case. Despite these
ambiguities, there are still various useful notions of acyclicity in exact categories, which we discuss below.
First let us define several classes of morphisms.
Definition 4.1. A morphism f : E Ñ F in an exact category is said to be
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(1) weakly left admissible if it has a kernel and the map
Kerpfq Ñ E
is admissible.
(2) weakly right admissible if it has a cokernel, and the map
F Ñ Cokerpfq
is admissible.
(3) weakly admissible if it is both weakly left admissible and weakly right admissible.
The following characterisation of weakly admissible morphisms is immediate.
Proposition 4.2. A morphism f : E Ñ F in an exact category E is weakly admissible if and only if it
admits a decomposition
E
## ##
f // F
$$ $$
Kerpfq
<<
<<
Coimpfq fˆ // Impfq
<<
<<
Cokerpfq
where the sequences
Kerpfq E  Coimpfq
and
Impfq F  Cokerpfq
are short exact.
Definition 4.3. Let f be a morphism in exact category. Then f is said to be admissible if it is weakly
admissible and the map Coimpfq Ñ Impfq is an isomorphism.
Remark 4.4. Admissible epimorphisms and admissible monomorphisms are admisssible morphisms in
the sense above.
This is not how admissible morphisms are usually defined (see e.g. [Bu¨h10]). However the notions are
equivalent:
Proposition 4.5. Let f : E Ñ F be a morphism in an exact category E. Then the following are
equivalent.
(1) f is admissible.
(2) f admits a decomposition
E  I  F
(3) There is a commutative diagram
E
 
f // F
## ##
Kerf
<<
<<
I
@@
@@
Cokerf
where the sequences
Kerf  E  I
and
I  F  Cokerpfq
are short exact.
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Proof. 1 and 3 are clearly equivalent thanks to Proposition 4.2. Also 3 ñ 2 trivially. Let us show that
2 ñ 1. Since I  F is an admissible monic, the kernel of f exists, and coincides with the kernel of E  I.
Hence Kerpfq Ñ E is an admissible monic and in particular E Ñ I is a coimage of f . Dually, the cokernel
of f exists, it coincides with the cokernel of G F , and I  F is an image of f . 
Corollary 4.6. A morphism f : E Ñ F in an exact category is an isomorphism if and only if it is
both an admissible epic and an admissible monic.
Proof. Axiomatically an isomorphism is both an admissible monic and an admissible epic. Conversely,
suppose f is both an admissible monic and an admissible epic. Since it is an admissible monic the map
E Ñ Coimpfq is an isomorphism. Since it is an admissible epic the map Impfq Ñ E is an isomorphism.
Since f is admissible the map Coimpfq Ñ Impfq is an isomorphism. The claim now follows from the
commutative diagram
E
f //
„

F
Coimpfq „ // Impfq
„
OO

We are now ready to introduce our various notions of acyclic sequences.
Definition 4.7. A null-sequence
X
f // Y
g // Z
is said to be
(1) weakly acyclic if f is weakly right admissible, g has a kernel, and the natural map Impfq Ñ Kerpgq
is an isomorphism.
(2) weakly coacyclic if g is weakly left admissible, f has a cokernel, and the natural map Cokerpfq Ñ
Coimpgq is an isomorphism.
(3) admissibly acyclic if it is weakly acyclic and f is admissible,
(4) admissibly coacyclic if it is weakly coacyclic and g is admissible
(5) admissible if both f and g are admissible.
(6) acyclic if it is both admissibly acyclic and admissibly coacyclic.
Remark 4.8. If a null sequence
X
f // Y
g // Z
is weakly acyclic then g is automatically weakly left admissible.
Definition 4.9. A complex
Xn
fn // Xn´1
fn´1 // . . . // X0
is said to be weakly acyclic/ weakly coacyclic/ admissibly acyclic/ admissibly coacyclic/ admissible/ acyclic
if for each 1 ď i ď n´ 1 each sequence
Xi`1
fi`1 // Xi
fi // Xi´1
is weakly acyclic/ weakly coacyclic/ admissibly acyclic/ admissibly coacyclic/ admissible/ acyclic.
Let us now set up some tools for determining whether a complex is acyclic. We can partially test
acyclicity by passing to a left abelianisation:
Proposition 4.10. Let I : E Ñ A be a left abelianization of E.
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(1) If
Xn
fn // Xn´1
fn´1 // . . . // X0
is admissibly acyclic in E then
IpXnq Ipfnq// IpXn´1qIpfn´1q // . . . // IpX0q
is exact in A.
(2) If fi is weakly admissible for 2 ď i ď n and
IpXnq Ipfnq// IpXn´1qIpfn´1q // . . . // IpX0q
is exact, then
Xn
fn // Xn´1
fn´1 // . . . // X0
is admissibly acyclic.
(3) If fi is weakly left admissible for 1 ď i ď n´ 1 and
IpXnq Ipfnq// IpXn´1qIpfn´1q // . . . // IpX0q
is exact in A, then
Xn
fn // Xn´1
fn´1 // . . . // X0
is admissibly acyclic.
Proof. Clearly it is sufficient to prove the claims for sequences
X
f // Y
g // Z
(1) Suppose the above sequence is admissibly acyclic. Since f is admissible I preserves Impfq. By
assumption I preserves all kernels. Hence
IpXq Ipfq // IpY q Ipgq // IpZq
is exact.
(2) Suppose now that
IpXq Ipfq // IpY q Ipgq // IpZq
is exact and that f is weakly admissible. Since I preserves all kernels, and cokernels of admissible
morphisms, we have IpCoimpfqq – CoimIpfq. Now
CoimIpfq – ImIpfq – KerIpgq
Since I is fully faithful, Coimpfq is a kernel of g. Finally, note that we have a factorisation of
Coimpfq Ñ Kerpgq
Coimpfq Ñ Impfq Kerpgq
By Proposition 1.8 Impfq Kerpgq is also an (admissible) epic. By Corollary 4.6 it is an isomor-
phism. Therefore Coimpfq Ñ Impfq is as well. By Proposition 4.5 we are done.
(3) We can factor f as
X
f 1 // Kerpgq // Y
with Kerpgq Ñ Y an admissible monic. We need to show f 1 is an admissible epic. Since I preserves
kernels, it sends the diagram above to
IpXq Ipf
1q // KerIpgq // IpY q
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Since
IpXq Ipfq // IpY q Ipgq // IpZq
is exact, Ipf 1q is an epic. thus f 1 is an admissible epic, and we are done.

Part 1) of the above proposition says that the functor I is admissibly exact. This is a stronger notion
than exactness. It will be useful in later contexts, so we make a definition.
Definition 4.11. A functor F : E Ñ F between exact categories is said to be admissibly (co)exact if
for any admissibly (co)acyclic sequence
X Ñ Y Ñ Z
in E, the sequence
F pXq Ñ F pY q Ñ F pZq
is admissibly (co)acyclic. A functor which is both admissibly exact and admissibly coexact is said to be
strongly exact.
Moreover, the proof of Part 1) also gives the following result.
Proposition 4.12. Let F : E Ñ D be an exact functor which preserves kernels. Then F is admissibly
exact.
Example 4.13. It is easy to show that taking finite direct sums is a strongly exact functor. Indeed being
both a limit and a colimit, this functor commutes with all limits and colimits.
Although the functor I reflects short exact sequences, it need not in general reflect acyclicity of un-
bounded complexes. However it does for a certain nice class of complexes.
Definition 4.14. A complex X‚ in an exact category is said to be good if for each n there is m ă n
such that dm has a kernel. X‚ is said to be cogood if for each n there is m ą n such that dm has a cokernel.
Example 4.15. Bounded below complexes are good.
We will frequently use the following trick for good complexes.
Proposition 4.16. Let X‚ be a good complex in an exact category. Suppose that for any n such that
dXn has a kernel, the induced map
d1n`1 : Xn`1 Ñ ZnX
is an admissible epic. Then X‚ is acyclic.
Proof. Suppose dm has a kernel. By assumption dm`1 factors as
Xm`1  ZmX Ñ Xm
A priori ZmX Ñ Xm is not admissible. However it is a monomorphism. Therefore, since Xm`1  ZmX
is admissible its kernel exists and it coincides with the kernel Zm`1X of dm`1. Since Xm`1  ZmX is
admissible it is in particular weakly left admissible. Therefore dm`1 is also weakly left admissible. Now
consider dm`2. By assumption it factors as
dm`2 : Xm`2  Zm`1X  Xm`1
Thus dm`2 is an admissible morphism whose image is Zm`1X. An easy induction then shows that X‚ is
acyclic. 
Since I preserves kernels and reflects admissible epimorphisms, Proposition 4.16 gives the following.
Corollary 4.17. Let pX‚, d‚q be a complex in E. Let I : E Ñ A be a left abelianisation of E. Suppose
X‚ is good. Then X‚ is acyclic if and only if IpX‚q is.
Proof. Suppose IpX‚q is acyclic, and dXn has a kernel ZnX. By assumption Ipd1n`1q : IpXn`1q Ñ
ZnIpXq “ IpZnXq is an epimorphism. Thus d1n`1 : Xn`1 Ñ ZnX is an admissible epimorphism. 
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4.1. Homotopies and Quasi-Isomorphisms. Let us now discuss homological properties of maps
between complexes.
Definition 4.18. A homotopy between morphisms of chain complexes f‚, g‚ : K‚ Ñ L‚ is a collection
of morphisms Di : Ai Ñ Bi`1 such that
fi ´ gi “ Di´1 ˝ dKi ` dLi`1 ˝Di
We then say f‚ „ g‚.
Definition 4.19. Two complexes K‚ and L‚ are said to be homotopy equivalent if there are maps
g : K‚ Ñ L‚ and f : L‚ Ñ K‚ such that f ˝ g „ idK‚ and g ˝ f „ idL‚ .
If
A
p //

B
α

q // C

X
f // Y
g // Z
is a diagram with the top and bottom row being null-sequences, we will also say that it is homotopic to zero
if there are two maps D : B Ñ X and D1 : C Ñ Y such α “ f ˝D ´D1 ˝ q.
We can use homotopies in an exact category to test for acyclicity.
Proposition 4.20. Let E be an exact category, and let
X
f // Y
g // Z
be a null sequence. Suppose that g has a kernel. Then the induced map f 1 : X Ñ Kerpgq is an admissible
epimorphism if and only there is a diagram
A
p //

B
α

q // C

X
f // Y
g // Z
which is homotopic to zero, and such that the induced map α˜ : Kerpqq Ñ Kerpgq is an admissible epic.
Proof. Suppose that g has a kernel and that the induced map f 1 : X Ñ Kerpgq is an admissible
epimorphism. Consider the diagram
0 //

X
f

// 0

X
f // Y
g // Z
By assumption the induced map f˜ : X Ñ Kerpgq is an admissible epic. Moreover the diagram is clearly
homotopic to 0 via the maps D “ id : X Ñ X and D1 “ 0 : 0 Ñ Y . Conversely suppose we have a diagram
A
p //

B
α

q //
D
~~
C

D1

X
f // Y
g // Z
such that g has a kernel, α “ f ˝D ´D1 ˝ q, and α˜ is an admissible epic. We have the factorisation of f
X
f˜ // Kerpgq // Y
Moreover, α˜ “ f˜ ˝D|Kerpqq. By Proposition 1.8 f˜ is an admissible epic. 
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Corollary 4.21. Let E be an exact category, and let
X
f // Y
g // Z
be a null sequence. The sequence is admissibly acyclic if and only if g is weakly left admissible and there is
a diagram
A
p //

B
α

q // C

X
f // Y
g // Z
which is homotopic to zero, and such that the induced map α˜ : Kerpqq Ñ Kerpgq is an admissible epic.
Proof. Suppose the sequence is admissibly acyclic. By Remark 4.8 g is weakly left admissible.
For the converse, note that by Proposition 4.20 and the fact that Kerpgq Ñ Y is admissible, we have a
decomposition of f
X  Kerpgq Y
By Proposition 4.5 f is an admissible morphism whose image is Kerpgq. 
We can also test split exactness by looking at homotopy.
Proposition 4.22. Let E be an exact category, and let
Γ :“ X f // Y g // Z
be a null-sequence. The sequence is admissibly acyclic in the split exact structure if and only if g is weakly
left admissible and the diagram
X
f //
idX

Y
idY

g // Z
idZ

X
f // Y
g // Z
is homotopic to zero.
Proof. Suppose the diagram is homotopic to the zero. If we can show that g is also weakly left
admissible in the split exact structure, then the claim follows from Corollary 4.21. By Corollary 4.21 we
already know that the sequence is admissibly acyclic, so Impfq – Kerpgq. Let D : Y Ñ X and D1 : Z Ñ Y
be maps such that idY “ f ˝D ´D1 ˝ g. The map f ˝D : Y Ñ Y factors as
Y
˜pf˝Dq// Impfq i // Y
where i is the inclusion. But
f ˝D ˝ i “ f ˝D ˝ i´D ˝ g ˝ i “ i
since g ˝ i “ 0. It follows that ˜pf ˝Dq ˝ i “ IdImpfq. This implies that the map Kerpgq – Impfq Ñ Y is split,
and so is an admissible monic in the split exact structure. 
Corollary 4.23. Let X‚ be a good complex.
(1) X‚ is acyclic whenever there is a complex Y‚, a morphism of complexes f‚ : Y‚ Ñ X‚ which is
homotopic to 0, and such that the induced maps f˜n : KerpdYn q Ñ KerpdXn q are admissible epimor-
phisms.
(2) X‚ is split exact whenever idX‚ is homotopic to 0.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Proposition 4.16 and Proposition 4.20. For the second assertion
note that X‚ is acyclic by the first. In particular each
Xn`1 Ñ Xn Ñ Xn´1
is acyclic, and Xn Ñ Xn´1 is (weakly left) admissible. Thus we may use Proposition 4.22. 
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4.2. Quasi-isomorphisms. Recall that in an abelian category a map of complexes induces a map on
homology. The map is said to be a quasi-isomorphism if the induced map on homology is an isomorphism.
Quasi-isomorphisms can also be characterised in terms of their mapping cone. A map of chain complexes in
an abelian category is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if its mapping cone is acyclic. As remarked previously,
in an exact category we cannot in general define the homology of a complex. However the construction of
the mapping cone makes sense in any additive category. By the previous remarks, the following definition is
sensible.
Definition 4.24. Let E be an exact category. A map f‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚ of complexes of E is said to be a
quasi-isomorphism if conepf‚q is acyclic.
Proposition 4.25. Homotopy equivalences are quasi-isomorphisms.
Proof. See [Bu¨h10] Proposition 10.9. 
The next proposition is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.17.
Proposition 4.26. Let I : E Ñ A be a left abelianisation of an exact category E. Let f‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚ be
a morphism of complexes. Suppose conepfq is good. Then f is a quasi-isomorphim if and only if Ipfq is.
Remark 4.27. As for abelian categories, one can define the derived category D˚pEq of an exact category
E by localizing Ch˚pEq at the quasi-isomorphisms. For details see for example [Bu¨h10] Section 10.
5. Ext Groups and Projective Objects
In order to study cotorsion pairs in exact categories in Section 4, we will need the notion of Ext groups
in exact categories. Recall for an abelian category A one can define the groups ExtnpA,Bq for any pair
of objects A,B P A regardless of whether A has enough projectives by the Yoneda construction. This
construction goes through mutatis-mutandis for exact categories. The elements are Yoneda equivalences
classes of n-extensions and the binary operation is the Baer sum. All the proofs for the above facts work
as the abelian case. The interested reader can adapt the relevant proofs in [Buc59] for example. The first
ext group Ext1pA,Bq can also be computed by passing to a left abelianization. More generally we have the
following straight-forward result.
Proposition 5.1. Let E and F be exact categories. Let F : E Ñ F be a fully faithful exact functor
which reflects exactness. Suppose that the essential image of E is closed under extensions. Then F induces
a natural isomorphism of abelian groups
Ext1Ep´,´q – Ext1F pF p´q, F p´qq
Remark 5.2. In the above we make the implicit assumption that each ExtnpA,Bq is a set. This always
holds for exact categories with enough projectives, which can be seen from the discussion in the following
section.
At this point we recall the notion of a projective object in an exact category, and mention how they
relate to the Ext functor.
Definition 5.3. An object P in an exact category E is said to be projective if the functor HompP,´q :
E Ñ Ab is exact.
Remark 5.4. By Proposition 4.12, for any projective object P the functor HompP,´q is admissibly
exact.
Example 5.5. In the split exact structure every object is projective.
As in the abelian case one has the following result.
Proposition 5.6. The following are equivalent.
(1) P is projective.
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(2) Given a map f : P Ñ C and an admissible epic e : B Ñ C, there is a morphism g : P Ñ B such
that the following diagram commutes
B
e

P
g
??
f // C
(3) Any admissible epic with codomain P splits.
(4) Ext1pP,Aq vanishes for any object A.
(5) ExtnpP,Aq vanishes for any object A and any n ě 1.
6. Resolutions in Exact Categories
We will need some results about resolutions in exact categories later.
6.1. Bounded Resolutions. We begin by discussing the easier case of bounded resolutions.
Definition 6.1. An exact category E is said to have enough projectives if for any object X of E,there
is a projective object P and an admissible epimorphism P  X.
Lemma 6.2. Let P be a subclass of ObpEq, the object of E. Assume that for any object E of E there
is an object P P P and an admissible epimorphism P  E. Then, for any bounded below complex E of
Ch`pEq, there is a bounded below complex P whose entries are objects of P, and a quasi-isomorphism
u : P Ñ E
where each uk : Pk Ñ Ek is an admissible epimorphism. Moreover, this construction can be made functorial
if the choice of admissible epimorphism P  E can be made functorial.
Proof. This is proved in [Bu¨h10] Theorem 12.7 for the case that P is the class of projectives in an
exact category with enough projectives. However the proof goes through the same. 
Lemma 6.3. Let A,B be objects in an exact category E. Let f : A Ñ B be a morphism. Let P‚ be a
complex with P´1 “ A,Pn “ 0 for n ă ´1 and Pn projective for n ą 0. Also let Q‚ be an acyclic complex
with Q´1 “ B and Qn “ 0 for n ă ´1. Then there is a chain map f‚ : P‚ Ñ Q‚ with f´1 “ f . Moreover,
f‚ is unique up to homotopy.
Proof. See [Bu¨h10] Theorem 12.4. 
As in the abelian case one can define derived functors between derived categories of exact categories.
There are also notions of adapted classes for functors. Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 6.2 essentially say that as
in the abelian case, if a category E has enough projectives, then the class of projective objects is adapted to
the functor Homp´, Aq : Eop Ñ Ab. It can be shown that RnHomp´, Aq ..“ HnpRHomp´, Aqq – Extnp´, Aq.
6.2. Unbounded Resolutions. When dealing with the model structures on unbounded chain com-
plexes., we will also need to have unbounded resolutions. For this we will modify the famous Theorem 3.4
in [Spa88] and its proof to work for more general exact categories. In the following we shall let B be a class
of complexes in E which is stable under shifts, and we shall assume that for any bounded below complex
X‚ there is a bounded below complex B‚ in B and a quasi-isomorphism B‚ Ñ X‚ which is an admissible
epimorphism in each degree. We will call such a class a bounded resolving class.
Before continuing we introduce some terminology. Let I be a category, E an exact category and S a
class of morphisms in E . Denote by FunS pI;Eq the category of functors D : I Ñ E such that DpiÑ jq is in
S for any morphism iÑ j in I. Denote also by FunS pI;Eqcont and FunS pI;Eqcocont the full subcategories of
FunS pI;Eq consisting of functors which are continuous, and cocontinuous respectively. Note that if I “ ℵ0,
then FuncocontS pℵ0,Eq “ FunS pℵ0,Eq.
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Definition 6.4. We say that E has pI; Sq-(co)limits if for any functor D P FunS pI;Eq, a (co)limit
of D exists. We say that E has pI; Sqcont-limits if for any functor D P FuncontS pI;Eq, a limit of D exists.
Finally We say that E has pI; Sqcocont-colimits if for any functor D P FuncocontS pI;Eq, a colimit of D exists.
Let ChpSq denote the class of morphisms in ChpEq consisting of those morphisms f‚ : A‚ Ñ B‚ such
that fn P S for each n. Clearly if E has pI; Sq-limits, pI; Sqcont-limits, pI; Sq-colimits, or pI; Sqcocont-colimits
then ChpEq also has corresponding (co)limits for the class ChpSq.
Definition 6.5. Suppose that E has pI; Sq-colimits. We say that pI; Sq-colimits are exact in E if for any
functor F P FunS pI;ChpEqq such that F piq acyclic for any object i in I, the colimit limÑIF piq is acyclic.
Similarly one defines exactness of pI; Sqcocont-colimits, pI; Sq-limits, and pI; Sqcont-limits.
We will be particularly interested in the cases S “ AdMon is the class of admissible monomorphism,
or S “ SplitMon is the class of split monomorphisms. Let us now recall some notions from Spaltenstein’s
paper.
Definition 6.6. Let B be a class of complexes. A direct system pPn‚ qnPE in ChpEq is a B-special direct
system if it satisfies the following conditions.
(1) E is well-ordered.
(2) If n P E has no predecessor then Pn‚ “ limÑmănPm‚ .
(3) If n P E has a predecessor n ´ 1 then the natural chain map Pn´1‚ Ñ Pn‚ is injective, its cokernel
Cn‚ belongs to B, and the short exact sequence
0 Ñ Pn´1‚ Ñ Pn‚ Ñ Cn‚ Ñ 0
is split exact in each degree.
We denote by limÑB the class of complexes which are limits of B-special direct systems.
Proposition 6.7. Let E be an exact category which has kernels. Suppose that B is a bounded resolving
class. Then for any complex X‚ there exists a B-special direct system pPn‚ qně´1 and a direct system of chain
maps fn : Pn‚ Ñ τěnX‚ such that
(1) fn is a quasi-isomorphism for every n ě 0.
(2) fn is an admissible epimorphism in each degree.
Proof. We construct the data pPn‚ qně´1 and pfnqně´1 by induction. For n “ ´1 we take P´1‚ “ 0
and so f´1 “ 0. Let now n ě 1, and suppose that P´1‚ , . . . , Pn´1‚ and f´1, . . . , fn´1 have been constructed.
Let P‚ “ Pn´1‚ and Y‚ “ τěnX‚. Denote by f the composite Pn´1‚ Ñ τěn´1X‚ Ñ Y‚. By assumption we
can find a quasi-isomorphism g : Q‚ Ñ conepfqr1s which is an admissible epimorphism in each degree, and
Q‚r´1s P B. Now we have a degree wise splitting, conepfqr1s “ P‚ ‘ Y‚r1s. We therefore get two maps
g1 : Q‚ Ñ P‚ and g2 : Q‚ Ñ Y‚r1s which are admissible epimorphisms in each degree, and such that g1 is a
chain map. Define Pn ..“ conep´g1q and let fn : conep´g1q “ Qr1s ‘ P Ñ Y be defined by fn “ g2r1s ` f .
As in [Spa88] Lemma 3.3, by direct calculation fn is a chain map and conepfnq “ conepgqr1s. Since g is a
quasi-isomorphism fn is as well. Moreover the sequence
0 Ñ Pn´1‚ Ñ Pn‚ Ñ Q‚r1s Ñ 0
is split exact in each degree. 
Corollary 6.8. Let E be an exact category with kernels and such that pℵ0,SplitMonq-colimits exist
and are exact. Let B be a bounded resolving class. Then any chain complex X‚ in E admits a limÑB
resolution which is an admissible epimorphism in each degree.
Proof. Fix a B-special direct system pPn‚ qně´1 and a direct system of chain maps fn : Pn‚ Ñ τěnX‚
such that
(1) fn is a quasi-isomorphism for every n ě 0.
(2) fn is an admissible epimorphism in each degree.
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Let P‚ be the direct limit of the special direct system. For each n the composition Pn‚ Ñ P‚ Ñ X‚ is an
admissible epimorphism in degrees ą n. Thus P‚ Ñ X‚ is an admissible epimorphism in all degrees. 
Now let P be any class of objects in E . Suppose that for each object X in E there is an object P in
P together with an admissible epimorphism P  X. By Lemma 6.2 the class Ch`pPq of chain complexes
with entries in P is a bounded resolving class. Let us introduce the following notion.
Definition 6.9. Let E be an exact category such that for some ordinal λ and some class S Ă AdMon,
pλ,
mathcalSqcocont-colimits exist. We say that a class of objects P in E is closed under pλ;Sq-indexed
extensions if for any continuous functor X : λÑ E functor such that for each i ă j in λ the map Xi Ñ Xj
is an admissible monic whose cokernel is in P, then the limit Xλ is in P.
From the proof of Corollary 6.8 we then immediately have the following.
Corollary 6.10. Let E be an exact category with kernels in which pℵ0,SplitMonq-colimits exist and
are exact. Let P be a class of objects such that for each object X in E there is an object P in P together
with an admissible epimorphism P  X. Suppose further that P is closed under pℵ0,SplitMonq-extensions.
Then for any complex X‚ in ChpEq there is a complex P‚ in ChpPq and an admissible epimorphism P‚ Ñ X‚
which is a quasi-isomorphism. Moreover, X‚ is the limit of a Ch`pPq-special direct system.
We will also need the following acyclicity result, also proved in [Spa88] for abelian categories.
Proposition 6.11. Let T be a class of complexes in ChpEq. The class of all complexes A‚ P ChpEq
such that HompA‚, T‚q is acyclic for every T‚ in T is closed under special direct limits.
Proof. It is clear from the definition of the contravariant functor Homp´, T‚q that it transforms
colimits into limits. If pPn‚ qnPE is a B-special direct system then
pHompPn‚ , T‚qqnPE is a B-special inverse system of acyclic complexes of abelian groups, where we use the
terminology of [Spa88] Section 2. Lemma 2.3 in [Spa88] says that the inverse limit of such a system is
again acyclic. 
7. Exact Structures on Chain Complexes
Let E be an exact category and consider the category Ch˚pEq for ˚ P tH, b,ě,ď,`,´u. Say that a
sequence 0 Ñ A‚ Ñ B‚ Ñ C‚ Ñ 0 is exact precisely if for each i P Z the sequence 0 Ñ Ai Ñ Bi Ñ Ci Ñ 0
is exact. Since limits and colimits in Ch˚pEq are computed degree-wise this is an exact structure on ChpEq.
Proposition 7.1. Let F : A Ñ B be a fully faithful exact functor which reflects exactness and whose
essential image is closed under extensions. Then for ˚ P tě 0,ď 0,`,´, b,Hu the induced functor
Ch˚pF q : Ch˚pAq Ñ Ch˚pBq
is a fully faithful exact functor which reflects exactness and whose essential image is closed under extensions.
Proof. Since exactness of chain complexes is defined level wise, Ch˚pF q is clearly exact and reflects
exactness. It is clearly faithful. Let us check that it is full. Let pX‚, d‚q and pY‚, δ‚q be chain complexes
in A. Let f‚ : F pX‚q Ñ F pY‚q be a chain map. For each n there is some gn : Xn Ñ Yn with fn “ F pgnq.
Moreover
F pgn ˝ dn`1q “ F pgnq ˝ F pdn`1q “ fn ˝ F pdn`1q “ F pδn`1q ˝ fn`1 “ F pδn`1 ˝ gn`1q
Since F is faithful, gn ˝ dn`1 “ δn`1 ˝ gn`1. It remains to show that the essential image of Ch˚pF q is closed
under extensions. So suppose we have an exact sequence of chain complexes.
0 // F pX‚, d‚q f‚ // pQ‚, γ‚q g‚ // F pY‚, δ‚q // 0
For each n pick an object Pn P A and an isomorphism pn : QnÑ˜F pPnq. Let γ1n “ pn´1 ˝ γn ˝ p´1n :
F pPnq Ñ F pPn´1q. Then pP‚, γ1‚q is a chain complex. Moreover by construction we have an isomorphism
p‚ : Q‚ Ñ F pP‚q whose nth component is pn. 
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Corollary 7.2. Let I : E Ñ ApEq is a left abelianization of E. Then Ch˚pIq : Ch˚pEq Ñ Ch˚pApEqq
is a left abelianization of Ch˚pEq.
Proof. By the previous proposition, it remains to check that ChpIq preserves kernels, and ChpIqpf‚q
is an admissible epimorphism if and only if f‚ is. However this is clear since everything is computed degree-
wise. 
7.1. A Useful Example: The Degree-Wise Exact Structure. Let E be an additive category, and
endow it with the split exact structure. The induced exact structure on ChpEq is called the degree-wise
split exact structure, and we denote the ext functors in this structure by Extndw. We conclude this section
with a brief discussion of the relation between extensions in the degree-wise split exact structure and the
ChpAbq-enriched structure on ChpEq. This is also done in a model theoretic context for modules over a ring
in [Gil11] Section 5.2.
Proposition 7.3. A sequence of chain complexes 0 // X‚
p‚ // Z‚
q‚ // Y‚ // 0 is split exact
in each degree if and only if it is isomorphic to a complex of the form
0 Ñ X‚ Ñ conepf‚q Ñ Y‚ Ñ 0
for some morphism of complexes f‚ : Y‚r1s Ñ X‚.
Proof. The sequence
0 Ñ X‚ Ñ conepf‚q Ñ Y‚ Ñ 0
is clearly split exact in each degree, so any complex isomorphic to it is split exact in each degree as well.
Suppose
0 // X‚
p‚ // Z‚
q‚ // Y‚ // 0
is split exact in each degree. Let αn : Zn Ñ Xn be such that αn ˝pn “ idXn and βn : Yn Ñ Zn be a map such
that qn ˝βn “ idYn . We may assume also that αn ˝βn “ 0. Define f‚ : Y‚r1s Ñ X‚ by fn “ αn ˝dZn`1 ˝βn`1.
This is easily seen to be a map of chain complexes. Let αn : Zn Ñ Xn‘Yn denote the isomorphism induced
by the degree-wise splitting. A straight-forward computation shows that this gives a map of chain complexes
α‚ : Z‚ Ñ conepf‚q. Thus we get an isomorphism of exact sequences.
0 // X‚
p‚ // Z‚
q‚ //
α‚

Y‚ // 0
0 // X‚ // conepf‚q // Y‚ // 0

Proposition 7.4. A map of chain complexes f‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚ is homotopic to 0 if and only if the sequence
0 Ñ Y‚ Ñ conepf‚q Ñ X‚r´1s Ñ 0
is split exact.
Proof. Suppose that f‚ is homotopic to 0. Let tDn : Xn Ñ Yn`1u be a homotopy. We then get a
map αn “ pidXn´1 , Dn´1q : Xn´1 Ñ conepfqn. It is straight-forward to check that this gives a chain map
α‚ : X‚r´1s Ñ conepf‚q. Moreover it obviously gives a splitting of conepf‚q Ñ X‚r´1s. Conversely suppose
the sequence is split exact. Let α‚ : X‚r´1s Ñ conepf‚q be a splitting of the map conepf‚q Ñ X‚r´1s. It
is an easy computation to check that the collection of compositions tDn´1 : Xn´1 Ñ conepf‚qn Ñ Ynu is a
homotopy between f and 0. 
We recover the following standard result
Corollary 7.5. For chain complexes X‚, Y‚ in an additive category E. we have
Ext1dwpX,Y rn´ 1sq – HnHompX‚, Y‚q “ HomChpEqpX,Y rnsq
L „
where „ is chain homotopy.
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Proof. By direct computation, one finds that f P śi HompXi, Yi`nq defines a chain map f‚ : X‚ Ñ
Y‚rns if and only if f P Kerpdnq. Similarly, f‚ is then null-homotopic if and only if it is in Impdn`1q. This
gives the isomorphism
HnHompX‚, Y‚q “ HomChpEqpX,Y rnsq
L „
The isomorphism Ext1dwpX,Y rn´1sq – HomChpEqpX,Y rnsq
L „ follows from Proposition 7.3 and Proposition
7.4. 
8. Monoidal Exact Categories and Monads in Exact Categories
We conclude this section with a brief note on monoidal exact categories, and exact structures on cate-
gories of modules over monoids. More generally we put an exact structure on the category of algebras for an
additive monad which is compatible in a precise sense with the exact structure on the underlying category.
First we need a general definition.
Definition 8.1. A covariant functor F : E Ñ F between exact categories is said to be right exact if
for any short exact sequence
0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0
in E, the sequence
F pXq Ñ F pY q Ñ F pZq Ñ 0
is admissibly coacyclic in F .
A contravariant functor F : E Ñ F between exact categories is said to be right exact if for any short
exact sequence
0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0
in E, the sequence
F pZq Ñ F pY q Ñ F pXq Ñ 0
is admissibly coacyclic in F .
Dually one defines left exactness.
Definition 8.2. Let E be an exact category. A symmetric monoidal structure with additive tensor
functor b is said to be compatible if for any object X of E the functor Xbp´q preserves all colimits which
exist and is right exact. A monoidal exact category is a symmetric monoidal category pE ,b, kq where E
is an exact category and the monoidal structure is compatible.
Definition 8.3. Let E be an exact category. A closed symmetric monoidal structure with additive
tensor functor b and additive internal hom Hom is said to be compatible with E if for each object X of
E, the functor X b p´q, is right exact and the functors HompA,´q and Homp´, Aq are left exact. A closed
monoidal exact category is a closed symmetric monoidal category pE ,b,Hom, kq where E is an exact
category and the closed monoidal structure is compatible.
Note that if pE ,b,Hom, kq is a closed monoidal exact category, then pE ,b, kq is automatically a monoidal
exact category. Indeed for each object X, X b p´q is a left adjoint so it preserves colimits.
Definition 8.4. Let pE ,b, kq be an exact category equipped with a (not necessarily compatible) symmet-
ric monoidal structure where the tensor functor is additive. An object F of E is said to be (strongly) flat
if the functor F b p´q is (strongly) exact.
In the familiar category of R-modules over some ring R with the usual monoidal structure, projectives
are always flat. Moreover the tensor product of two projective R-modules is again projective. This is not
always guaranteed for an arbitrary monoidal exact category. However it is a useful property to have, in
particular when dealing with the projective model structure later. We therefore make a definition.
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Definition 8.5. A monoidal exact category in which projective objects are flat and P bP 1 is projective
whenever both P and P 1 are is said to be projectively monoidal . A projectively monoidal exact category
is said to be strongly projectively monoidal if projectives are strongly flat.
In closed exact categories we have the following observation.
Observation 8.6. Let pE ,b, k,Homq be a closed monoidal exact category with enough projectives such
that the underlying monoidal category is projectively monoidal. Then for any projective P , the functor
HompP,´q : E Ñ E is exact. The proof follows immediately from the adjunction between b and Hom. It is
shown in the quasi-abelian case in [Sch99], for example, and the proof works identically in the exact case.
Now let R be a unital associative monoid internal to a monoidal exact category pE ,b, kq. It turns out
that there is an exact structure on the additive category RMod where a null sequence
0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0
in RMod is exact if and only if it is a short exact sequence when regarded as a null-sequence in E . This
follows from a more general result about compatible monads in exact categories.
Definition 8.7. An additive monad T on an exact category E is said to be compatible if it preserves
all colimits and is a right exact functor.
Proposition 8.8. Let E be an exact category and let T : E Ñ E be a compatible monad. There is an
exact structure on ET where a null sequence
0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0
in ET is exact if and only if it is a short exact sequence when regarded as a null-sequence in E. We call this
exact structure the induced exact structure.
Proof. This follows from the general fact that if T is a cocontinuous monad on any category E then
the forgetful functor ET Ñ E creates limits and colimits and reflects isomorphisms. For a proof of this see
[Bor94] Proposition 4.3.1 and Proposition 4.3.2. 
This exact structure inherits a lot from the exact structure on E . In fact we have the following lemma.
Lemma 8.9. Let | ´ | : D Ñ E be a functor between exact categories which reflects exactness and creates
both kernels and cokernels. Then | ´ | reflects admissible monomorphisms, admissible epimorphisms, weakly
admissible morphisms, admissible morphisms, and admissibly acyclic sequences.
Proof. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism in D. Supposethat |f | is an admissible monomorphism. Then
there is an exact sequence
0 Ñ |X| Ñ |Y | Ñ Cokerp|f |q Ñ 0
Since | ´ | creates cokernels and reflects exactness
0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Cokerpfq Ñ 0
is an exact sequence in D. Thus f is an admissible monomorphism. That |´| reflects admissible epimorphisms
is proved similarly. Note in particular that this means | ´ | reflects isomorphisms.
Suppose now that |f | : |X| Ñ |Y | is weakly admissible. Then there is a decomposition
|X|
$$ $$
|f | // |Y |
$$ $$
Kerp|f |q
;;
;;
Coimp|f |q
ˆ|f | // Imp|f |q
;;
;;
Cokerp|f |q
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Since | ´ | reflects exactness and creates both kernels and cokernels there is a decomposition in D
X
## ##
f // Y
$$ $$
Kerpfq
;;
;;
Coimpfq fˆ // Impfq
<<
<<
Cokerpfq
Thus f is weakly admissible. If in addition |f | is admissible then |fˆ | is an isomorphism. Since | ´ | reflects
isomorphisms fˆ is an isomorphism, so f is admissible.
Finally suppose
|X| |f | // |Y | |g| // |Z|
is admissibly acyclic. Then |f | is admissible, |g| has a kernel and the map Imp|f |q Ñ Kerp|g|q is an isomor-
phism. By the above f is admissible. Since | ´ | creates kernels and cokernels and also reflects isomorphisms
Impfq Ñ Kerpgq is also an isomorphism. 
As a consequence of this and Remark 9.7 later, if E is (quasi)-abelian, then so is ET . In particular
categories of modules for monoid objects in monoidal (quasi)-abelian categories are themselves (quasi)-
abelian.
Before concluding this discussion of monoidal exact categories, let us briefly mention induced monoidal
structures on chain complexes. So, let pE ,b, kq be a monoidal exact category. Recall from Section 3 there
is an induced additive monoidal structure pCh˚pEq,b, S0pkqq on Ch˚pEq for ˚ P tě 0,ď 0,`,´, b,Hu.
Since colimits of chain complexes are computed degreewise, finite direct sums are strongly exact, and a
null-sequence of chain complexes is admissibly coacyclic if and only if it is so in each degree, it is clear
that this monoidal structure is compatible, so that pCh˚pEq,b, S0pkqq is a monoidal exact category for
˚ P tě 0,ď 0,`,´, bu.
Now suppose pE ,b, S0pkq,Homq is a closed monoidal exact category. Then
pChbpEq,b, S0pkq,Homq
is a closed monoidal exact category. Note that the closed symmetric monoidal category
pChpEq,b, S0pkq,Homq
need not be a closed monoidal exact category since infinite direct sums/ products need not be admissibly
coexact/ admissibly exact. When we deal with unbounded complexes later we shall assume this to be the
case. We shall see shortly that this is guaranteed for a closed monoidal structure on a quasi-abelian category.
9. Quasi-Abelian Categories
Let us apply what we have seen so far to the particular case of quasi-abelian categories. The theory of
quasi-abelian categories is developed significantly in [Sch99] which is our main reference here. Applications
to categories of topological vector spaces can be found in [Pro00b].
9.1. Strict Morphisms. First we show that Definition 1.4 is equivalent to the one given in [Sch99].
Recall that in a finitely complete and cocomplete additive category, any morphism f : E Ñ F gives rise to
a commutative diagram
E
f //

F
Coimpfq // Imf
OO
In any abelian category the map Coimpfq Ñ Impfq is an isomorphism. However this is not true in general.
For example, consider the standard example of the category Fr of Fre´chet spaces. Then Coimpfq “ ELf´1p0q,
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Impfq “ fpEq and the natural map ELf´1p0q Ñ fpEq is the obvious one. By the Open Mapping Theorem
Coimpfq Ñ Impfq is an isomorphism if and only if f has closed range, which is not always the case.
Definition 9.1. Let E be an additive category with all kernels and cokernels. A morphism f : E Ñ F
in E is said to be strict if Coimpfq Ñ Impfq is an isomorphism.
Proposition 9.2. Let E be a finitely complete and cocomplete additive category.
(1) A monic is strict if and only if it is the kernel of some morphism. In this case it is the kernel of
its cokernel.
(2) An epic is strict if and only if it is the cokernel some morphism. In this case it is the cokernel of
its kernel.
Proof. (1) Let f : E Ñ F and write if : Kerpfq Ñ E for the canonical map. Let us show that
if is strict. First note that for any monic AÑ B, the coimage is id : AÑ A. Let us compute the
image of if . It is given by
KerpCokerpKerpfq Ñ Eq Ñ E
By some abstract nonsense this is just Kerpfq Ñ E. Conversely suppose m : X Ñ E is a strict
monic. Then the maps E Ñ Coimpmq Ñ Impmq are all isomorphisms, i.e. we get a commutative
diagram
X
„

m // E
Coimpmq „ // Impmq
OO
Since Impmq Ñ E is a kernel of Cokerpmq, so is m : X Ñ E.
(2) This is dual to the first part.

Proposition 9.3. The class of strict epics (resp. monics) in a quasi-abelian category E is stable by
composition.
Proof. See [Sch99] Proposition 1.1.7. 
Corollary 9.4. A finitely complete and cocomplete additive category E is quasi-abelian if and only if
the following two conditions hold:
(1) If
A

f // B

X
f 1 // Y
is a push out diagram, and f is a strict monic, then f 1 is as well.
(2) If
A

f 1 // B

X
f // Y
is a pullback diagram, and f is a strict epic, then f 1 is as well.
Let us now describe the admissible morphisms in the quasi-abelian exact structure.
Proposition 9.5. Let E be a finitely complete and cocomplete additive category. A morphism f : E Ñ F
in E is strict if and only if it can be written as f “ i ˝ p where p : E Ñ I is a strict epic and i : I Ñ F is a
strict monic.
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Proof. Suppose f admits a decomposition f “ i ˝ p as in the statement. Then Kerpfq “ Kerppq.
So Coimpfq “ Coimppq. Since p is strict Coimppq – Imppq. Since p is an epic, Imppq “ I. Similarly
Impfq “ Impiq “ I. Conversely suppose f is a strict morphism. Now E Ñ Coimpfq is a strict epic, and
Impfq Ñ F is a strict monic. But since f is strict, Coimpfq – Impfq, so this gives the decomposition of
f . 
Corollary 9.6. A morphism in a quasi-abelian category is admissible in the quasi-abelian exact struc-
ture if and only if it is strict.
Remark 9.7. An exact structure on a finitely complete and cocomplete additive category coincides with
the quasi-abelian structure if and only if every morphism is weakly admissible. Then as a consequence of
Proposition 9.2, a finitely complete and cocomplete additive category is abelian if and only if every morphism
is admissible.
9.2. The Left Heart. Homology in quasi-abelian is significantly easier than in more general exact
categories. For example, there is an even stronger abelian embedding.
Theorem 9.8. Let E be a quasi-abelian category. There exists a left abelianization I : E Ñ LHpEq of E
such that I has a left adjoint C : LHpEq Ñ E with C ˝ I – idE , i.e. E is a reflective subcategory of LHpEq.
Moreover the induced functor on derived categories
DpIq : DpEq Ñ DpLHpEqq
is an equivalence.
Proof. See [Sch99] Proposition 1.1.26, Corollary 1.2.27, Proposition 1.2.28, and Proposition 1.2.31. 
LHpEq is called the left heart of E . The embedding of E into its left heart also behaves extremely well
with respect to projectives, namely:
Proposition 9.9. (1) An object P of E is projective if and only if IpP q is projective in LHpEq.
(2) E has enough projectives if and only if LHpEq has enough projectives. In this case an object of
LHpEq is projective if and only if it is isomorphic to IpP q where P is projective in E.
Proof. See [Sch99] Proposition 1.3.24. 
Moreover left abelianizations of quasi-abelian categories allow us to test acyclicity of any unbounded
complex. Indeed as a consequence of Remark 9.7 and Corollary 4.17 we get.
Corollary 9.10. Let I : E Ñ A be a left abelianisation of E where E is a quasi-abelian category. Then
a complex X‚ in E is acyclic if and only if IpX‚q is acyclic. In particular a map of complexes f : X Ñ Y is
a quasi-isomorphism if and only if Ipfq is.
9.3. Monoidal Quasi-Abelian Categories. Let us briefly discuss (strongly) projectively monoidal
quasi-abelian categories, i.e. a (strongly) projectively monoidal exact category in which the underlying exact
category is quasi-abelian. We first make the following observation.
Observation 9.11. An additive functor F : E Ñ F between quasi-abelian categories is right exact if
and only if it preserves cokernels of strict morphisms. See for example Section 1.1 in [Sch99].
This implies that if pE ,b, kq is a monoidal category with E quasi-abelian and b additive, then it is a
monoidal quasi-abelian category if and only if Xbp´q preserves colimits for each object X of E . In particular
if pE ,b,Hom, kq is a closed monoidal category with E quasi-abelian and b, Hom additive functors, then
pE ,b,Hom, kq is in fact a closed monoidal quasi-abelian category.
Proposition 9.12. Let pE ,b,Hom, kq be a complete and cocomplete closed monoidal quasi-abelian cat-
egory which is also projectively monoidal. Then there is a monoidal structure b˜, ˜Hom on LHpEq such that
pLHpEq, b˜, ˜Hom, Ipkqq is a closed monoidal abelian category. Moreover I : E Ñ LHpEq is a lax monoidal func-
tor. If pE ,b,Hom, kq is strongly projectively monoidal then pLHpEq, b˜, ˜Hom, Ipkqq is projectively monoidal.
Proof. See [Sch99] Proposition 1.5.3 and Corollary 1.5.4. 
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10. Generators in Exact Categories
In this section we will introduce suitable notions of a generating set in an exact category. This will
come into play later when we discuss cofibrant generation of model structures, where some compactness
assumptions are required. For our definition of generating set we will generalise an equivalent characterisation
([Sch99] Proposition 2.1.7) of Schneiders’ notion of a strictly generating set in a quasi-abelian caegory,
[Sch99] Definition 2.1.5. If G is a collection of objects in an exact category we denote by ÀG the collection
of all small coproducts of objects in G. We will use the word ‘collection’ because we will also be interested
in proper classes of generators.
Definition 10.1. A collection of objects G in an exact category E is said to be an admissible generat-
ing collection if for each object E of E there is an object Q of
ÀG and an admissible epimorphism Q E.
An admissible generating collection G is said to be a projective generating collection if all objects in G
are projective.
The next two results are adaptations of the proof of [Sch99] Proposition 1.3.23 to the exact case.
Proposition 10.2. Let G be an admissible generating collection. Suppose f : E Ñ F is a morphism
such that for each G in G then map HompG,Eq Ñ HompG,F q is an epimorphism. Then f is an admissible
epimorphism.
Proof. Pick an admissible epimorphism  : P Ñ F where P PÀG. By assumption there is a morphism
1 : P Ñ E such that  “ f ˝ 1. By Proposition 1.8 f is then an admissible epimorphism. 
Proposition 10.3. Let G be a generating collection in an exact category E. A complex
0 // E
e1 // E
e2 // E2
with e2 weakly left admissible is admissibly acyclic if and only if for each G P G the sequence
0 // HompG,E1q // HompG,Eq // HompG,E2q
is acyclic in Ab. If in addition the objects of G are projective, then a sequence
E
e1 // E
e2 // E2
with e2 weakly left admissible is admissibly acyclic if and only if for each P P G the sequence
HompP,E1q // HompP,Eq // HompP,E2q
is acyclic in Ab.
Proof. Suppose that for each G P G the sequence
0 // HompG,E1q // HompG,Eq // HompG,E2q
is acyclic in Ab. Since e2 is weakly left admissible it is sufficient to show that e1 is a kernel of e2. Then e1 is
automatically an admissible monic. To show this one can follow the proof in [Sch99]. At one point in that
proof the existence of a resolution of X by objects of ‘G is used. Here instead we may use Lemma 6.2
Finally let us consider the assertion about projective generators. Proposition 4.12 implies that
HompP,E1q // HompP,Eq // HompP,E2q
is acyclic. For the converse first consider the sequence
0 // Kerpe2q // E e2 // E2
Since HompP,´q preserves kernels, Proposition 10.2 implies that
E
e1 // E
e2 // E2
is admissibly acyclic. 
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In particular if E is quasi-abelian, then every morphism is weakly admissible, so in this case one has
that a sequence
E
e1 // E
e2 // E2
is admissibly acyclic if and only if for each P P P the sequence
HompP,E1q // HompP,Eq // HompP,E2q
is acyclic in Ab. For general exact categories we still have the following result.
Corollary 10.4. Let G be a projective generating collection in an exact category E. Let X‚ be a
complex. Suppose that X‚ is good. Then X‚ is acyclic if and only if HompG,X‚q is acyclic for each G P G.
Proof. Since each G P G is projective the functors HompG,´q preserve acyclic complexes. Conversely
suppose HompG,X‚q is acyclic for each G P G, and dXn has a kernel ZnX. By assumption HompG, d1n`1q :
HompG,Xn`1q Ñ ZnHompG,Xq “ HompG,ZnXq is an epimorphism for each n. Thus d1n`1 : Xn`1 Ñ ZnX
is an admissible epimorphism. Now apply Proposition 4.16. 
11. Elementary Exact Categories
It is convenient to have generators satisfying some compactness conditions. Recall that a poset J is said
to be λ-filtered for a cardinal λ if any subset S of J with |S| ă λ has an upper bound.
Definition 11.1. Let E be an additive category, S a class of morphisms in E, and κ a cardinal. An
object E of E is said to be
(1) pκ;Sq-small if the canonical map limÑλHompE,Fiq Ñ HompE, limÑiPIFiq is an isomorphism for
any regular cardinal λ ě κ and any λ-indexed transfinite sequence.
(2) S-small if it is pκ;Sq-small for some cardinal κ
(3) pκ, Sq-compact if the natural map
limÑiPIHompE,Fiq Ñ HompE, limÑiPIFiq
is an isomorphism for any λ-filtered inductive system E : I Ñ E whose direct limits exists where
λ ě κ is regular, and such that Epαq P S for any morphism α in I.
(4) S-compact if it is pκ; Sq-compact for some cardinal κ.
(5) S-tiny if it is pκ; Sq-compact for alll cardinals κ (i.e. if HompE,´q commutes with all direct limits
whose morphisms are in S).
(6) tiny if it is S-tiny for S “ Mor pEq.
The terminology is inspired by [Sch99].
Definition 11.2. Let E be an exact category E is said to be
(1) projectively generated if it has a projective generating set.
(2) S-elementary if it is complete, cocomplete and has a projective generating set consisting of S-tiny
objects.
(3) quasi-elementary if it is complete, cocomplete and has a projective generating set consisting of
S-tiny objects, where S is the class of split monomorphisms.
(4) AdMon-elementary if it is elementary for the class of admissible monomorphisms.
(5) elementary if it is S-elementary for S “ Mor pEq.
Proposition 11.3. A cocomplete quasi-abelian category is (quasi)-elementary if and only if its left heart
is (quasi)-elementary.
Proof. See [Sch99] Proposition 2.1.12. 
The following proposition is immediate from Proposition 10.3 and Corollary 10.4 but it has a useful
consequence.
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Proposition 11.4. Let E be a complete and cocomplete elementary(resp. quasi-elementary) exact cat-
egory. Then filtering inductive limits (resp. direct sums) in E are exact. If in addition E is quasi-abelian
elementary (resp. quasi-elementary), then filtering inductive limits (resp. direct sums) are admissibly exact.
This also motivates a more general definition 11.5 below.
Definition 11.5. Let E be an exact category and S a collection of morphisms in E. E is said to be
(1) weakly pλ;Sq-elementary for an ordinal λ if E has pλ; Sqcocont-colimits and pλ; Sqcocont-colimits are
exact.
(2) weakly S-elementary if for any ordinal λ E is weakly pλ;Sq-elementary.
(3) weakly AdMon-elementary if it is weakly S-elementary for S “ AdMon of admissible monomor-
phisms.
(4) weakly elementary if it is weakly S-elementary for S “ Mor pEq.
In particular S-elementary exact categories are weakly S-elementary.
Proposition 11.6. Let λ be an ordinal, and E be a weakly pλ1; AdMonq-elementary exact category for
all λ1 ď λ. Then λ-transfinite compositions of admissible monics are admissible monics.
Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction. Since finite compositions of admissible monics are admis-
sible, the successor case is clear. For the limit case let Λ be a limit ordinal, and consider the commutative
diagram
E0 //

E0

// E0 //

. . .
E0

cλ // Eλ //

Eλ1 //

. . .
0 // Cokerpcλq // Cokerpcλ1q // . . .
with short exact columns. Taking the direct limit over Λ, we get a short exact sequence
0 Ñ E0 Ñ E Ñ C Ñ 0
In particular E0 Ñ E is admissible. 
12. Generators in Categories of Chain Complexes
Our goal now is to show that if E is an elementary exact category then so is Ch˚pEq, for ˚ P t`,ď
0,´, b,ě 0,Hu. Much of this is based on the following technical result.
Lemma 12.1. Let E be a weakly idempotent complete exact category. For any object C P E and X,Y P
ChpEq we have natural isomorphisms:
(1) HomEpC, Ynq – HomChpEqpDnpCq, Y q
(2) HomEpXn´1, Cq – HomChpEqpX,DnpCqq
(3) KerpHomEpC, dYn qq – HomChpEqpSnpCq, Y q. In particular if KerpdYn q exists
then HomEpC,KerpdYn qq – HomChpEqpSnpCq, Y q
(4) KerpHomEpdXn`1, Cqq – HomChpEqpX,SnpCqq In particular if CokerpdXn`1q exists then
HomEpCokerpdXn`1q, Cq – HomChpEqpX,SnpCqq
(5) Ext1EpC, Ynq – Ext1ChpEqpDnC, Y q
(6) Ext1EpXn, Cq – Ext1ChpEqpX,Dn`1Cq
(7) Let X be a complex such that KerdXn exists. Then there is a monomorphism
Ext1pC,KerpdXn qq ãÑ Ext1pSnC,Xq
If X is acyclic then this is an isomorphism.
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(8) Let X be a complex such that CokerpdXn`1q exists. Then there is a monic
Ext1pCokerpdXn`1q, Cq ãÑ Ext1pX,SnCq
If X is acyclic then this is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 7.2 it is sufficient to prove statements 1´ 3, 5, 6, 7 under the
assumption that E is abelian. In this context the result is Lemma 3.1 in [Gil04] and Lemma 4.2 in [Gil08].
Statement 4 is dual to to 3, and statement 8 is dual to 7. 
Remark 12.2. It is possible to prove most of this lemma internally in an exact category without passing
to an abelianisation.
At this point we can prove the following lemma. It provides one of our main applications of generating
sets, namely a convenient method for testing acyclicity. It is a modification of Lemma 3.7 in [Gil07].
Lemma 12.3. Let E be an exact category with a collection of generators G. Let X be a chain complex.
Suppose that X‚ is good. If for every G P G each map f : SnpGq Ñ X extends to Dn`1pGq, then X is
acyclic.
Proof. By Proposition 4.16 it is enough to show that whenever dm has a kernel, the induced map
d1 : Xm`1 Ñ ZmX
is an admissible epic. For this it is enough to show that for each G P G,
HompG, d1q : HompG,Xm`1q Ñ HompG,ZmXq
is surjective, i.e. that any map f : GÑ ZmX lifts to a diagram
Xm`1
d1

G
f //
<<
ZnX
But this is equivalent to showing that the chain map SnpGq Ñ X induced by f extends to a morphism
Dn`1pGq Ñ X.

Since there is a bijective correspondence between diagrams of the form
Sn´1pGq

// X
f

DnpGq // Y
and maps of the form SnpGq Ñ conepfq, which induces a bijection between lifts in the above diagram and
extensions of the map SnpGq Ñ conepfq to a map Dn`1pGq Ñ conepfq, we immediately get the following.
Corollary 12.4. Let E be an exact category with a collection of generators G. Let g : X Ñ Y be a
morphism of complexes. Then g is acyclic if and only if f has the right lifting property with respect to all
maps of the form SnpGq Ñ Dn`1pGq for n P Z, G P G.
Next we characterise projective objects in categories of chain complexes. It is well known that projective
objects in the category of chain complexes in an abelian category are precisely the split exact complexes with
projective entries. See for example [Hov07] Proposition 2.3.10. We generalise the result to exact categories.
Proposition 12.5. Let E be a weakly idempotent complete exact category, and let ˚ P tě 0,ď 0,`,´, b,Hu.
Then split exact complexes of projectives are projective objects in Ch˚pEq. In addition, if P is projective
in E then S0pP q is projective in Chě0pEq. Conversely, if a complex X‚ is a projective in Ch˚pEq for
˚ P t`,´, b,ě 0,ď 0,Hu then every Xn is projective. Moreover, if ˚ P t`,´, b,Hu and X‚ is good then X‚
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is a split exact complex of projective objects of E. In particular if E has all kernels then the projective objects
in Ch˚pEq, for ˚ P t`,´, b,Hu are precisely the split exact complexes of projectives contained in Ch˚pEq.
Proof. By Lemma 12.1, split exact complexes of projectives are projective objects in Ch˚pEq for
˚ P t`,´, b,ě 0,ď 0,Hu. Let us show that S0pP q is a projective object in Chě0pEq whenever P is
projective in E . Indeed in this case, Lemma 12.1 implies that HomChpEqpS0pP q, Y‚q – HomEpP, Y0q. Since P
is projective, S0pP q is as well. Conversely if a complex X‚ is a projective complex, then it follows immediately
from Lemma 12.1 that each Xn is projective in E . Suppose that ˚ P t`,´, b,Hu and that X‚ is good. Let P
be the cone of the identity id : X‚ Ñ X‚. Consider the surjection P Ñ X‚r´1s. Since X‚r´1s is projective
this map splits by Proposition 5.6. The second factor of this splitting gives a homotopy between idX‚r´1s
and the 0 map. By Corollary 4.23, X‚r´1s is split acyclic so X‚ is as well. 
We can now show that Ch˚pEq has enough projectives. (This is well known for ChpAq with A abelian.
See for example [Wei95] Exercise 2.2.2).
Corollary 12.6. Let E be an exact category with enough projectives. Then Ch˚pEq has enough pro-
jectives for ˚ P t`,´, b,ď 0,ě 0,Hu
Proof. By Proposition 12.5DnpP q is projective in Ch˚pEq for ˚ P t`,´, b,Hu whenever P is projective.
Also DnpP q for n ď 0 is projective in Chď0pEq. Let X‚ P Ch˚pEq for ˚ P t`,´, b,ď 0,Hu. For each n pick
a projective Pn and an admissible epimorphism Pn  Xn. This induces a map DnpPnq Ñ X‚ which is an
admissible epimorphism in degree n. Let P‚ “ÀnDnpPnq. By the above discussion we have an admissible
epimorphism P‚  X‚.
Now let X‚ P Chě0pEq. For n ą 0 the object DnpP q is projective in Chě0pEq. S0pP q is also projective
in Chě0pEq. For n ą 0, as before there is a projective object Pn and a morphism DnpPnq Ñ X‚ which is an
admissible epimorphism in degree n. For n “ 0 pick a projective object P0 and an admissible epimorphism
P0 Ñ X0. Since X´1 “ 0, this induces a map S0pP0q Ñ X‚ which is an admissible epimorphism in degree
0. Let P‚ “
´À
ną0DnpPnq
¯
‘ S0pP0q. Then we have an admissible epimorphism P‚  X‚.

In particular we have shown that Ch˚pEq has a set of projective generators whenever E does.
Corollary 12.7. Suppose P is a collection of admissible generators for an exact category E. Then
D˚pPq “ tDnpP q : P P P, n P ZuXCh˚pEq is a collection of generators for Ch˚pEq and ˚ P t`,´, b,ď 0,Hu.
For ˚ P tě 0u, D˜˚pPq ..“ D˚pPq Y tS0pP q : P P Pu is a collection of generators for Ch˚pEq. They are
projective generating collections if P is.
Proof. The proof of Corollary 12.6 shows that the collection in the statement of the proposition are
admissible generating collection. Proposition 12.5 establishes the second assertion. 
We are nearly ready to show that Ch˚pEq is elementary for ˚ P t`,ě 0,ď 0,´, b,Hu. It remains to
identify some suitably compact objects in complexes. However by Lemma 12.1 we have the following.
Proposition 12.8. Let E be an object satisfying one of the smallness conditions of Definition 11.1.
Then DnpEq and SnpEq satisfy the same smallness condition in ChpEq.
As a consequence we have
Corollary 12.9. Let E be an elementary exact category. Then Ch˚pEq is elementary for ˚ P t`,ď
0,ě 0,´, b,Hu.
Proof. Let P be a projective generating set consisting of compact objects. The sets D˚pPq (resp.
D˜˚pPq) are projective generating sets in Ch˚pEq for ˚ P tď 0,`,´, b,Hu (resp. ˚ P tě 0u). For each n P Z
DnpP q is tiny, as is SnpP q, by Proposition 12.8. 
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13. Generators in Monoidal Exact Categories
Let us briefly mention a useful compatibility condition between generators and monoidal structure.
Definition 13.1. A monoidal exact category which has a collection of flat admissible generators is said
to be flatly generated.
Definition 13.2. A projectively monoidal exact category which is also pλ;Sq-elementary is said to be
monoidal pλ;Sqelementary
Proposition 13.3. Suppose that pE ,b, kq is a flatly generated monoidal exact category in which direct
sums are exact. Then every projective object is flat.
Proof. In this case every projective will be a summand of a flat object, and therefore flat. 
In particular to check that a category is projectively monoidal, it suffices to find a collection of flat
generators.
14. Generators and Adjunctions
We conclude this section with a note about passing generating collections through adjunctions. The
specific application we have in mind is to categories of algebras over compatible monads. We have the
following general setup F : E Ñ D and | ´ | : D Ñ E are additive functors between exact categories.
Moreover these functors form an adjoint pair F % | ´ |. We have the following result which is standard for
abelian categories.
Proposition 14.1. Let F % | ´ | be an adjunction as above. Suppose that | ´ | is an exact functor. If
P is a projective object of E then F pP q is a projective object of D.
Proof. Let
0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0
be a short exact sequence in D, and let P be projective in E . Then we have a diagram
0 // HompF pP q, Xq //

HompF pP q, Y q //

HompF pP q, Zq //

0
0 // HompP, |X|q // HompP, |Y |q // HompP, |Z|q // 0
The vertical arrows are isomorphisms and the bottom row is exact since | ´ | is exact and P is projective.
Hence the top row is short exact as well. 
We know how adjunctions act on projectives. Let us now see what happens on generating collections.
Proposition 14.2. Let F % | ´ | be an adjunction as above. Suppose that | ´ | reflects admissible
epimorphisms, and that E has an admissible generating collection G. Let F pGq denote the collection tF pGq :
G P Gu of objects of D. Then F pGq is an admissible generating collection in D.
Proof. Let X be an object of D. Suppose there is some object Q of E and an admissible epimorphism
p : Q Ñ |X|. There is an induced morphism p˜ : F pQq Ñ X. Then p coincides with the composition
Q Ñ |F pQq| Ñ |X|. By Proposition 1.8, the map |p˜| is an admissible epimorphism. Since | ´ | reflects
admissible epimorphisms, p˜ is an admissible epimorphism in D.
Now let G be an admissible generating collection in E , and let X be an object of D. Since G is an
admissible generating collection, there is an object G of
ÀG and an admissible epimorphism G |X|. The
induced morphism F pGq Ñ X is an admissible epimorphism by the above remarks. Since F is a left adjoint
it preserves colimits, so F pGq is an element of ÀF pGq. 
Proposition 14.3. Let F % | ´ | be an adjunction as above.
(1) Suppose that | ´ | is exact and reflects admissible epimorphisms. If G is a projective generating
collection in E then F pGq is a projective generating collection in D.
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(2) Suppose that |´ | is exact, reflects epimorphisms and preserves direct sums (resp. filtered colimits).
If E satisfies any of the smallness properties of Definition 11.2 then so does D.
Proof. (1) The first assertion follows from Proposition 14.1 and Proposition 14.2.
(2) This follows since | ´ | preserves direct sums (resp. filtered colimits).

Example 14.4. Let T be a compatible monad on an exact category E. Then the forgetful functor
| ´ | : ET Ñ E has a right adjoint F : E Ñ ET assigning to an object the free T -algebra on it. By
construction of the exact structure on ET in Proposition 8.8, the functor |´ | is admissibly exact and reflects
exactness. Moreover it creates limits and colimits. By Lemma 8.9, Proposition 14.3 is applicable in such
categories.

CHAPTER 3
Examples
In this chapter we give examples of interesting exact categories which satisfy very different set-theoretic
properties but which are all weakly AdMon-elementary. In the next chapter we shall see that E being
weakly AdMon-elementary and having kernels is enough for the category ChpEq to be equipped with the
projective model structure. The moral of the story is that often difficult to check set-theoretic assumptions
can be ignored to some extent when discussing such model structures.
1. Categories of Topological Vector Spaces
In this section we let k be a Banach ring, that is, a unital commutative ring k together with a map
| ´ | : k Ñ Rą0 such that for all x, y P k we have
(1) |x| “ 0 ô x “ 0
(2) |x` y| ď |x| ` |y|
(3) |xy| ď |x||y|
(4) k is complete with respect to the topology defined by | ´ |.
k is said to be non-Archimedean if |x ` y| ď maxt|x|, |y|u and Archimedean otherwise. Over such
rings we can consider categories of topological k-modules. For details of claims made in this section consult
[Sch99], [BBB16], [BBK13], and [BBBK18].
2. Categories of Normed and Banach Modules
Definition 2.1. A normed k-module is a k-module V together with a map ||´ || : V Ñ Rą0 such that
for all λ P k and for all x, y P V we have
(1) ||x|| “ 0 ô x “ 0
(2) ||x` y|| ď ||x|| ` ||y||
(3) ||λx|| ď |λ|||x||
If V is complete with respect to the metric defined by || ´ || then V is said to be a Banach k-module.
If k is non-Archimedean then V is said to be non-Archimedean if ||x ` y|| ď maxt||x||, ||y||u. We
denote by Normk the category whose objects are normed k-modules and whose morphisms are bounded
k-linear maps. Bank is the full subcategory of Normk on Banach k-modules. For k non-Archimedean we
also consider the full subcategories NormnAk and Ban
nA
k of non-Archimedean normed and Banach spaces
respectively. All of these categories are additive, finitely complete, and finitely cocomplete. The inclusions
Bank Ñ Normk, BannAk Ñ NormnAk
have left-adjoint functors given by completion.
They are also symmetric monoidal. If E and F are objects in Normk then we define Ebpi F to be their
usual module tensor product endowed with the cross-norm
||u|| “ inf
! nÿ
i“1
||ei||||fi|| : u “
nÿ
i“1
ei b fi
)
xli
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If E and F are objects in NormnAk we define E bnApi F to be their usual module tensor product endowed
with the norm.
||x||pi “ inf
!
maxt||ai||||bi||uni“1 : x “
nÿ
i“1
ai b bi
)
We refer to both of these constructions as the projective tensor product. If E and F are Banach spaces
then EbˆpiF is the completion of their projective tensor product as normed spaces. These constructions are
functorial in each of the categories defined above and form part of symmetric monoidal structures on them
with unit the ground ring k. These monoidal structures are in fact closed. The module HomkpE,F q of
bounded maps between E and F can be given the structure of a normed space. The norm of T : E Ñ F is
||T || “ supePEzt0u ||T peq||F||e||E
This gives an internal Hom functor, which we denote by Hom. Thus pBank, bˆpi,Homq is a monoidal quasi-
abelian category. Details can be found in [BBB16] Proposition 3.17 and Proposition 3.19. Finally, the
projective objects l1pIq are flat by [BBB16] Lemma 3.26. By Proposition 13.3 this category is projectively
monoidal. There are unfortunately some problems with this category. Although it is finitely complete
and cocomplete it does not even have countable colimits in general. The larger category Tˆc of complete
locally convex topological spaces is complete and cocomplete, but tragically it is not quasi-abelian ([Sch99]
Proposition 3.1.14). Instead we pass to the formal completion IndpBankq of Bank by filtered colimits.
3. Ind and Pro Categories
Recall that if C is a U-compact category for some universe U, and V is a universe, then the V-ind-
completion of C is a category constructed as follows. Objects are diagrams E : I Ñ C where I is a
V-compact filtrant category. If E : I Ñ C and F : J Ñ C are objects in IndpCq (where we suppress
universes in the notation) then we write
HomIndpCqpE,F q “ limÐI limÑJHomC pEi, Fjq
Details of this can be found in [KS05] Chapter 6.
Proposition 3.1. Let E be a quasi-abelian category with enough projectives. Then IndpEq is a co-
complete elementary quasi-abelian category. Moreover, if E is a closed monoidal exact category, then its
ind-completion has a canonical exact closed monoidal structure extending the one on E. Finally if E is
projectively monoidal then so is IndpEq.
Proof. See [Sch99] Proposition 2.1.16 and Proposition 2.1.19. 
Corollary 3.2. The category IndpBankq is a locally presentable, closed monoidal elementary quasi-
abelian category.
The category IndpBankq is not concrete. However it does have a natural concrete full subcategory
IndmpBankq. An object of IndmpBankq is a formal colimit “limÑ”Ei such that any map Ei Ñ Ej is a
monomorphism (not necessarily admissible!). It is shown in [Mey07] Theorem 1.139 and Section 1.5.3 that
this category is equivalent to the concrete category CBornk of complete bornological k-modules, via the
disection functor diss : CBornk Ñ IndmpBankq. These are spaces equipped with an appropriate notion
of ‘bounded subsets’. To a (complete) locally convex space E one can functorially assign both the von
Neumann bornology vNpEq and the compact bornology CptpEq. The von Neumann bornology is composed
of the subsets of E absorbed by all zero neighbourhoods. The compact bornology is composed of subsets
with compact closure. There is a natural transformation of functors Cpt Ñ vN . For details see [Mey07]
Section 1.1.4. If V is a nuclear locally convex space then the map CptpV q Ñ vNpV q is an isomorphism by
[BBBK18] Lemma 3.67.
There is also the dual notion of the V-pro-completion of C , which is defined to be
PropCq “ IndpCopqop
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It is the formal completion of C by projective limits.
For k a Banach ring PropBankq contains Tˆc,k as a full subcategory. Indeed if E is an object of Tˆc,k
defined by a family of seminorms P then define PBpEq “ “limÐpPP”Eˆp where Eˆp is the completion of E
with respect to the metric defined by the semi-norm p. This construction is functorial, lax monoidal, and
PB : Tˆc,k Ñ PropBankq is fully faithful.
If E is a quasi-abelian category enough projectives and injectives then by Proposition 2.1.15 in [Sch99]
both IndpEq and PropEq are complete and cocomplete. In particular by an obvious Kan extension there is
a canonical functor
PI : PropEq Ñ IndpEq
Again this is lax monoidal.
Returning to the case E “ Ban, there is a natural isomorphism of functors PI ˝ PB – diss ˝ vN (see
[BBBK18]), and therefore a natural transformation diss ˝ Cpt Ñ PI ˝ PB. The functor vN : Tˆc has a
left adjoint (see e.g. [BBBK18] Section 3.2) which we denote by p´qt. Let E be a Banach space and F a
complete locally convex space. Then
HomIndpBanqpE,PI ˝ PBpF qq – HomPropBanqpE,PBpF qq
– HomTˆcpE,F q
– HomCBornpE, vNpF qq
– HomIndpBanqpE, diss ˝ vNpF qq
When restricted to the category of nuclear Fre´chet spaces the functor diss ˝ vN is fully faithful by
Example Example 3.22 [BBBK18]. Moreover since map diss ˝ Cpt Ñ PI ˝ PB is a natural isomorphism
this restriction of PI ˝ PB is also strong monoidal [Mey07]) Theorem 1.87. In particular the category of
nuclear Fre´chet algebras over C embeds fully faithfully in the category of commutative complete bornological
algebras. Since the category CBornC has good categorical properties, in particular it is closed monoidal
AdMon-elementary, this is evidence that it provides a convenient setting in which to study analytic algebra.
4. The Non-Expanding Normed and Banach Categories
Each of the normed and Banach categories considered in the previous section has a corresponding ‘non-
expanding’ subcategory. If E and F are normed spaces and s P Rě0 then we denote by Homďsk pE,F q Ă
HomkpE,F q the set of maps of k-modules of norm at most s. Composition gives a map
Homďrk pE,F q bHomďsk pF,Gq Ñ Homďrsk pF,Gq
In particular there wide subcategories of Normk, Bank, Norm
nA
k , Ban
nA
k consisting of maps of norm at most
1 which we denote by Normď1k , Ban
ď1
k , Norm
nA,ď1
k , Ban
nA,ď1
k . They are equipped with closed symmetric
monoidal structures by restricting the ones on the larger categories. If k is non-Archimedean then these
categories are also additive and in fact quasi-abelian.
In both the Archimedean and non-Archimedean case these categories are complete and co-complete.
Details of this can be found in [BBK13] Appendix A. For convenience we recall how to construct arbitrary
coproducts in Banď1k and, for k non-Archimedean, Ban
nA,ď1
k . For k Archimedean the coproduct
šď1
iPI Ai of
a collection tAiuiPI of Banach spaces in Banď1k is
tpaiqiPI Ă
kModź
iPI
Ai :
ÿ
iPI
||ai|| ă 8u
with the norm ||paiq|| “ řiPI ||ai||. Here śkMod denotes the product in the category of k-modules. For k
non-Archimedean the coproduct in both Banď1,nAk and Ban
ď1
k the coproduct
šď1
iPI Ai of a collection tAiuiPI
of Banach spaces is the subspace
tpaiqiPI Ă
kModź
iPI
Ai : limiPI ||vi|| “ 0u
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endowed with the norm ||paiqiPI || “ supiPI ||ai||.
4.1. Rescaling Functors. For r P Rą0 we denote by p´qr : Normk Ñ Normk the endofunctor which
sends a normed space E to Er which has the same underlying k-vector space as E but with norm rescaled
by r. On morphisms it does nothing. It is evidently an autoequivalence, and in fact an automorphism, with
inverse given by p´q 1
r
. Moreover it restricts to an auto-equivalence on all the normed and Banach categories
defined above. These functors satisfy the following useful property.
Proposition 4.1. Let E and F be Banach k-modules. Then Homďrk pEs, Ftq “ Homď
sr
t
k pE,F q
Proof. Let f : Es Ñ Ft have norm at most r, so that for any e P E,
||fpeq||F “ 1
t
||fpeq||Ft ď rt ||e||Es “
sr
t
||e||E
Conversely suppose f : E Ñ F has norm at most srt . Then we get the same inequality as above. 
4.2. The Quasi-Abelian Exact Structure. Although we will not go into the details here, it is not
hard to see that the categories Normď1,nAk and Ban
ď1,nA
k are quasi-abelian. However let us note the following.
Proposition 4.2. In both Normď1,nAk and Ban
ď1,nA
k we have the following.
(1) A monomorphism f : A Ñ B is admissible in the quasi-abelian exact structure if and only if it is
an isometry with closed image.
(2) An epimorphism g : B Ñ C is admissible in the quasi-abelian exact structure if and only if it is a
set-theoretic epimorphism and ||gpbq|| “ infaPKerpgq||b´ a||.
Proof. (1) Suppose that f : A Ñ B is admissible in the quasi-abelian exact structure. Then
it is the kernel of its cokernel g : B Ñ C. Therefore f induces an isometric isomorphism with
the normed subspace K “ tb P B : gpbq “ 0u. In particular f is an isometry. Conversely
suppose that f is an isometry with closed image. Then A – fpAq in Normď1,nAk . The cokernel
of f is isometrically isomorphic to the quotient space B
L
fpAq, and the kernel of B Ñ BLfpAq is
tb P B : gpbq “ 0u “ fpAq – A.
(2) Suppose that g : B Ñ C is an admissible epimorphism in the quasi-abelian exact structure. Then
it is the cokernel of its kernel, which is the subspace A “ tb P B : gpbq “ 0u. In particular g induces
an isometric isomorphsim g : B
L
A – C. So
||gpbq|| “ ||rbs|| “ infaPA||b´ a||
Moreover B Ñ BLA is a set-theoretic epimorphism, so g is as well. Conversely suppose that g
is a set-theoretic epimorphism, and that ||gpbq|| “ infaPKerpgq||b ´ a||. Then g clearly induces an
isometric isomorphism.

Remark 4.3. In the case of Banď1,nAk we may remove the assumption in Proposition 4.2 1) that f has
closed image, since an isometry of Banach spaces always has closed image.
4.3. The Strong Exact Structure. We introduce a different exact structure on Normď1,nAk (resp.
Banď1,nAk ).
Definition 4.4. (1) We say that a morphism f : AÑ B in Normď1,nAk is a strong monomor-
phism if it is an isometry with closed image, and any b P B has a closest point ab P fpAq.
(2) We say that a morphism g : B Ñ C in Normď1,nAk is a strong epmorphism if for any c P C
there is a bc P B with gpbcq “ c and ||bc|| “ ||c||.
(3) We say that a morphism f : A Ñ B in Banď1,nAk is a strong monomorphism (resp. strong
monomorphism) if it is a strong monomorphism (resp. strong epimorphism) in Normď1,nAk .
Corollary 4.5. A strong monomorphism is an admissible monomorphism in the quasi-abelian exact
structure. A strong epimorphism is an admissible epimorphism in the quasi-abelian exact structure.
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Proposition 4.6. A map f : A Ñ B is a strong monomorphism if and only if it is the kernel of a
strong epimorphism. A map g : B Ñ C is a strong epimorphism if and only if it is the cokernel of a strong
monomoprhism.
Proof. Suppose that f : A Ñ B is a strong monomorphism. Then in particular it is an admissible
monomorphism in the quasi-abelian exact structure so it is the kernel of its cokernel g : B Ñ C. Let us show
that g is a strong epimorphism. Let c “ rbs P C “ BLfpAq. Now ||rbs|| “ infaPA||b´ fpaq||. By assumption
there is some ab such that ||rbs|| “ ||b´ fpabq||. Moreover gpb´ fpabqq “ rbs. So g is a strong epimorphism.
Conversely suppose that f : A Ñ B is the kernel of a strong epimorphism g : B Ñ C. Let b P B. There is
b1 P B such that gpbq “ gpb1q and ||gpbq|| “ ||b1||. Now b´ b1 P A. We claim that b´ b1 is a closest point to b
in A. Indeed for any a P A
||b´ pb´ b1q|| “ ||b1|| “ ||gpbq|| “ ||gpb´ aq|| ď ||b´ a||

So we get a class of kernel-cokernel pairs
0 // A
f // B
g // C // 0
where f is a strong monomorphism and g is a strong epimorphism. We denote this class by strong . We are
going to prove the following.
Theorem 4.7. The collection strong of strong kernel-cokernel pairs is an exact structure on both Normď1,nAk
and Banď1,nAk .
We do this in several steps. It is clear that isomorphisms are strong epimorphisms and strong monomor-
phisms. It is also clear that the projection A‘B Ñ B is a strong epimorphism and the inclusion AÑ A‘B
is a strong monomorphism.
Proposition 4.8. Let
A
f //
g

B
g1

X
f 1 // Y
be a pushout diagram in Normď1,nAk or Ban
ď1,nA
k . If f is a strong monomorphism then so is f
1.
Proof. We shall prove it for Normď1,nAk . The case of Ban
ď1,nA
k is similar. The space Y is isometrically
isomorphic to the quotient normed space
X ‘BLt´gpaq, fpaqu
Let rpx, bqs be an element of X ‘ BLt´gpaq, fpaqu, and let ab P A be such that fpabq is a closest point to b
in fpAq. Consider the element rpx ´ gpabq, 0qs which is in the image of f 1. We claim that this is a closest
point to rpx, bqs in X ‘BLt´gpaq, fpaqu. Let rpx1, 0qs be an element in the image of f 1. Then
||rpx, bqs ´ rpx1, 0qs|| “ infaPAmaxt||x´ x1 ` gpaq||, ||b´ fpaq||u
Now ||b´ fpabq|| ď ||b´ fpaq|| and 0 ď ||x´ x1 ` gpaq||.
||rp0, b´ fpabqs|| “ ||rpx, bqs ´ rpx´ gpabq, 0qs|| ď ||p0, b´ fpabqq|| ď ||rpx, bqs ´ rpx1, 0qs||
for any x1 P X. Therefore rpx´ gpabq, 0qs is a closest point to rpx, bqs in the image of f 1. 
Proposition 4.9. Let
A
f 1 //
g1

B
g

X
f // Y
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be a pullback diagram in Normď1,nAk or Ban
ď1,nA
k . If f is a strong epimorphism then so is f
1.
Proof. A is (isometrically isomorphic to) the subspace tpx, bq : fpaq “ gpbqu of X ‘ B, with f 1 being
px, bq ÞÑ b. Let b P B and let x P X be such that fpxq “ gpbq and ||gpbq|| “ ||x||. Then px, bq P A and
f 1px, bq “ b. Moreover ||px, bq|| “ maxt||x||, ||b||u. If ||x|| ď ||b|| then we are done. Suppose ||x|| ě ||b||. Then
||b|| ď ||x|| “ ||gpbq|| ď ||b|| so ||x|| “ ||b||. In either case ||px, bq|| “ ||b||. 
It is clear that the composition of strong epimorphisms is a strong epimorphism. To conclude the proof
of Theorem 4.7 let us next show that compositions of strong monomorphisms are strong. More generally we
have the following.
Proposition 4.10. Let pC, dq be an ultrametric space and A Ă B Ă C be subspaces. Let c P C. Suppose
that c has a nearest point bc in B and that bc has a nearest point ac P A. Then c has a nearest point in A.
Proof. Let a P A. If dpa, cq “ dpbc, cq then a is a nearest point to C in B and hence therefore
in A. Hence we may assume that dpa, cq ą dpbc, cq for all a P A. In particular dpbc, aq “ dpa, cq. So
dpac, cq “ dpbc, acq ă dpbc, aq “ dpa, cq for all a P c and ac is a closest point to c in A. 
Corollary 4.11. The composition of strong monomorphisms f : AÑ B and g : B Ñ C in Normď1,nAk ,
and hence in Banď1,nAk is a strong monomorphism.
Now let us establish some properties of this exact structure. The following is clear.
Proposition 4.12. Let f : A Ñ B be a strong monomorphism. Then for rbs P BLfpAq we have
||rbs|| “ ||b´ fpaq|| where fpaq is a closest point to b in fpAq.
Proposition 4.13. In both Normď1,nAk and Ban
ď1,nA
k products and coproducts preserve strong monomor-
phisms, strong epimorphisms and kernels. Coproducts preserve cokernels and products preserve cokernels of
admissible monomorphisms. In particular they are exact for the strong exact structures.
Proof. Let us first prove the claims about products. It suffices to show this for Normď1,nAk . First note
that products always commute with kernels. Now let
0 // Ai
fi // Bi
gi // Ci // 0
be a strong exact sequence. We write the product sequence
0 // A
f // B
g // C // 0
We need to show that this sequence is exact.
Let us show that the map g is a strong epimorphism. Indeed by Proposition 4.12 ||prbisq|| “ supiPI ||bi´
fipaiq|| where ai is such that fipaiq is a closest point to bi in fipAiq. Now
||ai|| “ ||fipaiq|| “ ||pfipaiq ´ biq ` bi|| ď maxt||fipaiq ´ bi||, ||bi||u ď ||bi||
So paiq P A. Moreover ||pbi ´ fipaiqq|| “ ||prbisq|| and pippbi ´ fipaiqq “ prbisq. Now let us show that f is
a strong monomorphism. It is clearly an isometry. Let c “ pciq P śiPI Ci. For each i pick bi P Bi with
gipbiq “ ci and ||ci|| “ ||bi||. Then clearly supiPI ||bi|| “ supiPI ||ci||. Set b “ pbiq P
ś
iPI Bi. Then gpbq “ c
and ||c|| “ ||b||. A sequence pbni q converges to pbiq in
ś
iPI Bi if and only bni converges to bi uniformly Bi. In
particular each bni converges to bi in Bi. It follows that the image of f is closed in B. Finally let pbiq P B
and for each i pick a closest point fipaiq to bi in fipAiq. Now
||prbisq|| “ supiPI infaiPAi ||bi ´ fipaiq||
Pick ai such that fipaiq is a closest point to bi in fipAiq. Then ||pbiq|| “ supiPI ||bi´fipaiq|| By a computation
similar to the previous part of the proof supi||ai|| ď supi||bi|| ă 8 and paiq P A. Moreover for any pa˜iq P A
we have
||pbiq ´ fppaiqq|| “ supiPI ||bi ´ fipaiq|| ď supiPI ||bi ´ fipa˜iq|| “ ||pbiq ´ paiq||
So fppaiqq is a closest point to pbiq in fpAq.
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Finally it is clear that f is a kernel of g and therefore the sequence is exact.
Coproducts always preserve cokernels. It is obvious that coproducts preserve strong epimorphisms in
Normď1,nAk and for Ban
ď1,nA
k the proof is similar to the proof that products preserve strong epimorphisms.
It is clear that coproducts preserve kernels. 
Corollary 4.14. In NormnA,ď1k and Ban
nA,ď1
k products are admissibly coexact and coproducts are
strongly exact for the strong exact structure.
4.4. Completion Functors. There is a completion functor Cpl : NormnAk Ñ BannAk which sends a
normed space A to its separated completion Aˆ. It is left adjoint to the inclusion functor ι : BannAk Ñ NormnAk .
It restricts to a functor Cplď1 : Normď1,nAk Ñ Banď1,nAk . Again it is left adjoint to the inclusion functor
ιď1 : Banď1,nAk Ñ Normď1,nAk . From the
Proposition 4.15. The functor Cpl is exact for the quasi-abelian exact structure.
Proof. This is in [Pro00b] 3.1.13 for k “ C, but the proof works for any Banach ring. 
We are going to show the following.
Proposition 4.16. The functor Cplď1 is exact for the strong exact structure.
First we need two basic facts about Cauchy sequences in non-Archimedean fields.
Proposition 4.17. Let panq be a sequence in k such that ||an`1 ´ an|| Ñ 0. Then panq is a Cauchy
sequence.
Proof. For any pair m ą n we have ||am ´ an|| ď supnďiďm´1t||ai`1 ´ ai||u. Let δ ą 0 and let N be
such that ||aj`1 ´ aj || ă δ for j ą N . Then for m ą n ą N we have ||am ´ an|| ă δ. 
By Lemma 2.19 in [Bak11] we have
Proposition 4.18. Let panq be a Cauchy sequence in k. If panq does not converge to zero then the
sequence p|an|q is eventually constant.
Combining these two propositions we get the following.
Proposition 4.19. Let
0 // A
f // B
g // C // 0
be an strong exact sequence in Normď1,nAk . Then
0 // Aˆ
fˆ // Bˆ
gˆ // Cˆ // 0
is a strong exact sequence in Banď1,nAk .
Proof. By Proposition 4.15 the complex is a kernel-cokernel pair. Thus it remains to show that hat gˆ is
a strong epimorphism. Let rpcnqs be a non-zero equivalence class of Cauchy sequences in C. By Proposition
4.18 we may assume that ||cn|| is a constant r. Pick b˜0 such that gpb˜0q “ c0 and ||b0|| “ ||c0||. For each n`1
pick b˜n`1 such that gpb˜n`1q “ cn`1 ´ cn and ||b˜n`1|| “ ||cn`1 ´ cn||. Write bn “ řnk“0 b˜n. Then gpbnq “ cn.
Moreover
r “ ||cn|| ď ||bn|| ď maxkďn||b˜n|| “ maxt||c0||,max1ďkďn||ck ´ ck´1||u ď r
Hence ||bn|| “ r. Moreover ||bn`1 ´ bn|| “ ||b˜n`1|| “ ||cn`1 ´ cn|| Ñ 0, so by Proposition 4.17, pbnq is a
Cauchy sequence. 
Proposition 4.20. For each r P Rą0 the object kr is projective in both Normď1,nAk and Banď1,nAk . In
particular the strong exact structures on both Normď1,nAk and Ban
ď1,nA
k have enough functorial projectives.
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Proof. Let us first prove the proposition for Normď1,nAk . It suffices to show that the functor Hompkr,´q :
Normď1,nAk Ñ Ab preserves cokernels. Let f : AÑ B be a strong monomorphism with cokernel g : B Ñ C.
We need to show that the map
BB
´
0,
1
r
¯
Ñ BC
´
0,
1
r
¯
on open balls is an epimorphism. This follows immediately from the definition of strong epimorphism.
For the second assertion, let E P Normď1,nAk . Write PpEq ..“
À
ePE k||e||. There is a map PpEq Ñ E
induced by the isometry
k||e|| Ñ E, λ ÞÑ λe
This is clearly a strong epimorphism.
For Banď1,nAk we use the fact that Cpl
ď1 is exact and preserves projectives since it is left adjoint to an
exact functor. 
4.5. Compactness and Smallness. Let D : I Ñ Normď1,nAk be a diagram with I a directed category.
Write Ai “ Dpiq and fji “ Dpi ď jq. Suppose that the fji are isometries. The direct limit A ..“ limÑAi
is constructed as follows. The underlying vector space limÑAi is the direct limit of the underlying vector
spaces of the Ai. Namely it is the disjoint union of the Ai quotient by the relation ai „ fjipaiq for any j ą i.
If ai P Ai and aj P Aj then rais ` rajs ..“ rfKipaiq ` fKjpajqs where K is any upper bound of i and j. If
λ P k then λrais ..“ rλais. We define a norm on this vector space by ||rais|| ..“ ||ai||. This is well-defined
because if ai „ aj then aj “ fjipaiq, so ||aj || “ ||ai||. Clearly ||rais|| “ 0 if and only if ai “ 0 and if λ P k
then ||λrais|| “ |λ|||ai||. Finally
||rais ` rajs|| “ ||rfKipaiq ` fKjpajqs||
“ ||fKipaiq ` fKjpajq||
ď maxt||fKipaiq||, ||fKjpajq||u
“ maxt||ai||, ||aj ||u
“ maxt||rais||, ||rajs||u
So this is a non-Archimedean norm. The map fi : Ai Ñ A sends ai to rais.
Proposition 4.21. The normed space described above is the direct limit in Normď1,nAk .
Proof. Let gi : Ai Ñ C be a cocone from D. There is a unique map of vector spaces g : A Ñ C such
that g ˝ fi “ gi. It remains to show that g is bounded with ||g|| ď 1. Let rais P A with rais “ fipaiq. Then
||gpraisq|| “ ||gipaiq|| ď ||ai|| “ ||rais||. 
Corollary 4.22. (1) Suppose that for each j ă k, fkj : Aj Ñ Ak is an admissible monomorphism
in the quasi-abelian exact structure on Normď1,nAk . Then for each i the map Ai Ñ A is an admissible
monomorphism in the quasi-abelian exact structure.
(2) Suppose that for each j ă k, fkj : Aj Ñ Ak is an admissible monomorphism in the strong exact
structure on Normď1,nAk . Then for each i the map Ai Ñ A is an admissible monomorphism in the
strong exact structure.
Proof. (1) It is clear from the definition of the norm on A that fi is an isometry. Suppose that
pfipani qq converges to rajs with aj P Aj . Let K be an upper bound of i and j. Then prfKipani qsq
converges to rfKjpajqs. But by the definition of the norm on A this clearly means that fKipani q
converges to fKjpajq in AK . Since fKi has closed image, fKjpajq “ fKipaiq. Since fKi is an
isometry pani q converges to ai, so pfipani qq converges to fipaiq, and fi has closed image.
(2) Let rajs P A with aj P Aj . Let K be an upper bound of i and j. The map fKi : Ai Ñ AK is a
strong monomorphism. Therefore fKjpajq has a closest point fKipaiq in fKipAiq. We claim that
rais is a closest point to rajs in fipAiq. Indeed let ra1is P fipAiq with a1i P Ai. Then
||rajs ´ ra1is|| “ ||rfKjpajq ´ fKipa1iqs|| “ ||fKjpajq ´ fKipa1iq||
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ě ||fKjpajq ´ fKipaiq|| “ ||rajs ´ rais||

Proposition 4.23. For r P Rą0 the objects kr are compact with respect to the class of admissible
monomorphisms in the strong exact structure on Normď1,nAk .
Proof. We need to show that for any r P Rą0 the map
limÑBAip0, rq Ñ BlimÑAip0, rq
is an isomorphism. It suffices to prove that it is an epimorphism. Let rais P limÑAi be such that ||rais|| “
||ai|| ď r. Then ai P BAip0, rq ãÑ limÑBAip0, rq maps to rais. 
Proposition 4.24. For any r P Rą0 the k-Banach space kr is not compact with respect to the class of
admissible monomorphisms in the strong exact structure (or even the split exact structure). However every
object is ℵ1-small.
Proof. Consider the sequence with Xi “ kir and the map Xi  Xi`1 being the inclusion of the first i
copies of k. The group limÑHompkr, Xiq is the ascending union of the closed balls in Xi of radius r, while
Hompkr, limÑXiq is the closed ball of radius r in limÑXi. The map
limÑHompkr, Xiq Ñ Hompkr, limÑXiq
is the obvious inclusion. Consider the example with Xi “ k‘i with Xi Ñ Xi`1 being the split injection
ki Ñ ki`1 which is the inclusion of the first i copies of k. Then limÑXi is the space of sequences in k
converging to 0 with the supremum norm. The group limÑHompkr, Xiq is the group of finite sequences of
norm at most 1r , while Hompkr, limÑXiq is the group of sequences converging to 0 with norm at most 1r . It
is clear that for a non-discrete field the map
limÑHompkr, Xiq Ñ Hompkr, limÑXiq
is not an epimorphism. The last claim is [AR94] 1.48. 
Recall that a Banach space E is said to have the Hahn-Banach extension property if for every
subspace D of E, every bounded functional f : D Ñ k there is an extension g : E Ñ k of f with ||g|| “ ||f ||.
Theorem 4.25 ([Pro00a] Theorem 4.12). If k is spherically complete then every Banach space over k
has the Hahn-Banach extension property.
Proposition 4.26. Let E be a non-zero Banach space with the Hahn-Banach extension property and
let e P E. Then there is a Banach space E1 and an isometric isomorphism E – E1 ‘ k||e||. In particular if k
is spherically complete then there are no non-nonzero compact objects in Banď1,nAk .
Proof. Let
〈
e
〉
be the span of e in E. The map f :
〈
e
〉
Ñ k||e|| sending e to 1 is an isometric
isomorphism with inverse g sending 1 to e. Therefore f extends to a map f : E Ñ k||e|| with ||f || “ 1.
Moreover f ˝ g “ Idk||e|| . Since Banď1k||e|| is quasi-abelian and in particular weakly-idempotent complete this
gives a splitting. 
4.6. The Monoidal Structure. The following is straightforward using that both functors are left
adjoints.
Proposition 4.27. Consider the functors
Cpl ˝ bpi : NormnAk bNormnAk Ñ BannAk
and
bˆpi ˝ Cplˆ Cpl : NormnAk bNormnAk Ñ BannAk
There is a natural isometric isomorphism
φ : Cpl ˝ bpi Ñ bˆpi ˝ Cplˆ Cpl
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In particular we get a natural isomorphism
φď1 : Cplď1 ˝ bpi Ñ bˆpi ˝ Cplď1 ˆ Cplď1
Proposition 4.28. Let r P Rą0. Consider the functors
p´qr ˝ Cpl : NormnAk Ñ BannAk
and
Cpl ˝ p´qr : NormnAk Ñ BannAk
Then there is a natural isometric isomorphism
ζ : p´qr ˝ Cpl Ñ Cpl ˝ p´qr
In particular this induces a natural isomorphism of functors
ζď1 : p´qr ˝ Cplď1 – Cplď1 ˝ p´qr
Proposition 4.29. Let s, r P Rą0 and consider the functors
p´qrs ˝ bpi : NormnAk ˆNormnAk Ñ NormnAk
and
bpi ˝ p´qr ˆ p´qs : NormnAk ˆNormnAk Ñ NormnAk
Then there is an natural isometric isomorphism
η : bpi ˝ p´qr ˆ p´qs Ñ p´qrs ˝ bpi
At this point let us make the following remark
Remark 4.30. The rescaling functors are exact for both the quasi-abelian and strong exact structures.
By Proposition 4.28 and Proposition 4.27 we get
Corollary 4.31. Let s, r P Rą0 and consider the functors
p´qrs ˝ bpi : BannAk ˆ BannAk Ñ BannAk
and
bpi ˝ p´qr ˆ p´qs : BannAk ˆ BannAk Ñ BannAk
Then there is an natural isometric isomorphism
η : bpi ˝ p´qr ˆ p´qs Ñ p´qrs ˝ bpi
Corollary 4.32. Projective objects in Normď1,nAk an Ban
ď1,nA
k are flat in both the quasi-abelian and
strong exact structures.
Proof. By Proposition 4.29 and Corollary 4.31, we only need to note that tensoring with k is the
identity functor and hence is exact. 
Corollary 4.33. The tensor product of projective objects in Normď1,nAk an Ban
ď1,nA
k is a projective
object.
Proof. It suffices to prove this in Normď1,nAk for objects of the form kr with r P Rą0. But krbks – krs
which is projective. 
We summarise this section with the following result.
Theorem 4.34. Banď1k is a projectively monoidal weakly AdMon-elementary exact category which is
ℵ1-presentable but not ℵ0-presentable. Normď1k is a monoidal AdMon-elementary exact category.
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5. The Split Exact Structure
We conclude with an example of a category which has no small generating set whatsoever but is still
weakly AdMon-elementary. Let E be an additive category and endow it with the split exact structure. Let
us prove the following useful lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let E be an exact category. Let φ be an ordinal such that for any φ1 ď φ, E is weakly
pφ1; AdMonq-elementary. Let λ ď φ be an ordinal and
0 // Y
f // Z
p // X // 0
be a short exact sequence in Funpλ,Eq with X in Funcocontadm pλ,Eq. Suppose that Ext1pCokerpXα Ñ Xα`1q, Yα`1q “
0 for any α ď λ such that α` 1 ď λ. Then
0 Ñ limÑY Ñ limÑZ Ñ limÑX Ñ 0
is a split exact sequence.
Proof. For α ď β in λ, denote the corresponding maps in the diagrams by xα,β : Xα Ñ Xβ , zα,β :
Zα Ñ Zβ , and yα,β : Yα Ñ Yβ . The proof is by transfinite induction. If λ “ 0 or λ is a successor ordinal
then the claim is clear. Now let λ “ limÑαăλα be a limit ordinal. Suppose the claim has been proven for
all α ă λ. Let α ă λ. Since Ext1pXα, Yαq “ 0 there is some splitting tα : Xα Ñ Zα of pα. We are going
to modify the tα to sα so that they are compatible, i.e. zα,γsα “ sγxα,γ for all α ď γ. We will do this by
transfinite induction.
Set s0 “ t0. If γ is a limit ordinal let sγ : colimαăγXα Ñ Zγ be the map whose restriction to Zα is
zα,γsα, where zα,γ : Zα Ñ Zγ is the transfinite composition of the continuous functor γ Ñ E , β ÞÑ Zβ . Then
by construction zα,γsα “ sγxα,γ . Now for the successor case γ “ α ` 1. Suppose we have constructed sα.
Let us construct sα`1. We have
pα`1pzα,α`1sα ´ tα`1xα,α`1q “ xα,α`1 ˝ pα ˝ sα ´ pα`1 ˝ tα`1 ˝ xα,α`1
“ xα,α`1 ´ xα,α`1
“ 0
Therefore there is a map h : Xα Ñ Yα`1 such that fα`1h “ zα,α`1sα ´ tα`1xα,α`1. Since xα,α`1 : Xα Ñ
Xα`1 is an admissible monic and Ext1pCokerpxα,α`1q, Yα`1q “ 0, the long exact Ext sequence implies that
there is a map g : Xα`1 Ñ Yα`1 such that gxα,α`1 “ h. Let sα`1 “ tα`1 ` fα`1g. Then clearly sα`1 is a
section of pα`1. Moreover
sα`1xα,α`1 “ tα`1 ˝ xα,α`1 ` fα`1g ˝ xα,α`1
“ zα,α`1sα ´ fα`1 ˝ h` fα`1 ˝ h
“ zα,α`1sα
as required. 
Proposition 5.2. If E is an additive category with kernels and countable coproducts then the split exact
structure is weakly pℵ0,AdMonq-elementary.
Proof. It has kernels by assumption. It trivially has enough projectives since every object is projective.
The fact pℵ0,AdMonq-colimits exist and are exact follows from Lemma 5.1. 
For E “ Ab this category has no small generating set by [CH02] Section 5.4. This can be generalised
to other exact structures defined by projective classes as discussed in the same paper.

CHAPTER 4
Model Structures on Exact Categories
In this chapter we discuss model structures on categories of chain complexes in exact categories. We give
very general conditions under which unbounded complexes are equipped with the projective model structure.
We also investigate when such a model structure is monoidal and satisfies the monoid axiom, which will be
crucial for studying homotopical algebra in exact categories in the next section. Finally we generalise the
Dold-Kan correspondence.
1. Cotorsion Pairs
In [Hov02], Hovey introduced the notion of a compatible model structure on an abelian category.
He showed that there is a 1-1 correspondence between such model structures and purely homological data
now known as Hovey triples. Gillespie noticed that this correspondence generalises to weakly idempotent
complete exact categories, and explains in [Gil11] how to adapt Hovey’s proofs. In the next two subsections
we will recall some of Hovey’s/ Gillespie’s results both for the reader’s convenience and because we will
need many of the individual propositions later anyway. We shall modify the exposition somewhat, by first
extracting from Hovey’s proof a bijection between cotorsion pairs and compatible weak factorisation systems
(this has been noticed in [Sˇt’12] ). For basic facts about weak factorisation systems and model structures
in general see Appendix B.
Let S be a class of objects in an exact category E . We shall denote by KS the class of all objects X
such that Ext1pX,Sq “ 0 for all S P S, and by SK the class of all objects X such that Ext1pS,Xq “ 0 for all
S P S. The class SK is called the class of S-injectives, and the class KS is called the class of S-projectives.
The following technical result will be useful. The proof is a straightforward generalisation of Lemma 6.2 in
[Hov02].
Corollary 1.1. Let E be an exact category. Let S be a class of objects in E, and let L “ KS. Then
L is closed under retracts and finite extensions. If E is cocomplete it is closed under transfinite extensions.
Proof. First we show that L is closed under retracts. Note that it is sufficient to show that for a given
Y P E , the collection of objects X such that Ext1pX,Y q “ 0 is closed under retracts. Let X be such that
Ext1pX,Y q “ 0 and let X 1 be a retract of X. Then X 1 is a summand of X, and so Ext1pX 1, Y q “ 0.
Let us show that L is closed under transfinite extensions. Again it is sufficient to show that for any
object Y P E the collection of all X with Ext1pX,Y q “ 0 is closed under transfinite extensions and retracts.
Let λ be an ordinal X : λÑ E an object of Funcocontadm pλ,Eq. Let
0 // Y
f // N
p // limÑX // 0
liii
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represent an element of Ext1plimÑX,Y q. For each β P λ, pull this short exact sequence back through the
map xβ : Xβ Ñ limÑX. For α ď γ in λ we get a commutative diagram.
0 // Y
f // N
p // Xβ // 0
0 // Y
fγ // Nγ
pγ //
kγ
OO
Xγ
jγ
OO
// 0
0 // Y
fα // Nα
kα,γ
OO
pα // Xα //
jα,γ
OO
0
Since f is an admissible monic, fα is as well by Proposition 1.8. We now use Lemma 5.1. 
Let us now define cotorsion pairs, and discuss their relation with weak factorisation systems. We shall
largely follow the notation of [Sˇt’12].
Definition 1.2. Let E be an exact category. A cotorsion pair on E is a pair of families of objects
pL,Rq of E such that L “ KR and R “ LK.
Definition 1.3. A cotorsion pair pL,Rq is said to have enough (functorial) projectives if for every
X P E there is an admissible epic p : Y Ñ X, (functorial in X), such that Y P L and Kerppq P R. It is said to
have enough (functorial) injectives if, for every X, there is an admissible monic i : X Ñ Z, (functorial
in X), such that Z P R and Cokerpiq P L. A cotorsion pair is said to be (functorially) complete if it has
enough (functorial) projectives and enough (functorial) injectives.
Example 1.4. Our main example is the projective cotorsion pair. Let E be an exact category. Let
ProjpEq denote the collection of projective objects of E. Then pProjpEq,ObpEqq is clearly a cotorsion pair.
Suppose that E has enough (functorial) projectives. Then the cotorsion pair pProjpEq,ObpEqq is trivially
(functorially) complete.
Notation 1.5. Let E be an exact category and pL,Rq a weak factorisation system on E. Denote by
CokerL the collection of objects L such L is a cokernel of some map in, L and by KerR the collection of
objects R such that R is the kernel of some map in R.
Given classes of objects A,B in E, we denoteby InflpAq the class of admissible monics with cokernel in
A and by DeflpBq the class of admissible epics with kernel in B.
Definition 1.6. Let E be an exact category. A weak factorisation system pL,Rq on E is said to be
compatible if
(1) f P L if and only if f is an admissible monic and 0 Ñ Cokerpfq belongs to L.
(2) f P R if and only if f is an admissible epic and Kerpfq Ñ 0 belongs to R.
The following result is Theorem 5.13 in [Sˇt’12].
Theorem 1.7. Let E be an exact category. Then
pL,Rq ÞÑ pCokerL,KerR q and pA,Bq ÞÑ pInflpAq,DeflpBqq
define mutually inverse bijective mappings between compatible weak factorisation systems and complete co-
torsion pairs. The bijections restrict to mutually inverse mappings between compatible functorial weak fac-
torisation systems and functorially complete cotorsion pairs.
2. Compatible Model Structures
Having described the bijection between cotorsion pairs and compatible weak factorisation systems, we
now introduce compatible model structures, and explain how they too correspond to purely homological
data. Remember that we do not assume our model categories are complete or cocomplete.
Let pC,F ,Wq be a model structure on an additive category E .
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Definition 2.1. Let E be an exact category. Let pC,F ,Wq be a model structure on E. The model
structure is said to be compatible if both pC XW,Fq and pC,F XWq are compatible weak factorisation
systems.
Let us now define the corresponding homological data. As for abelian categories, we will call a subcate-
gory D of an exact category E thick if whenever
0 Ñ AÑ B Ñ C Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence and two of the objects are in D, then so is the third.
Definition 2.2. A Hovey triple on an exact category E is a triple pC,W,Fq of collections of objects
of E such that the full subcategory on W is closed under retracts and thick, and that both pC,F XWq and
pCXW,Fq are complete cotorsion pairs.
We then have the following theorem (Theorem 6.9 in [Sˇt’12]). It is originally due to [Hov02] in the
abelian case and [Gil11] in the more general exact case.
Theorem 2.3. Let E be a weakly idempotent complete exact category. Then there is a bijection between
Hovey triples and compatible model structures. The correspondence assigns to a Hovey triple pC,W,Fq the
model structure pC,W,Fq such that
(1) C “ InflpCq
(2) F “ DeflpFq
(3) W consists of morphisms of the form p ˝ i where i P InflpWq and p P DeflpWq.
Before we move on let us mention a more general notion than compatible model structures. We will
need it when we consider the projective model structure on Chě0pEq.
Definition 2.4. Let E be an exact category. A model structure pC,F ,Wq on E is said to be left
pseudo-compatible if there are classes of objects C and W such that
(1) The full subcategory on W is thick.
(2) A map f is in C (resp. C XW) if and only if it is an admissible monic with cokernel in C (resp.
CXW).
(3) An admissible monic is in W if and only if its cokernel is in W.
As before C/ W /C XW are called the cofibrant /trivial/ trivially cofibrant objects. The pair pC,Wq
will be called the left homological Waldhausen pair of the model structure. Dually one defines right
pesudo-compatible model structures and right homological Waldhausen pairs
The terminology comes from the notion of a Waldhausen category, in which classes of weak equivalences
and cofibrations are specified. Clearly any compatible model structure is left pseudo-compatible.
Definition 2.5. Let E be an exact category. A left-pseudo compatible model structure on E defined by
a left homological Waldhausen pair pC,Wq is said to be strong if a map f : B Ñ C is an acyclic fibration
if and only if it is an admissible epimorphism whose kernel is in W. The corresponding Waldhausen pair is
then also called strong.
3. Small Cotorsion Pairs and Cofibrant Generation
When working with model categories, it is computationally convenient that they be generated by suitably
compact objects (see Appendix B for exactly what we mean here). In this section, we study what conditions
on the cotorsion pairs defining a compatible model structure guarantee that the model structure is cofibrantly
small. The material here is adapted from [Hov02] §6 to exact categories.
Definition 3.1. Let E be an exact category. A cotorsion pair pL,Rq on E is said to be cogenerated
by a set if there is a set of objects G in L such that X P R if and only if Ext1pG,Xq “ 0 for all G P G.
Definition 3.2. Suppose E is an exact category. A cotorsion pair pL,Rq is said to be small if the
following conditions hold
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(1) L contains a set of admissible generators of E.
(2) pL,Rq is cogenerated by a set G.
(3) For each G P G there is an admissible monic iG with cokernel G such that, if HomEpiG, Xq is
surjective for all G P G, then X P R.
The set of iG together with the maps 0 Ñ Ui for some generating set tUiu contained in L is called a set of
generating morphisms of pL,Rq.
There is an easy example.
Example 3.3. Recall the projective cotorsion pair pProjpEq,ObpEqq. Suppose that the category E is
projectively generated, with P a generating set of projectives. We claim that in this case the projective
cotorsion pair is small. Indeed by assumption ProjpEq contains a set of generators P. This set trivially
cogenerates the cotorsion pair as well. The third condition is also trivial.
We now come to the connection between cofibrantly small model structures and cotorsion pairs. The
proof of the following is a straightforward modification of [Hov02] Lemma 6.7.
Lemma 3.4. Let E be an exact category together with a compatible weak factorisation system pL,Rq
with corresponding cotorsion pair pL,Rq. If the cotorsion pair is small, then this weak factorisation system
is cofibrantly small. If in addition the generating morphisms have compact domain, the weak factorisation
system is cellular.
4. Cotorsion Pairs on Monoidal Exact Categories
In this section pE ,b, kq is a monoidal exact category.
We will now study sufficient conditions on cotorsion pairs defining a model category structure so that
the resulting structure is monoidal. We generalise the work of [Hov02] §7 to exact categories.
Definition 4.1. A short exact sequence in a monoidal exact category E is said to be pure if it remains
exact after tensoring with any object of E. An admissible monic is said to be pure if it remains an admissible
monic after tensoring with any object of E.
Theorem 4.2. Let E be a closed symmetric monoidal exact category. Suppose that E has a left pseudo-
compatible model structure with Waldhausen pair pC,Wq. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) Every cofibration is pure.
(2) If X,Y P C then X b Y P C.
(3) If X,Y P C and one of them is in W, then X b Y P CXW.
(4) The unit k of the monoidal structure is in C.
Then E is a monoidal model category.
In order to prove this we need the following two results
Proposition 4.3. Let E be a weakly idempotent complete exact category, Suppose we have a diagram
0 // X
h //
δ

Y
i //


Z //
φ

0
0 // P
j // Q
k // R // 0
with the top and bottom rows being short exact and the vertical arrows being admissible morphisms. Then
there is an exact sequence
0 Ñ Kerpδq Kerpq Ý˝Ñ Kerpφq Ý˝Ñ Cokerpδq Ý˝Ñ Cokerpq Cokerpφq Ñ 0
Proof. This is [Bu¨h10] Corollary 8.13. 
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Proposition 4.4. Let
0 // X
h //
δ

Y
i //


Z //
φ

0
0 // P
j // Q
k // R // 0
be a commutative diagram with short-exact rows. Suppose that the map φ : Z Ñ R is an admissible monomor-
phism with cokernel l : R Ñ S and that δ is an isomorphism. Then  : Y Ñ Q is an admissible monomor-
phism with cokernel l ˝ k : QÑ S.
Proof. This can be proven by passing to an abelianisation. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let i : A Ñ B and j : A1 Ñ B1 be cofibrations with respective cokernels
f : B Ñ C and g;B1 Ñ C. Consider the commutative diagram
0 // AbA1
ib1

1bj // AbB1

1bg // Ab C 1 // 0
0 // B bA1 // P //
ibj

Ab C 1 //
ib1

0
0 // B bA1 1bj // B bB1 1bg // B b C 1 // 0
where the top left square is a push-out. Since cofibrations are pure by assumption, the rows of the diagram
are exact. Moreover, both ib idA1 and ib idC1 are admissible monomorphisms, and the cokernel of ib idC1
is C b C 1. By Proposition 4.4, ib j is an admissible monomorphism with cokernel C b C 1. By assumption
CbC 1 P C, so that ib j is a cofibration. Again by assumption, if either of C or C 1 is in W then so is CbC 1,
and hence in this case ib j is a trivial cofibration. 
Remark 4.5. The statement of Theorem 4.2 also holds without the assumption that the monoidal struc-
ture is compatible with the exact structure, since it was not used at all in proof. This is also shown in [Sˇt’12].
However the remaining results do require this assumption.
The next lemma says that if cofibrant objects are flat then condition 1 in Theorem 4.2 is automatically
satisfied.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose E is a symmetric monoidal exact category with enough flat objects. If C P E is
flat then every short exact sequence
0 Ñ AÑ B Ñ C Ñ 0
is pure.
Proof. Suppose Z is arbitrary and let
0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0
be a short exact sequence with Y flat. We have a diagram
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AbX //

Ab Y //

Ab Z

// 0
B bX //

B b Y //

B b Z

// 0
C bX //

C b Y //

C b Z //

0
0 0 0
with admissibly coacyclic rows and columns. The bottom row is short exact since C is flat. Since Y is flat
the middle column is short exact. We need to prove that the right-hand column is short exact. In order
to do this we may pass to a right abelianization of E , and so without loss of generality assume that E is
abelian. Then the argument becomes a simple diagram chase. 
Proposition 4.7. Pure monics are stable under push out.
Proof. Let i : AÑ B be a pure monic. Consider a pushout diagram
A

// B

X // Y
Since tensoring with Z preserves colimits,
Ab Z

// B b Z

X b Z // Y b Z
is a push out. But by assumption A b Z Ñ B b Z is an admissible monic. Hence X b Z Ñ Y b Z is also
an admissible monic. 
Theorem 4.8. Let E be a complete and cocomplete, monoidal exact category Suppose that E has a left
pseudo-compatible model structure satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2. In addition, suppose that the
following conditions hold
(1) If X P CXW and Y is arbitrary, then X b Y is in W.
(2) Transfinite compositions of weak equivalences which are also pure monics are still weak equivalences.
Then the model structure satisfies the monoid axiom.
Proof. The first condition implies that if i is an acyclic cofibration, then ib Y is a weak equivalence.
By Propositions 4.7 and the fact that pushouts commute with cokernels any push out of i b Y is a weak
equivalence as well as a pure monic. By the second condition, any transfinite composition of such maps is a
weak equivalence. 
If in E transfinite compositions of admissible monics are admissible monics (e.g. if E is weakly AdMon-
elementary) then one can replace the second condition by requiring that the class W is closed under transfinite
compositions of pure monomorphisms. By this we mean that if λ is some ordinal, and X : λÑ E a continuous
functor such that 0 Ñ X0 is a weak equivalence, and for each i ă j in λ the map Xi Ñ Xj is a pure monic
which is also a weak equivalence, then Xλ is in W. (This is the condition used in [Hov02] Theorem 7.4).
Since W forms a thick subcategory and X0 Ñ Xλ is an admissible monic, this is equivalent to the cokernel
of the map X0 Ñ Xλ being in W which in turn is equivalent to X0 Ñ Xλ being a weak equivalence.
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5. Model Structures on Chain Complexes
Generalising results of [Gil04], in this section we describe a method for constructing compatible model
structures on categories of chain complexes Ch˚pEq from cotorsion pairs on E . Note that what we describe
below will not always produce a model structure. However we will show in the next chapter that it does in
the case that E has enough projectives, and the cotorsion pair is the projective one (Example 1.4). First we
define the collections of objects which will be candidates for the (trivially) fibrant and (trivially) cofibrant
objects.
Definition 5.1. Let pL,Rq be a cotorsion pair on an exact category E. Let X P ChpEq be a chain
complex.
(1) X is called an L complex if it is acyclic and ZnX P L for all n. The collection of all L complexes
is denoted L˜.
(2) X is called an R complex if it is acyclic and ZnX P R for all n. The collection of all R complexes
is denoted R˜.
(3) X is called a dgL complex if Xn P L for each n, and HompX,Bq is exact whenever B is an R
complex. The collection of all dgL complexes is denoted ˜dgL.
(4) X is called a dgR complex if Xn P R for each n, and HompA,Xq is exact whenever A is an L
complex. The collection of all dgR complexes is denoted ˜dgR.
Notation 5.2. We define the collections L˜, R˜, ˜dgL, ˜dgR similarly in the categories Ch˚pEq for ˚ P tě
0,ď 0,`,´, bu. We will use the same notation for these collections irrespective of which category of chain
complexes we are working in.
Remark 5.3. In Ch˚pEq for ˚ P t`,´,ě 0, b,Hu all of the above classes are closed under shifts rns for
n ď 0. For ˚ P t`,´,ď 0, b,Hu they are closed under shifts rns for n ě 0.
Let us start to populate these collections. We first make the following easy observation.
Proposition 5.4. Let X be an R-complex. Then Xn P R for each n.
Proof. For each n we have a short exact sequence
0 Ñ ZnX Ñ Xn Ñ Zn´1X Ñ 0
and ZnX,Zn´1X P R. By Corollary 1.1 R is closed under extensions. 
With this in hand the result belows generalises immediately from [Gil04] Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 5.5. (1) Bounded below complexes with entries in L are dgL complexes.
(2) Bounded above complex with entries in R are dgR complexes.
Gillespie’s crucial Proposition 3.6 in [Gil04] does not hold in arbitrary exact categories. However some
of it can be salvaged to give the following two results.
Proposition 5.6. Let pL,Rq be a cotorsion pair in an exact category E. Then in Ch˚pEq for ˚ P
t`,´, b,Hu we have
(1) dgL˜ “ KR˜.
(2) dgR˜ “ L˜K
(3) R˜ Ď pdgL˜qK
(4) L˜ Ď KpdgR˜q
(5) Suppose E has enough L-objects. Let X P pdgL˜qK be good. Then X is an R-complex.
(6) Suppose E has enough R-objects. Let X P KdgpR˜q be cogood. Then X is an L-complex.
Proof. Parts 1) and 3) are easily seen to generalise to the exact case from the Gillespie’s proof.
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(1) Let X P KR˜. Then Ext1pX,Bq “ 0 whenever B is an R complex. In particular Ext1dwpX,Bq “ 0.
Hence HompX,Bq is exact whenever B is an R complex by Corollary 7.5. It remains to show
Xn P L. Let B P R. By Lemma 12.1 we have
Ext1pXn, Bq “ Ext1pX,Dn`1Bq “ 0
since Dn`1B P R˜. So Xn P L, and KR˜ Ă dgL˜. Now let X P dgL˜. Since the entries of X are in L,
for any Y P R˜, any short exact sequence
0 // Y // Z // X // 0
is split exact in each degree. But also Ext1dwpX,Y q “ 0. Hence, any sequence as above must be
split exact, i.e. Ext1pX,Y q “ 0.
(2) This is dual to the previous part.
(3) Let X P R˜ and A P dgL˜. Note that since Xn P R, Ext1pX,Aq “ Ext1dwpX,Aq. Now since
HompA,Xq is exact, Ext1dwpX,Aq “ 0.
(4) This is dual to the previous part.
(5) Let us show that X is acyclic. We will again use Proposition 4.16. Let n be such that dn has a
kernel. Since we have enough L-objects, we may choose an admissible epic f 1n : A1 Ñ ZnX for
some A1 P L. By Lemma 12.1 this induces a map f : SnpA1q Ñ X. Now Ext1dwpSnpA1qr´1s, Xq Ă
Ext1pSnpA1qr´1s, Xq “ 0 by assumption. Hence f is homotopic to 0. Applying Proposition 4.20
the map d1n`1 : Xn`1 Ñ ZnX is an admissible epic. By Proposition 4.16 X is acyclic. To see that
ZnX P R, we note that since X is acyclic, we have for any A P L,
Ext1EpA,ZnXq – Ext1pSnA,Xq “ 0
Since pL,Rq is a cotorsion pair, ZnX P R. Hence X P R˜ and so pdgL˜qK Ď R˜.
(6) The proof for the second part is dual.

We also have the following
Proposition 5.7. Let ˚ P tě 0u, and let pL,Rq be a cotorsion pair in E with enough L-objects. Then
dgL˜ “ KR˜ and R˜ “ pdgL˜qK. Dually, if the cotorsion pair has enough R-objects, then for ˚ P tď 0u
dgR˜ “ L˜K and L˜ “ KdgpR˜q.
Proof. The proofs of parts (3) and (5) in the previous proposition go through here, as does the proof
that dgL˜ Ă KR˜. Now let X P KR˜. The same proof as in part (1) of the previous proposition shows that
each Xn must be an object in L. Thus X is a bounded below complex of objects in L and hence a dgL˜
complex. 
We get as an immediate corollary:
Corollary 5.8. Let pL,Rq be a cotorsion pair on an exact category E with enough L-objects and enough
R-objects.
(1) pdgL˜, R˜q is a cotorsion pair on Chě0pEq and Ch`pEq. If E has all kernels then it is a cotorsion
pair on ChpEq.
(2) pL˜, dgR˜q is a cotorsion pair on Chď0pEq and Ch´pEq. If E has all cokernels then it is a cotorsion
pair in ChpEq.
(3) pL˜, dgR˜q and pdgL˜, R˜q are cotorsion pairs in ChbpEq.
(4) If E has all kernels and cokernels, in particular if E is quasi-abelian, then pL˜, dgR˜q and pdgL˜, R˜q
are cotorsion pairs in ChpEq.
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6. Existence of dg-Model Structures
The hope now is that the class W of acyclic complexes satisfies
L˜ “ dgL˜XW, R˜ “ dgR˜XW
and that the cotorsion pairs pdgL˜, R˜q and pL˜, dgR˜q are functorially complete. It is not at all clear that
this will be the case. In [YD14] it is shown that for a complete and cocomplete abelian category in which
infinite products are exact (i.e. an AB4˚ abelian category) it is always the case. We suspect this result can
be easily adapted for complete or cocomplete exact categories satisfying a similar condition. In general we
do not know how to give useable conditions on a cotorsion pair pL,Rq which guarantee that pdgL˜, R˜q and
pL˜, dgR˜q induce a model structure. However we will obtain some partial results in this direction. First we
need acyclic complexes to form a thick subcategory.
Proposition 6.1. Let E be an exact category. Then for ˚ P tě 0,ď 0,`,´, bu the full subcategory on
W is a thick subcategory of Ch˚pEq. If E has all kernels then this is also true for ˚ “ tHu.
Proof. One may assume that E is abelian by passing to a left abelianization for ˚ P tě 0,`, bu, (or
a right abelianization for ˚ P tď 0,´u). The result in this case follows from the long exact sequence on
homology. 
It turns out that we always have the inclusions L˜ Ă dgL˜XW, and R˜ Ă dgR˜XW. This follows from the
next result, which is an easy modification of the proof of [Gil04] Lemma 3.9.
Lemma 6.2. Every chain map from an L complex to an R complex is homotopic to 0.
Corollary 6.3. Let pL,Rq be a cotorsion pair in an exact category. Then L˜ Ă dgL˜ XW, and R˜ Ă
dgR˜XW.
In order to have any chance of getting the reverse inclusion, we’ll need the cotorsion pair on E to be
hereditary. The following definition and the subsequent proposition are immediate generalisations of [Roz99]
§1.2.3 from abelian categories to exact categories.
Definition 6.4. A cotorsion pair pL,Rq is said to be hereditary if
ExtipA,Bq “ 0
for any A P L, B P R and i ě 1.
Example 6.5. Clearly the projective cotorsion pair is hereditary.
Proposition 6.6. Let pL,Rq be a hereditary cotorsion pair on an exact category E. Then
(1) L is resolving. That is L is closed under taking kernels of admissible epis.
(2) R is coresolving. That is R is closed under taking cokernels of admissible monics.
If E has enough R-projectives then pL,Rq is hereditary if and only if L is resolving. Dually if E has enough
L-injectives then pL,Rq is hereditary if and only if R is coresolving.
With this result in hand [Gil04] Theorem 3.12 generalises immediately to the exact setting.
Theorem 6.7. Let pL,Rq be a hereditary cotorsion pair in an exact category E. If E has enough
projectives then in Ch˚pEq for ˚ P tě 0,`,Hu, dgR˜XW “ R˜. If E has enough injectives then in Ch˚pEq
for ˚ P tď 0,´,Hu dgL˜XW “ L˜. In particular, if E has enough projectives and injectives, then the induced
cotorsion pairs on E are compatible.
Lemma 3.14 in [Gil04], which partially handles the case in which we may not have enough injectives or
projectives also passes essentially unaffected to exact categories.
Lemma 6.8. Let E be an exact category and pL,Rq a cotorsion pair on E. Consider the categories
Ch˚pEq for any ˚ P tě 0,ď 0,`,´, b,Hu.
(1) If pL˜, dgR˜q is a cotorsion pair with enough projectives and dgR˜XW “ R˜ then dgL˜XW “ L˜.
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(2) If pdgL˜, R˜q is a cotorsion pair with enough injectives and dgL˜XW “ L˜ then dgR˜XW “ R˜.
These next two results partially deal with the issue of completeness.
Lemma 6.9. Let E be an exact category. Suppose
0 // B // A
f // X // 0
is a short exact sequence of complexes in the degree wise exact structure with both B and conepfq either good
or cogood. Then B is acyclic if and only if f is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Let I : E Ñ A a suitable abelianization . Then by [Wei95] Exercise 1.59 there is a long exact
sequence
. . . // Hn`1pKerpIpf‚qqq // HnpconepIpf‚qqq // HnpCokerpIpf‚qqq // . . .
// Hn´1pKerpIpfqqq // . . .
If f‚ is a quasi-isomorphism, then conepIpf‚qq is acyclic. It is also an admissible epimorphism, so CokerpIpf‚qq “
0. Hence KerpIpf‚qq “ IpBq is acyclic.
If B is acyclic then again since CokerpIpf‚qq “ 0, HnpconepIpf‚qqq “ 0 as well. Thus Ipfq is a quasi-
isomorphism, so f is as well.

Proposition 6.10. Let pL,Rq be a functorially complete cotorsion pair on an exact category E. Then
any complex X‚ of Ch˚pEq where ˚ P tě 0,`u admits a resolution by an object L‚ of dgL˜ whose kernel is
an acyclic complex R‚ with Rn P R. In particular the cotorsion pair pdg ˜Proj, O˜bq on both Chě0pEq and
Ch`pEq has enough functorial projectives.
Proof. Let X‚ be an object of Ch˚pEq where ˚ P tě 0,`u. By an easy adaptation of the proof of
Lemma 6.2, one can find a (functorial) quasi-isomorphism f‚ : L‚ Ñ X‚ with each Ln an object of L, which
is an admissible epimorphism, and whose kernel is a complex R‚ with Rn P R. Now L‚ is a dgL complex by
Lemma 5.5. By Lemma 6.9 R‚ is acyclic. 
This is essentially all that can be said at this level of generality.
7. Properties of dg-Model Structures
Definition 7.1. Let E be an exact category and pL,Rq a cotorsion pair on E.
(1) We say that pL,Rq is dgě0-compatible if pdgL˜, R˜q is a functorially complete cotorsion pair on
Chě0pEq, W X dgL˜ “ L˜ and the model structure whose cofibrations are InflpdgL˜q, and whose
acyclic cofibrations are InflpL˜q exists on Chě0pEq.
(2) We say that pL,Rq is dgď0-compatible if pL˜, dgR˜q is a functorially complete cotorsion pair on
Chď0pEq, W X dgR˜ “ R˜ and the model structure whose fibrations are DeflpdgR˜q, and whose
acyclic fibrations are DeflpR˜q exists on Chď0pEq.
(3) For ˚ P tb,`,´Hu we say that pL,Rq is dg˚-compatible if pL˜, dgR˜q and pdgL˜, R˜q are (functorially)
complete cotorsion pairs on Ch˚pEq, dgLXW “ L˜, and dgRXW “ R˜
Proposition 7.2. (1) If pL,Rq is dgě0-compatible and f : X Ñ Y is a fibration, then f is an
admissible epimorphism in each strictly positive degree. If f is an acyclic fibration then f is a
quasi-isomorphism and an admissible epimorphism in each degree.
(2) If pL,Rq is dgď0-compatible and f : X Ñ Y is a cofibration, then f is an admissible monomorphism
in each strictly negative degree. If f is an acyclic cofibration then f is a quasi-isomorphism and an
admissible monomorphism in each degree.
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Proof. We prove the first claim, the second being dual. First assume that f is a fibration. Then f has
the right lifting property with respect to acyclic cofibrations. In particular it has the right lifting property
with respect to maps of the form 0 Ñ DnpLq where n ě 1 and L P L. Since pL,Rq is complete, this implies
that fn is an admissible epimorphism in each strictly positive degree. Now suppose that f is an acyclic
fibration. By the first part fn is an admissible epimorphism in each strictly positive degree. But f also
has the right lifting property with respect to the map 0 Ñ S0pLq for any L in L, implying that f0 is an
admissible epimorphism. Now for any n and any L P L one can always find a lift in the diagram
SnpLq

// X
f

Dn`1pLq // Y
Indeed for n ă ´1 this is trivial, and for n ě 0 this follows from the fact that f is an acyclic fibration. For
n “ ´1 the finding a lift amounts to finding a lift in the diagram
0 //

X0
f0

L // Y0
i.e. a lift in the diagram
0 //

X

S0pLq // Y
Now the claim follows from Corollary 12.4. 
If pL,Rq is dg˚-compatible, then there is an induced model structure on Ch˚pEq. The resulting model
structure will have quasi-isomorphisms as its weak equivalences.
Proposition 7.3. Suppose that ˚ P tě 0,ď 0,`,´, bu and that pL,Rq is a dg˚-compatible cotorsion
pair on an exact category E. The weak equivalences in the induced model structure are precisely the quasi-
isomorphisms. If E has all kernels then this is also true for ˚ P tHu.
Proof. First we show that admissible monics and admissible epics which are weak equivalences are
quasi-ismorphisms. By duality it suffices to show it for epics and ˚ P tě 0, b,`,´,H,ď 0u. Let f : B Ñ C
be an an admissible epic which is a weak equivalence. It is sufficient to show that Ipfq is a quasi-isomorphism,
where I : E Ñ ApEq is a suitable abelianization. Now we have an exact sequence
0 // A
g // B
f // C // 0
Let us argue that A is acyclic. We can factor f as f “ p ˝ i where p is an acyclic fibration and i is an
acyclic cofibration. By Proposition 7.2 for ˚ P tě 0,ď 0u and Theorem 2.3 for ˚ P tb,`,´,Hu, both i is
an admissible monomorphism with acyclic cokernel, and p is an admissible epimorphism with acyclic kernel.
By the snake lemma there is an exact sequence 0 Ñ kerpfq Ñ kerppq Ñ cokerpiq Ñ 0. In particular kerpfq
is acyclic by Lemma 6.9. Again by Lemma 6.9, f is acyclic. Now let f be a morphism of Ch˚pEq. Factor it
as p˝ i where i is a fibration, p is a cofibration and either p or i is trivial, and therefore a quasi-isomorphism.
By the exact triangle (after passing to an abelianisation)
conepiq Ñ conepfq Ñ coneppq Ñ`1
and the fact that acyclic complexes form a thick subcategory, we find that f is a quasi-isomorphism if and
only the other factor is trivial. 
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Proposition 7.4. Let E be an exact category and S a class of morphisms in E closed under direct sums.
Suppose that E is weakly S-elementary. Then transfinite compositions of quasi-isomorphisms in ChpEq which
are also maps in S are quasi-isomorphisms.
Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction. Since a finite composition of quasi-isomorphisms is a quasi-
isomorphism, the successor part of the induction is finished. Now let λ be a limit ordinal and F : λÑ ChpEq
a continuous functor with F pα ď βqn P S for any morphism α ď β in λ and n P Z. For α ď β ď λ denote by
fα,β the map Fα Ñ Fβ . For β ď λ write fβ “ f0,β . It is clear that
conepfλq – limÑβăλconepfβq
Since each fβ is a quasi-isomorphism, conepfβq is acyclic. Since E is weakly S-elementary, this implies
limÑβăλconepfβq is acyclic, which means that conepfλq is acyclic and hence that fλ is a quasi-isomorphism.

Such model structures are also both left and right proper. More generally, we have the following.
Proposition 7.5. Let E be an exact category. Let ˚ P tě 0,ď 0,`,´, bu. Suppose there is a model
structure on Ch˚pEq whose weak equivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms and such that any cofibration is
an admissible monomorphism in each degree. Then the model structure is left proper. If E has all kernels
then this is also true for ChpEq. Dually, if any fibration is an admissible epimorphism in each degree then
the model structure is right proper.
Proof. The dual case is slightly easier to write down, so we will prove that. We need to check that,
given a pull-back diagram
A‚
p1 //
q1

B‚
q

X‚
p // Y‚
where p is an admissible epic, and q is a quasi-isomorphism, then q1 is a quasi-isomorphism. By Lemma 1.6
without loss of generality, we may assume that the category E is actually abelian. We argue by elements.
A‚ is isomorphic to
tpx, bq P X‚ ˆB‚ : ppxq “ qpbqu
with q1 and p1 being the restrictions of the projections. Suppose px, bq P KerdAn is such that q1px, bq “ x “ 0.
But then qpbq “ ppxq “ 0. So b “ dBn`1pb˜q for some b, and px, bq “ dAn`1pp0, b˜qq. Now suppose x P KerdXn .
Then ppxq P KerdYn . Thus there is a b P KerdBn and a y˜ P Yn`1 such that qpbq “ ppxq ` dYn`1py˜q. Now,
p is an epic, so there is x˜ P Xn`1 such that y˜ “ ppx˜q. Write a “ px ` dXn`1px˜q, bq. Then a P A‚ and
q1paq “ x` dXn`1px˜q. This shows that q1 is a quasi-isomorphism. 
8. Small dg-Cotorsion Pairs
Let us now examine when the cotorsion pair pdgL˜, R˜q is small.
Proposition 8.1. Let pL,Rq be a cotorsion pair in an exact category E which has a set of admissible
generators G. Suppose that pL,Rq is cogenerated by a set tAiuiPI . Then pdgL˜, R˜q is cogenerated by the set
S “ tSnpGq : G P G, n P Zu Y tSnpAiq : n P Z, i P Iu
for ˚ P t`u (and. ˚ P tHu if E has kernels) and
S “ tSnpGq : G P G, n ě 0u Y tSnpAiq : n ě 0, i P Iu
for ˚ P tě 0u.
Furthermore, suppose pL,Rq is small with generating morphisms the map t0 Ñ G : G P Gu together with
monics ki as below (one for each i P I):
0 // Yi
ki // Zi // Ai // 0
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Then pdgL˜, R˜q is small with generating morphisms the set
I˜ “ t0 Ñ DnpGqu Y tSn´1pGq Ñ DnpGqu Y tSnpkiq : SnpYiq Ñ SnpZiqu
for ˚ P t`u (and. ˚ P tHu if E has kernels) and
I˜ “ t0 Ñ S0pGqu Y t0 Ñ DnpGq : n ą 0u Y tSn´1pGq Ñ DnpGq : n ą 0u
YtSnpkiq : SnpYiq Ñ SnpZiq : n ě 0u
for ˚ P tě 0u.
Proof. For ˚ P t`,Hu the proof of [Gil07] Proposition 3.8 generalises immediately to exact categories.
Now consider the case ˚ P tě 0u. The only difference in the proof is that now the generating set for Chě0pEq
is tDnpGq : G P G : n ą 0u Y tS0pGq : G P Gu. This is also a subset of dgL˜. 
Remark 8.2. The proof of the above proposition in fact shows that if HompSnpF q, X‚q is acyclic for
any generating collection consisting of objects in L (i.e. not necessarily a set), then X‚ is a R˜-complex.
Remark 8.3. In the situation of the previous proposition, if the domains of the generating morphisms
for the cotorsion pair pL,Rq are compact, then the domains of the maps in I are also compact by Proposition
12.8.
9. Monoidal Model Structures on Chain Complexes
In this section we investigate when cotorsion pairs on monoidal exact categories induce monoidal model
structures on the category of chain complexes. First we have the following easy results, which says when a
complex is flat.
Proposition 9.1. Let pE ,b, kq be an additive symmetric monoidal category with E an exact category.
For ˚ P tě 0,ď 0, b,`,´u the flat objects in pCh˚pEq,b, S0pkqq are precisely the complexes F‚ in Ch˚pEq
such that for each n P Z, Fn is flat. If in addition countable direct sums exist and are exact, then the flat
objects in pChpEq,b, S0pkqq are also the complexes F‚ that for each n P Z, Fn is flat
Proof. Let
0 // X‚ // Y‚ // Z‚ // 0
be a short exact sequence in Ch˚pEq. Let F‚ be a complex. Then the nth row of
0 // X‚ b F‚ // Y‚ b F‚ // Z‚ b F‚ // 0
is
0 //
À
i`j“nXi b Fj //
À
i`j“n Yi b Fj //
À
i`j“n Zi b Fj // 0
Since the direct sums involved are exact, this sequence is short exact if for each i, j,
0 // Xi b Fj // Yi b Fj // Zi b Fj // 0
is short exact. It follows immediately that a complex whose entries are flat in E is itself a flat object in
Ch˚pEq. To see that a flat complex must have flat entries, simply take a short exact sequence in E , and
regard it as a short exact sequence in Ch˚pEq concentrated in degree 0. 
Definition 9.2. Let pE ,bq be a monoidal exact category. A cotorsion pair pL,Rq on E is said to be
monoidally dg˚-compatible for ˚ P tě 0,`,Hu if
(1) pL,Rq is dg˚ compatible.
(2) For ˚ P H countable product functors are admissibly exact and and countable coproduct functors
are admissibly coexact
(3) L contains k, is closed under b, and consists of flat objects
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Now let ˚ P tě 0,Hu. If in addition E is weakly pλ,PureMonq-elementary for any ordinal λ, where
PureMon is the class of pure monomorphisms, and every (trivially) cofibrant complex is an pℵ0,PureMonq-
extension of bounded below (trivially) cofibrant complexes, then the cotorsion pair is said to be strongly
monoidally dg˚-compatible.
Proposition 9.3. Let pL,Rq be a hereditary monoidally dgě0-compatible cotorsion pair on E.
(1) If L‚ is a dgL˜-complex and R‚ is a R˜-complex then HompL‚, R‚q is a R˜-complex.
(2) If L‚ is a L˜-complex and R‚ is a dgR˜ complex, then HompL‚, R‚q is a R˜-complex.
Proof. By Remark 8.2 for both statements it suffices to show that HompSnpF q, HompL‚, R‚qq is
acyclic for any F P L, and all appropriate n. But HompSnpF q, HompL‚, R‚qq – HompSnpF q b L‚, R‚q.
Thus for the first statement we need to show that SnpF q bL‚ is a dgL˜-complex when L‚ is, and for the
second we need to show that it is a L˜-complex when L‚ is. Since objects of F are flat and L is closed under
b, if we can show that first statement then the second follows immediately.
Let X‚ be a R˜-complex. Then
HompSnpF q b L‚, X‚q – HompL‚, HompSnpF q, X‚qq
To show that this is acyclic it now suffices to show that HompSnpF q, X‚q is a R˜-complex. By shift-
ing we may assume that n “ 0, and then this complex is just the internal hom functor in E taken
degree-wise, HompF,X‚q. Since X‚ is an acyclic complex with Xn P R and ZnX P R for each n, this
complex is clearly exact, and ZnHompF,X‚q – HompF,ZnXq. Finally we reduce to showing that for
F P L and G P R, HompF,Gq P R. As the cotorsion pair pL,Rq is complete, it suffices to show that
HompZ‚, S0pHompF,Gqqq is acyclic whenever Z‚ is a bounded below L˜ complex. Let Z‚ be such a com-
plex. Now HompZ‚, S0pHompF,Gqqq – HompZ‚ b S0pF q, S0pGqq. Z‚ b S0pF q is the complex obtained
from Z‚ by tensoring with F degree-wise. By the assumptions on L this is clearly a L˜-complex. More-
over S0pGq is a dgR˜-complex. Thus HompZ‚, HompS0pF q, S0pGqqq is acyclic, and HompS0pF q, S0pGqq is a
dgR˜-complex. 
Proposition 9.4. Let pL,Rq be a monoidally dg˚-compatible cotorsion pair for ˚ P tě,Hu. The model
category structure induced by pL,Rq on Ch˚pEq is monoidal. If the cotorsion pair is strongly monoidally
dg˚-compatible for ˚ P tě 0,Hu, then the induced model structure satisfies the monoid axiom. Moreover in
this case if C is cofibrant and X is acyclic then C bX is acyclic.
Proof. For the first part we use Theorem 4.2. First suppose that the cotorsion pair is monoidally
dg˚-compatible. Clearly S0pkq is cofibrant. Let L and L1 be dgL˜ complexes and let R be a R˜ complex. Then
HompLb L1,Rq – HompL,HompL1,Rqq
By Proposition 9.3 HompL1,Rq is a R˜-complex. Therefore HompL,HompL1,Rqq is acyclic. Hence LbL1 is
a dgL˜-complex. In particular the class of cofibrant objects is closed under b. If one of them is acyclic then
again using Proposition 9.3 Lb L1 is also acyclic.
Suppose that the cotorsion pair is strongly monoidally dg˚-compatible for ˚ P tě 0,Hu. For the monoid
axiom we use Theorem 4.8. Let L be cofibrant. Then we can write it as L “ limÑLn where the maps
Ln Ñ Ln`1 are pure monomorphisms. Let X be any complex. Then X b L – limÑpX b Lnq. Once again
the maps X b Ln Ñ X b Ln`1 are pure monomorphisms.
Suppose that either X or L is acyclic. We want to show that X b L is acyclic. By Proposition 7.4 it
suffices to show that Ln b X is acyclic. First suppose that X is acyclic. Without loss of generality let us
assume that Ln is concentrated in degrees ě 0. Now X b Ln may be obtained from S0pLn0 q by a transfinite
composition of pushouts of the form
SkpF q

// A

Dk`1pF q // B
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Tensoring with X gives a pushout diagram
SkpF q bX

// AbX

Dk`1pF q bX // B bX
SkpF q Ñ Dk`1pF q is a pure monomorphism. Therefore there is an exact sequence 0 Ñ SkpF q b X Ñ
Dk`1pF q b X Ñ Sk`1pF q b X Ñ 0. By pushout there is an exact sequence 0 Ñ A b X Ñ B b X Ñ
Sk`1pF q b X Ñ 0. Sk`1pF q b X is acyclic since, up to shift, it is tensoring with a flat object. By
induction on the length of the complex we may assume that AbX is acyclic. Since acyclic objects are thick,
B b X is acyclic. Moreover the map A b X Ñ B b X is a pure monomorphism. Therefore Ln b X is an
pℵ0,PureMonq-extension of acyclic objects, and so is acylic.
Now suppose that L is acyclic. Then we may assume that each Ln is acyclic. Thus we need to show
that Ln bX is acyclic whenever Ln is a bounded below trivially cofibrant complex. Such a complex can be
written as an pℵ0,PureMonq-extension of bounded trivially cofibrant complexes. So we may in fact assume
that Ln is bounded. Again we induct on the length of Ln. Suppose L is a trivially cofibrant complex length
k ` 1. There is an exact sequence
0 Ñ Dk`1pLk`1q Ñ LÑ τďkLÑ 0
This is pure exact since τďkLn is cofibrant. Therefore tensoring with X gives an exact sequence
0 Ñ X bDk`1pLk`1q Ñ X b LÑ X b τgekLÑ 0
By assumption X b τďkL is acyclic. Up to a shift, X b Dk`1pLk`1q is X b conepIdLk`1q and is therefore
acyclic. Again by thickness, X b L is acyclic. 
10. The Projective Model Structure and the Dold-Kan Correspondence
In this section we specialise to the cotorsion pair pProjpE ,ObpEqq. E will be an exact category with
enough functorial projectives. We denote the collection of all projective objects in E by ProjpEq
Definition 10.1. Let E be an exact category. If it exists, the projective model structure on Ch˚pEq,
for ˚ P t`,Hu is the model structure in which
‚ Weak equivalences are quasi-isomorphisms.
‚ Fibrations are degree-wise admissible epics.
‚ Cofibrations are maps which have the left-lifting property with respect to acyclic fibrations.
Proposition 10.2. Let E be an exact category. Suppose that the cotorsion pair pdg ˜ProjpEq, ˜ObpEqq on
Ch˚pEq for ˚ P t`,ě 0,Hu has enough functorial projectives. Then it has enough functorial injectives.
Proof. Let X‚ be an object of Ch˚pEq, and let f‚ : L‚ Ñ X‚ be a quasi-isomorphism and admissible
epimorphism with acyclic kernel, and L‚ P dg ˜ProjpEq.
We have a short exact sequence
0 Ñ X‚ Ñ conepf‚q Ñ L‚r´1s Ñ 0
conepf‚q is an acyclic complex, so it is in ˜ObpEq. Clearly L‚r´1s P dg ˜ProjpEq. 
We are now ready to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 10.3. Let E be an exact category with enough projectives. Then the projective model structure
exists on Ch`pEq and is compatible. It is functorial if E has enough functorial projectives. It is cellular if E
is elementary, and combinatorial if E is locally presentable. If E has all kernels and pℵ0,AdMonq-colimits
exist and are exact, then this is all true for ChpEq as well.
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Proof. Consider the projective cotorsion pair pProjpEq,ObpEqq on E . By Corollary 5.8, pdg ˜ProjpEq, ˜ObpEqq
is a cotorsion pair on Ch`pEq. It is functorially complete by Proposition 6.10 and Proposition 10.2
We claim that p ˜ProjpEq, dg ˜ObpEqq is also a cotorsion pair on Ch`pObpEqq. First note that ˜ProjpEq
consists of split exact complexes of projectives. By Proposition 12.5 this is precisely the class of projective
objects in Ch`pEq. Then by Proposition 9.3 dg ˜ObpEq “ Ch`pObpEqq. Hence p ˜ProjpEq, dg ˜ObpEqq is just
the projective cotorsion pair. Now ˜ObpEq is the class of all acyclic complexes, W. Thus dg ˜ObpEq XW “
Ch`pEq XW “ W “ ˜ObpEq. Moreover Ch`pEq has enough projectives by Corollary 12.6. By Lemma
6.8 it remains to prove that p ˜ProjpEq, dg ˜ObpEqq is (functorially) complete. But in a category with enough
(functorial) projectives the projective cotorsion pair is always (functorially) complete by Example 1.4.
Assume further that E is elementary. Then by Example 3.3, the cotorsion pair p ˜ProjpEq, dg ˜ObpEqq is
small and by Proposition 8.1 the cotorsion pair pdg ˜ProjpEq, ˜ObpEqq is small. By Lemma 3.4, the model
structure is cellular. The fact about combinatoriality is clear.
The proof for unbounded complexes works in almost exactly the same way. All that needs to be verified in
this case is that pdg ˜ProjpEq, ˜ObpEqq is complete. Now the class of projectives is closed under pℵ0,AdMonq-
extensions by Corollary 1.1. Completeness therefore follows from from Corollary 6.10, Proposition 6.11 and
Proposition 10.2. 
Remark 10.4. The existence of the projective model structure on bounded below chain complexes on a
quasi-abelian category with enough projectives was already known to Bu¨hler [Bu¨h11] (see Appendix C). The
proof there is more direct. In fact the proof works for any idempotent complete exact category in which the
class of all kernel-cokernel pairs forms the exact structure (all kernels and cokernels need not exist).
Recall that if E is (quasi)-elementary quasi-abelian, then Proposition 11.3 says that LHpEq is as well.
Thus the projective model structure exists on ChpLHpEqq. Moreover the induced functor I : ChpEq Ñ
ChpLHpEqq is then right Quillen. Indeed it is left adjoint to the induced functor C : ChpLHqpEq Ñ ChpEq.
It preserves fibrations since I : E Ñ LHpEq is a left abelianization, and it preserves quasi-isomorphisms by
Corollary 9.10. Moreover by Theorem 9.8, Proposition 9.9 and Proposition 7.3 it induces an equivalence
between the homotopy categories. We therefore have
Proposition 10.5. Let E be an elementary quasi-abelian category. Then the adjunction
ChpLHpEqq
C
))
ChpEq
I
ii
is a Quillen equivalence between the projective model structures.
We claim that the projective model structure exists also on Chě0pEq for E an exact category with
kernels. It will be strongly left pseudo-compatible, but not compatible.
Definition 10.6. Let E be an exact category. If it exists, the projective model structure on Chě0pEq,
is the model structure in which
‚ Weak equivalences are quasi-isomorphisms.
‚ Fibrations are degree-wise admissible epics in each strictly positive degree.
‚ Cofibrations are maps which have the left-lifting property with respect to acyclic fibrations.
Theorem 10.7. Let E be an exact category with enough projectives and which has all kernels. Then the
projective model structure exists on Chě0pEq. Moreover it is a strong left pseudo-compatible model structure
with Waldhausen pair p ˜dgProjpEq,Wq. In particular the acyclic cofibrations are the degree-wise admissible
monics whose cokernels are split exact complexes of projectives. If E is AdMon-elementary then it is cellular.
In particular if E is locally presentable and elementary then the projective model structure is combinatorial.
Proof. The class of weak equivalences satisfies the 2-out-of-6 property since it does so in Ch`pEq.
Denote the class of fibrations by F and of weak equivalences by W. Also denote the class of admissible
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monomorphisms with degree-wise projective cokernel by C. By Proposition 12.4 F XW consists of quasi-
isomorphisms which are admissible epimorphisms in each degree.
By Proposition 6.10 and Proposition 10.2, it follows pC,F XWq is a (compatible) weak factorisation
system with corresponding cotorsion pair p ˜dgProjpEq,Wq. In particular the cofibrations in the sense of
Definition 10.6 coincide with the class C. It therefore remains to check that pCXW,Fq is a weak factorisation
system.
Let us first check the lifting conditions. First suppose a map A‚ Ñ B‚ in Chě0pEq has the left lifting
property with respect to maps X‚ Ñ Y‚ in Chě0pEq which are admissible epimorphisms in each strictly
positive degree. Let E‚ Ñ F‚ be a map between any complexes in ChpEq which is an admissible epimorphism
in all degrees. Consider a diagram
A‚

// E‚

B‚ // F‚
Since A‚ and B‚ are in Chě0 we can factor the above diagram as
A‚

// τě0E‚

// E‚

B‚ // τě0F‚ // F‚
Now the map τě0E‚ Ñ τě0F‚ is an epimorphism in each strictly positive degree. By assumption we can find
a lift as follows.
A‚

// τě0E‚

// E‚

B‚ //
<<
τě0F‚ // F‚
Thus the map A‚ Ñ B‚ has the left-lifting property with respect to all degree-wise epimorphisms in Ch`pEq.
By Theorem 10.3 A‚ Ñ B‚ is an admissible monic whose cokernel is a split exact complex of projectives.
Now, any acyclic cofibration is of the form A‚ Ñ A‚‘
´
‘ną0 DnpPnq
¯
where each Pn is a projective object
in E , and the map is the inclusion into the first factor of the direct sum. Clearly then it is enough to show
that the collection of maps t0 Ñ DnpP q : n ą 0, P is projective u has the left lifting property with respect
to F , and that a map is in F if and only if it has the right-lifting property with respect to these maps.
However this follows from Lemma 12.1 and Proposition 10.2.
It remains to find a (functorial) factorisation. Let f‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚ be a map in Chě0pEq. We can factor it
in Ch`pEq as
X‚ Ñ X‚‘
´
‘ně0 DnpPnq
¯
Ñ Y‚
where X‚ Ñ X‚‘
´
‘ně0 DnpPnq
¯
is the inclusion into the first factor, and X‚‘
´
‘ně0 DnpPnq
¯
Ñ Y‚ is
an admissible epimorphism in each degree. Then
X‚ Ñ X‚‘
´
‘ną0 DnpPnq
¯
Ñ Y‚
is also a factorisation of f‚, X‚ Ñ X‚‘
´
‘ną0DnpPnq
¯
is an acyclic cofibration in Chě0pEq, and X‚‘
´
‘ną0
DnpPnq
¯
Ñ Y‚ is an admissible epimorphism in each strictly positive degree.
We prove the statement about cellularity. Suppose that P is a projective generating set consisting of
compact objects. It follows from Proposition 8.1 that the weak factorsiation system pC,F XWq is cellular.
From our proof above that pC XW,Fq is a weak factorisation system, it follows that t0 Ñ DnpP q : n ą
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0, P P Pu is a set of generating morphisms for pC XW,Fq, so it is also a cellular weak factorisation system.
The claim about combinatoriality is clear. 
Remark 10.8. The existence of the projective model structure on Chě0pEq in the case that E is quasi-
abelian was also known. This is mentioned in a math.stackexchange.com exchange, [uh], as an adaptation
of the proof for Ch`pEq in [Bu¨h11].
11. The Projective Model Structure on Monoidal Exact Categories
We now turn our attention to monoidal model structures on categories of chain complexes. Using the
technology developed earlier, it is reasonably easy to prove the following.
Theorem 11.1. Let E be a projectively monoidal exact category with enough projectives. Then the
projective model structure on Ch`pEq is monoidal. If E also has kernels, then the projective model structure
on Chě0pEq is monoidal. If in addition E is weakly λ-elementary for any ordinal λ then Chě0pEq satisfies
the monoid axiom. Finally, if countable product functors are admissibly exact and and countable coproduct
functors are admissibly coexact then this is also true for ChpEq.
Proof. By Theorem 10.3, Theorem 10.7, and Proposition 9.4 all that remains to notice is that k is
projective, projective objects are flat, and the class of projective objects is closed under b. 
Duality. In any closed monoidal category pE ,b, k,Homq one can consider the functor
p´q_ : E Ñ Eop, E ÞÑ HompE, kq
This functor is contravariantly self-adjoint.
Proposition 11.2. Let E be a monoidal elementary exact category. The functor p´q_ : Ch˚pEq Ñ
Ch˚pEqop is left Quillen for the projective model structure on the left and its opposite model structure on the
right.
Proof. Since any object of Ch˚pEqop is cofibrant and Homp´, kq clearly preserves degree-wise split
exact sequences all that remains to prove is that it sends trivially cofibrant objects to acyclic objects. Indeed
if P‚ is trivially cofibrant then P‚ Ñ 0 is a homotopy equivalence. Hence 0 Ñ pP‚q_ is a homotopy
equivalence and we’re done. 
12. The Dold-Kan Correspondence
In this section we generalise the Dold-Kan correspondence for abelian groups to elementary exact cat-
egories. If C is a category, we denote by sC the functor category r∆op, C s, where ∆ is the usual simplicial
category. We use this to show that when E is elementary the projective model structure on ChpEq and
Chě0pEq are Kan complex-enriched.
Let us recall the Dold-Kan correspondence for abelian categories. The exposition here follows [Wei95]
8.4. For an abelian category A, there are functors
Γ : Chě0pAq Ñ sA, N : sA Ñ Chě0pAq
constructed as follows:
Given an object A P sA set
NAn “
n´1č
i“0
Kerpdiq
Define a differential δn “ p´1qndn : NAn Ñ NAn´1. It follows from the simplicial relations that NA‚ is a
chain complex. Moreover, since by definition a map of simplicial objects commutes with the face maps, this
construction is functorial.
The construction of Γ is more involved. For a chain complex C P Chě0pAq, one sets
ΓpCqn “
à
η:rnsrps,pďn
Cη
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where for η : rns  rps, Cη “ Cp. Given a morphism α : rns Ñ rms in ∆, define a morphism ΓpCqpαq :
ΓmpCq Ñ ΓnpCq by its restriction Γpα, ηq : Cη Ñ ΓpCq to each summand Cη as follows. For each surjection
η : rns Ñ rps we consider its epi-mono factorisation η1 of ηα.
rms α //
η1

rns
η

rqs  // rps
If p “ q so that ηα “ η1 then we take Γpα, ηq to be the natural identification of Cη with the summand Cη1
of Γm. If p “ q ` 1 and  “ p, so that the image of ηα is t0, . . . , p ´ 1u, then we take Γpα, ηq to be the
composition
Cη “ Cp d // Cp´1 “ Cη1 // ΓmpCq
Otherwise we take Γpα, ηq to be 0.
The Dold-Kan Correspondence says the following
Theorem 12.1 (Dold-Kan for Abelian Categories). Let A be an abelian category. Then the functors
Γ : Chě0pAq Ñ sA, N : sA Ñ Chě0pAq
form an equivalence of categories.
Proof. See [Wei95] §8.4. 
The constructions of Γ and N make sense in any exact category which has kernels. Thus for an exact
category E with kernels we get functors
Γ : Chě0pEq Ñ sE , N : sE Ñ Chě0pEq
constructed mutatis mutandis as above.
Corollary 12.2 (Dold-Kan for Exact Categories). Let E be an elementary exact category. The functors
Γ : Chě0pEq Ñ sE , N : sE Ñ Chě0pEq
defined above are weakly inverse to each other. In particular they give equivalences of categories.
Proof. Pick a left abelianization I : E Ñ A. Then I extends to functors sE Ñ sA and Chě0pEq Ñ
Chě0pAq, which we will also denote by I. Since I preserves kernels we get a commutative diagram.
sA N // Chě0pAq
sE
I
OO
N // Chě0pEq
I
OO
It is also clear from the construction of Γ that the following diagram commutes
sA Chě0pAq
Γ
oo
sE
I
OO
Chě0pEq
I
OO
Γ
oo
Since the functor I is fully faithful, Theorem 12.1 implies the result. 
Remark 12.3. This result is actually overkill. It has been pointed out to us by Theo Buehler that the
Dold-Kan equivalence is valid for any weakly idempotent complete additive category. A proof (which in fact
works on the level of quasi-categories) can be found in [Joy08] Section 35.
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If A “ Ab is just the category of abelian groups, then there is a well-known model structure on the
category sAb. The weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) are those maps of simplicial abelian groups which are
weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) on the underlying simplicial set. As usual, the cofibrations are maps of
simplicial abelian groups which have the left-lifting property with respect to the trivial fibrations. Moreover,
the category Ab is an elementary abelian category. As a set of compact projective generators we can take
P “ tZu. Thus there is a projective model structure on Chě0pAbq. In this case the functors N and Γ also
form a Quillen equivalence between these model categories. For a proof see [GJ09] Chapter 3 Section 2.
The model structure on sAb is a special case of a much more general model structure.
Notation 12.4. (1) Let Z be an object in a category C . We denote by sZ the constant simplicial
object in sC which is Z in each degree, and such that the face and degeneracy maps are all idZ .
(2) If C is additive, then the category sC is enriched over sAb in an obvious way. We denote the
enriched hom functor by HomsC
Theorem 12.5. Suppose that C is a small complete and cocomplete category, and let Z “ tZi : i P Iu
be a set of compact objects of C. Then sC is a simplicial model category with A Ñ B a weak equivalence
(respectively fibration) if and only if the induced map
HomsC psZi, Aq Ñ HomsC psZi, Bq
is a weak equivalence (respectively fibration) for all I P I.
Proof. See [GJ09] Theorem 6.9. 
In particular if E is a small complete and cocomplete elementary exact category, then there is a model
category structure on sE where for the set Z in Theorem 12.5 we take a generating set P of compact
projective objects. We shall call this the projective model structure on sE . We are now going to show
the following
Theorem 12.6 (Model Dold-Kan for Elementary Exact Categories). Let E be a small complete and
cocomplete elementary exact category. Endow Chě0pEq and sE with their projective model structures. Then
the functors
Γ : Chě0pEq Ñ sE , N : sE Ñ Chě0pEq
form a Quillen equivalence.
We use the following notion:
Definition 12.7. Let M ,N be model categories. M is said to be generated by a collection of functors
tFi : M Ñ N uiPI if a map f : X Ñ Y in M is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) if and only if Fipfq is a
fibration (resp. weak equivalence) for each i P I.
By construction the model structure on sE is generated by the functors
tHomsEpsP,´q : sE Ñ sAbuPPP
where we endow sAb with its projective model structure.
The model structure on Chě0pEq is generated by a similar set of functors:
Proposition 12.8. Let E be an elementary exact category with a projective generating set P. The
projective model structure on Chě0pEq is generated by the functors
tHompS0pP q,´q : Chě0pEq Ñ Chě0pAbq : P P Pu
where we endow Chě0pAbq with its projective model structure.
Proof. The fibrations in Chě0pEq are the degree-wise admissible epics in positive degree, and the
fibrations in Chě0pAbq are the degree-wise epics in positive degree. Let f‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚ be a morphism in
Chě0pEq. Then the components of HompS0pP q, f‚q are HomEpP, fnq. Now f‚ is a fibration if and only if
each fn is an admissible epimorphism for n ą 0. This is true if and only if HomEpP, fnq is an epic for each
n ą 0 and each P P P, i.e. if and only if HompS0pP q, f‚q is a fibration for each P P P.
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It is clear that HompS0pP q, conepf‚qq – conepHompS0pP q, f‚qq. Now by Corollary 10.4, conepf‚q is
acyclic if and only if HompS0pP q, conepf‚qq is acyclic for all P P P. Equivalently, f‚ is a weak equivalence
if and only if HompS0pP q, f‚q is a weak equivalence for each P P P. 
With these structures in hand, we will use the following result in order to prove the theorem.
Proposition 12.9. Let M ,N ,M 1,N 1 be model categories. Suppose M is generated by functors tFi :
M Ñ N uiPI , and M 1 is generated by functors tF 1i : M 1 Ñ N 1uiPI . Let G : M Ñ M 1 and H : M 1 Ñ M be
adjoint functors
G % H
Suppose also that there is a Quillen adjunction P % Q, with P : N Ñ N 1 and Q : N 1 Ñ N such that for
each i P I the diagram
M
Fi

M 1
F 1i

H
oo
N N 1
Q
oo
commutes. Then G % H is a Quillen adjunction.
Proof. We need to show that H preserves (acyclic) fibrations. Let f be an (acyclic) fibration in M 1.
By assumption, for each i, F 1i pfq is an (acyclic) fibration in N 1. Since Q is right Quillen, Q ˝ F 1i pfq is an
(acyclic) fibration. By commutativity of the diagram
M
Fi

M 1
F 1i

H
oo
N N 1
Q
oo
Fi ˝Hpfq is an (acyclic) fibration for each i P I. Again by assumption, Hpfq is an (acyclic) fibration. 
Before proving the theorem, we shall make the following easy observation.
Proposition 12.10. Let M and M 1 be model categories, and G : M Ñ M 1 and H : M 1 Ñ M be Quillen
adjoint functors
G % H
Suppose further that
(1) The unit and counit maps of the adjunction are weak equivalences.
(2) G preserves weak equivalences of the form X Ñ HY where X is cofibrant and Y is fibrant.
(3) H preserves weak equivalences of the form GX Ñ Y where X is cofibrant and Y is fibrant.
Then G % H is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. Let X be a cofibrant object of M and Y a fibrant object of M 1. Suppose that f : GX Ñ Y is a
weak equivalence. Then by assumption HGX Ñ HY is a weak equivalence. Also by assumption X Ñ HGX
is a weak equivalence. Hence X Ñ HY is a weak equivalence.
Conversely suppose that X Ñ HY is a weak equivalence. Then GX Ñ GHY is a weak equivalence by
assumption. Also by assumption GHY Ñ Y is a weak equivalence. Thus GX Ñ Y is a weak equivalence.

Proof of Theorem 12.6. We first note that the following diagrams commute (up to natural isomor-
phism).
sE
HomsE psP,´q

Chě0pEq
Γ
oo
HompS0pP q,´q

sAb Chě0pAbq
Γ
oo
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sE
HomsE psP,´q

N // Chě0pEq
HompS0pP q,´q

sAb N // Chě0pAbq
The second diagram follows from the fact that HompP,´q : E Ñ Ab preserves kernels (and therefore inter-
sections). The first diagram follows from the fact that HompP,´q : E Ñ Ab preserves finite direct sums.
By Proposition 12.9 the adjunction is a Quillen adjunction. Let us now check the hypotheses of Proposi-
tion 12.10. The unit and counit maps are isomorphisms. In particular they are weak equivalences. In the
Dold-Kan correspondence for abelian groups, it can be shown that the functors N : sAb Ñ Chě0pAbq and
Γ : Chě0pAbq Ñ sAb both preserve all weak equivalences. By the commutativity of the above diagrams,
this also implies that the functors N : sE Ñ Chě0pEq and Γ : Chě0pEq Ñ sE also preserve all weak
equivalences. 
13. The Simplicial Model Structure
In this section we show that for E elementary the projective model structure on ChpEq is simplicial.
Definition 13.1. Let M be a monoidal model category. A functor F : sSet Ñ M which preserves colimits
and sends (acyclic) cofibrations to (acyclic) cofibrations will be called a simplicial enrichment functor.
Let a simplicial enrichment functor F be given. Define bifunctors as follows
b : M ˆ sSet Ñ M , E bX ..“ E b F pXq
Now also define
p´qp´q : M ˆ sSetop Ñ M , EX ..“ HompF pXq, Eq
and
Map : M op ˆM Ñ sSet , MappM,Nqn ..“ HompM b∆n, Nq
Proposition 13.2. The functors defined above endow M with the structure of a simplicial model cate-
gory.
Proof. First let us check that they give a two-variable adjunction. The isomorphism
HomM pE bX,F q – HomM pE,FXq
is tautological. For the other, note that we have
HomM pE b∆n, F q “ MappM,Nqn
“ HomsSet p∆n,MappM,Nqq
Since E b ´ : sSet Ñ M preserves colimits, and every simplicial set is a colimit of the standard simplicial
sets ∆n, we get isomorphisms
HomM pE bX,F q – HomsSet pX,MappE,F qq
The pushout-product axiom follows from the one for the monoidal structure on M and the fact that F
preserves (acyclic) cofibrations. 
If C is a closed monoidal category with all small coproducts then there is a strong monoidal functor
kr´s : Set Ñ C . It sends a set X to the object šxPX k of C . This induces a strong monoidal functor
kr´s : sSet Ñ sC
Let Z “ tZi : i P Iu be a set of compact objects in C , and consider the model structure on sC induced
by Z. Theorem 6.9 in [GJ09] in fact says that kr´s is an enrichment functor. The following is clear.
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Proposition 13.3. Let F : sSet Ñ M be an enrichment functor. Let N be a model category, and suppose
that there are functors G : M Ñ N and H : N Ñ M such that
G: M Õ N :H
is a Quillen adjunction. Then G ˝ F is an enrichment functor.
Corollary 13.4. Let E be a monoidal elementary exact category. The projective model structures on
Chě0pEq and ChpEq are Kan complex-enriched.
Proof. By Proposition 12.6 and Proposition 13.3 the model structures are simplicial. In fact they are
enriched in simplicial abelian groups, and all simplicial abelian groups are Kan complexes. 
14. Examples and the Injective Model Structure
15. Examples
Example 15.1. (1) All the examples of Section 3 satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 10.3 such
that their categories of unbounded complexes have projective model structures. The model structures
for ChpIndpBankqq, ChpCBornkq, and for unbounded complexes in the contracting normed and
Banach categories are monoidal and satisfy the monoid axiom.
(2) In fact if any quasi-abelian category E has enough projectives then the projective model structure
exists on ChpIndpEqq.
16. The Injective Model Structure
Definition 16.1. Let E be an exact category. If it exists, the injective model structure on Ch˚pEq,
for ˚ P t`, b,Hu is the model structure in which
‚ Weak equivalences are quasi-isomorphisms.
‚ Cofibrations are degree-wise admissible monics.
‚ Fibrations are maps which have the right lifting property with respect to acyclic cofibrations.
By duality we have the following.
Proposition 16.2. If a quasi-abelian category E has enough injectives then ChpPropEqq is equipped
with the injective model structure.
This was proven by Pridham for E “ BanC in [Pri17]. In [Sˇt’12], Sˇt’ov´ıcˇek introduces the notions of
efficient exact categories and exact categories of Grothendieck type and shows that they are equipped with
injective model structures. Essentially such categories generalise Grothendieck abelian categories, and as in
that case one shows that such categories have enough injectives. It is not clear to us whether the categories
we are interested in, namely CBornk and IndpBankq are of Grothendieck type.

CHAPTER 5
Filtered and Graded Objects in Exact Categories
In [Sch99] Schneiders shows that the category of filtered abelian groups is an elementary quasi-abelian
category. In particular the category of chain complexes of filtered abelian groups or, equivalently, filtered
chain complexes of abelian groups, is equipped with a projective model structure. We generalise this to
quasi-abelian and exact categories. Let us fix a complete and cocomplete exact category E .
1. Graded Obejcts
When working with filtered objects it is also useful to have graded objects at our disposal.
Definition 1.1. The category of N0-graded objects in Gr pEq is the full subcategory of Chě0pEq on
the chain complexes whose differentials are all zero.
This is an exact subcategory of ChpEq (but it is not extension closed). Moreover there is exact functor
| ´ |d : ChpEq Ñ Gr pEq which just sends differentials to 0. For i P N0 denote by Gi : E Ñ Gr pEq the functor
given by | ´ |d ˝ Sip´q. As a composite of exact functors it is exact. Note that Gr pEq is equivalent as an
exact category to the product of the category E with itself N0 times. Alternatively, it can be viewed as the
diagram category FunpN0,Eq, where here N0 is considered as a discrete set and not a partially ordered set.
From these descriptions the following is clear.
Proposition 1.2. The category Gr pEq is complete and cocomplete.
1.1. The Graded Monoidal Structure. Suppose that pE ,b, kq is a monoidal exact category. The
induced symmetric monoidal structure on Gr pEq is easy to define. If ÀiAi and Àj Bj are graded objects
then their monoidal product is
pà
i
Aiq b p
à
j
Bjq ..“
à
i`j“n
Ai bBj
It is functorial in the obvious way. The unit is the graded object G0pkq. The following is straight-forward.
Proposition 1.3. pGr pEq,b, G0pkqq is a monoidal exact category.
1.2. The Exact Structure on Graded Objects. If E is an exact category then Gr pEq inherits a
natural exact structure from ChpEq.
Proposition 1.4. If E is an elementary exact category then so is Gr pEq.
Proof. If P is a generating set of compact projective objects in E , then t|SnpP q|d : n P Z, P P Pu is a
generating set of compact projective objects in Gr pEq. 
If E is monoidal, then since | ´ |d preserves flatness, we get the following.
Proposition 1.5. If E is a (closed) monoidal, elementary exact category then so is Gr pEq.
1.3. The Model Structure on Graded Objects. For a class of objects O in E we define by Gr pOq
the class of objects in Gr pEq of the form ÀiPI Ai where each Ai P O. Since exactness is degree-wise the
following is clear.
Proposition 1.6. Let E be an exact category and let pL,Rq be a cotorsion pair on E. Then pGr pLq,Gr pRqq
is a cotorsion pair on Gr pEq. Moreover if pL,Rq is dg˚-compatible then so is pGr pLq,Gr pRqq. Finally if pL,Rq
is monoidally dg˚-compatible then so is pGr pLq,Gr pRqq.
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Note that the model structure induced on Ch˚pGr pEqq is the degree-wise one. Namely Ch˚pGr pEqq is a
full subcategory of Gr pCh˚pEq. This is a model category in which a map À fn is a fibration/ cofibration/
weak equivalence precisely if fn is a fibration/ cofibration/ weak equivalence for each n. A map
À
fn in
Ch˚pGr pEqq is a fibration/ cofibration/ weak equivalence precisely if it is a fibration/ cofibration/ weak
equialence in Gr pCh˚pEq.
2. Filtered Objects
The theory of filtered objects in an exact category is much more subtle. In a general exact category
there are multiple natural notions of a filtered object. First we define a monomorphic class.
Definition 2.1. Let C be an additive category. A subclass S Ă Mor pCq is said to be a monomorphic
class if
(1) every map in S is a monomorphism.
(2) S contains all identity morphisms.
(3) S is closed under direct sums.
(4) S contains all split monomorphisms.
If λ is an ordinal then S is said to be λ-closed if λ-transfinite compositions of maps in S are in S.
Definition 2.2. Let A be an object of E and S a monomorphic class in E. An S-subobject of E is a
map s : A1 Ñ A in S. An S-filtration of A consists of a collection of S-subobjects of A, tαi : Ai Ñ AuiPN0
together with maps ai : Ai Ñ Ai`1 in S such that αi`1 ˝ ai “ αi. An S-filtered object of E is tuple of data
pA8, αi, aiq where A8 is an object of E and pαi, aiq is a S-filtration of A8. A morphism of filtered objects
g : pA8, αi, aiq Ñ pB8, βi, biq consists of a collection of morphisms tgi : Ai Ñ BiuiPN0 , and g8 : A8 Ñ B8
such that gi`1 ˝ ai “ bi ˝ gi and g8 ˝ ai “ βi ˝ gi for all i P N0. S-filtered objects and morphisms of S-filtered
objects can then be organised into an additive category FiltSpEq.
We often extend an N0-indexed filtration as in the definition to a Z-indexed filtration by declaring Ai “ 0
for i ă 0.
Definition 2.3. A filtered object pA8, αi, aiq is said to be exhaustive if A8 together with the maps
αi : Ai Ñ A8 is a direct limit of the diagram
A0
a0 // A1
A1 // A2 // . . .
The full subcategory of FiltSpEq on objects equipped with an exhaustive filtration will be denoted by FiltSpEq.
There is an obvious inclusion functor I : FiltSpEq Ñ FiltSpEq. In nice circumstances this functor has
a left adjoint which realises FiltpEq as a reflective subcategory of FiltSpEq. Let pA8, αi, aiq be a filtered
object, and consider the filtered object pAˆ8, αˆi, aˆiq defined as follows. Aˆ8 “ limÑAi. aˆi “ ai and αˆi is
the canonical map Ai Ñ limÑAi. This construction is naturally functorial, and we easily get the following
result.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that S is ℵ0-closed. Then the functor C : FiltSpEq Ñ FiltSpEq is left adjoint
to the inclusion I : FiltSpEq Ñ FiltSpEq. Moreover the unit IdÑ C ˝ I is a natural isomorphism.
We will mainly be interested in the cases S “ AdMon or S is the class of regular monomorphisms,
which we denote by RegMon. Recall that in an additive category E a morphism is said to be a regular
monomorphism if it is the kernel of a morphism. Admissible monomorphisms are in particular regular,
and for quasi-abelian categories these classes coincide. When E is monoidal we will also be interested in the
class S “ PureMon of pure monomorphisms.
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2.1. Natural Functors. For each 0 ď l ď 8 we denote by p´ql the functor
FiltSpEq Ñ E
which sends a filtered object
pA8, αi, aiq
to Al. It sends a morphism pf8, fiq : pA8, αi, aiq Ñ pB8, βi, biq to fl. For i P Z we denote by Qi : FiltSpEq Ñ
E the functor defined on objects by
QipA8, αi, aiq “ cokerpαi : Ai Ñ A8q
It is defined on morphisms in the obvious way. Finally we denote by Fi : E Ñ FiltSpEq the functor
which sends an object A of E to the following filtered object. pFipAqqj is 0 for j ă i and pFipAqqj “ A for
i ď j ď 8. with the structure maps being the obvious ones. Again it is defined on morphisms in the obvious
way.
Proposition 2.5. There are adjunctions
Qi % Fi`1 % p´qi`1.
Proof. Let us first prove the second adjunction. Fix an object A of E , and a filtered object pB8, βi, biq.
Let f : AÑ pBqi`1 be a map in E . There is an induced map f˜ : Fi`1AÑ B defined as follows. f˜j “ 0 for
j ă i ` 1 and f˜j is the composition A Ñ Bi`1 Ñ Bj for i ` 1 ď j ă 8. f˜8 is given by the composition
βi`1 ˝ f . This gives a map
HomEpA, pBqi`1q Ñ HomFiltpEqpFi`1A,Bq
It is straightforward to verify that it is natural in both A and B. It is clearly an isomorphism of abelian
groups.
Let us now show the first adjunction. Let pB8, βi, biq be a filtered object, and let f : cokerpβi : Bi Ñ
B8q Ñ A be a morphism in E . There is an induced map f˜ : pB8, βi, biq Ñ Fi`1A defined as follows. f˜j is 0
for j ă i` 1, and for i` 1 ď j ď 8 f˜j is given by the composition
Bj Ñ B8 Ñ B8
L
Bi`1 Ñ A
This gives a homomorphism of abelian groups
HomEpQipB8, βi, biq, Aq Ñ HomFiltpEqppB8, βi, biq, Fi`1Aq
which is clearly natural in pB8, βi, biq and A. It is also clearly an isomorphism. 
There is a faithful functor filt : Gr pEq Ñ FiltSpEq. It sends a graded object ÀEj to the filtered object
pÀjPN0 Ej ,ÀkďiEk ÑÀjPN0 Ej ,ÀkďiEk ÑÀlďi`1Elq. It acts on morphisms in the obvious way. There
is also a functor gr : FiltSpEq Ñ Gr pEq, called the associated graded functor defined as follows. To a
filtered object A “ pA8, αi, aiq it assigns the graded object grpAq‚ with grpAqi “ cokerpai´1 : Ai´1 Ñ Aiq.
Again it acts on morphisms in the obvious way. Moreover gr ˝ filt is naturally equivalent to the identity.
The functor gr is neither left nor right adjoint adjoint to filt. However we have the following.
Proposition 2.6. The functor filt : Gr pEq Ñ FiltSpEq is left-adjoint to the functor řně0p´ql given by
th composition
FiltSpEq ∆ //Àně0 FiltSpEq Àně0p´qn //Àn E – Gr pEq
Here ∆ is the diagonal morphism.
Proof. The functor
ř
ně0p´ql is a composition of right-adjoints. Computing the composition of the
corresponding left adjoints gives filt. 
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3. Limits and Colimits of Filtered Objects
Let us now examine limits and colimits in these categories. Let D : J Ñ FiltSpEq be a diagram. For
each object j P J denote the object Dpjq by pD8pjq, δipjq, dipjqq, and for each morphism α : j Ñ j1 in J ,
denote the induced morphism Dpαq : pD8pjq, δipjq, dipjqq Ñ pD8pj1q, δipj1q, dipj1qq by pα8, αiq. For each
0 ď i ď 8, there is an induced diagram Di : J Ñ E sending an object j to Dipjq and a morphism α : j Ñ j1
to αi.
Proposition 3.1. Let D : J Ñ FiltpEqS be a diagram. Suppose that for each 0 ď i ă 8 the induced
maps (co)limpδipjqq : (co)limjDipjq Ñ (co)limjDi`1pjq and (co)limpdipjqq : (co)limjDipjq Ñ (co)limjD8pjq
are in S.Then
p(co)limjD8pjq, (co)limpδipjqq, (co)limpdipjqqq
is a (co)limit of D in FiltSpEq. If each Dpjq is exhaustively filtered, and (co)limits of diagrams of shape J
commute with ℵ0-transfinite compositions of morphisms in S, then the formula above is also a (co)limit in
FiltSpEq.
Proof. By assumption p(co)limjD8pjq, (co)limpδipjqq, (co)limpdipjqqq is an object of FiltSpEq. The
universal property is checked directly. 
Proposition 3.2. Let E be a complete and cocomplete weakly pℵ0; RegMonq-elementary exact category
whose underlying additive category is quasi-abelian. Then FiltRegMonpEq and FiltRegMonpEq are complete and
cocomplete.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 FiltRegMonpEq has coproducts, products and kernels. It remains to show
that cokernels and exist. As for filtered abelian groups in [Sch99], The cokernel of a map g : pA8, αi, aiq Ñ
pB8, βi, biq is given by pcokerpg8q, γi, giq where γi : ImpAi Ñ cokerpg8qq Ñ cokerpg8q is the obvious
inclusion. The final claim then follows from Proposition 2.4. 
3.1. Exactness Proporties of Categories of Filtered Objects. In general categories of filtered
objects do not have exact structures. However we can still define the notion of an exact sequence of filtered
objects.
Proposition 3.3. Let
0 // pA8, αi, aiq f // pB8, βi, biq g // pC8, γi, ciq // 0
be a null sequence in FiltSpEq. It is a kernel-cokernel pair if for each 0 ď i ď 8
0 // Ai
fi // Bi
gi // Ci // 0
is a kernel-cokernel pair. If E is a abelian then the converse is true.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 if for if for each 0 ď i ď 8
0 // Ai
fi // Bi
gi // Ci // 0
is a kernel-cokernel pair for each 0 ď i ď 8 then
0 // pA8, αi, aiq f // pB8, βi, biq g // pC8, γi, ciq // 0
is a kernel-cokernel pair.
Now suppose that E is abelian, and that
0 // pA8, αi, aiq f // pB8, βi, biq g // pC8, γi, ciq // 0
is a kernel-cokernel pair. Then Ai Ñ Bi is a kernel of Bi Ñ Ci. Moreover Ci “ ImpBi Ñ B8
L
A8q.
Therefore Bi Ñ Ci is an epimorphism, and we are done. 
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Definition 3.4. We say that a null sequence
0 // pA8, αi, aiq // pB8, βi, biq // pC8, γi, ciq // 0
in FiltSpEq or FiltSpEq is exact if for each 0 ď i ď 8 the null sequence
0 // Ai // Bi // Ci // 0
is an exact sequence in E.
Definition 3.5. (1) A map f : AÑ B in FiltSpEq is said to be an admissible monomorphism
if there is an exact sequence
0 // A
f // B // C // 0
in FiltSpEq.
(2) A map g : B Ñ C in FiltSpEq is said to be an admissible epimorphism if there is an exact
sequence
0 // A // B
g // C // 0
in FiltSpEq.
Likewise one defines admissible monomorphisms and admissible epimorphisms in FiltSpEq.
The classes of admissible monomorphisms and epimorphisms are clearly stable under composition, and
contain isomorphisms. We claim that admissible epimorphisms are stable under pullback.
Proposition 3.6. Let
Y //
f

X
g

Y˜ // X˜
be a commutative diagram where the vertical maps are admissible monomorphisms and the horizontal maps
are admissible epimorphisms. Let
A //
h

X
g

A˜ // X˜
be a diagram where h is an admissible monomorphism. Then the map AˆX Y Ñ A˜ˆX˜ Y˜ is an admissible
monomorphism.
Proof. There is a diagram of exact sequences
0 // AˆX Y //

A‘ Y //

X //

0
0 // A˜ˆX˜ Y˜ // A˜‘ Y˜ // X˜ // 0
The middle vertical map is an admissible monomorphism, so the first is as well. 
Corollary 3.7. Let g : B Ñ C be an admissible epimorphism in FiltAdMonpEq and let f : A Ñ C be
any morphism. Then the pullback AˆC B exists and the map AˆC B Ñ A is an admissible epimorphism.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.6 the pullback is given by pA ˆC Bqi “ Ai ˆCi Bi for
0 ď i ď 8 with the maps Ai ˆCi Bi Ñ Aj ˆCj Bj for j ą i being the obvious ones. 
The situation for pushouts of admissible monomorphisms is less satisfying. In general it only holds when
E is quasi-abelian.
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Proposition 3.8. Suppose that E is a quasi-abelian category. Then FiltAdMonpEq is an exact category. If
E is abelian then FiltAdMonpEq is a quasi-abelian category. Finally, if E is weakly pℵ0,Admonq-elementary,
then all of this is true for FiltAdMonpEq.
Proof. It remains to show that pushouts of admissible monomorphisms are admissible monomorphisms.
Let
pA8, αi, aiq

pf8,fiq// pB8, βi, biq

pX8, χi, xiq pf
1
8,fiq // pY8, ξi, yiq
be a push-out diagram with pf8, fiq an admissible monic. By Proposition 2.5, the diagram
A8
f8 //

B8

X8
f 18 // Y8
is a pushout diagram. The filtration on Y is given by Yi “ ImpBi ‘ Xi Ñ Y8q. It remains to see that
Xi Ñ ImpBi ‘ Xiq is an admissible monomorphism. But Xi Ñ ImpBi ‘ Xi Ñ Y q coincides with the
composition Xi Ñ X Ñ Y . X Ñ Y is an admissible monomorphism as the pushout of an admissible
monomorphism. The claim when E is abelian follows immediately from Proposition 3.3. The claim for
exhaustively filtered objects also follows from the fact that in weakly pℵ0,AdMonq-elementary quasi-abelian
categories we get isomorphisms
limÑImpBi ‘Xi Ñq – ImplimÑBi ‘Xi Ñ Y q – ImpB8 ‘X8 Ñ Y8q – Y8

In some sense the category FiltSpEq may considered as an extension closed subcategory of FiltSpEq.
Proposition 3.9. Let
0 // pA8, αi, aiq pf8,fiq// pB8, βi, biq pg8,giq// pC8, γi, ciq // 0
be a short exact sequence of in FiltSpEq. Suppose that E is weakly pℵ0,Sq-elementary. If pA8, αi, aiq and
pC8, γi, ciq are exhaustive then so is pB8, βi, biq.
Proof. Consider the diagram of short exact sequences
0 // limÑAi

// limÑBi

// limÑCi

// 0
0 // A8 // B8 // C8 // 0
The two outer vertical maps are isomorphisms so the middle one is as well. 
In general FiltSpEq and FiltSpEq are not even exact. However when D is an exact category we can and
will say that a functor F : FiltSpEq Ñ D or F : FiltSpEq Ñ D is exact if it sends an exact sequence as
defined in Definition 3.4 to an exact sequence in D. Likewise one defines exact functors F : D Ñ FiltSpEq or
F : D Ñ FiltSpEq.
Example 3.10. It is clear that the functors p´ql, Fi, and filt are exact functors.
For the special case of S Ď AdMon we have the following useful result.
Proposition 3.11. Let S be a class contained in AdMon, and let f : A Ñ B be a map in FiltSpEq.
Then
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(1) f is an admissible monomorphism if and only if f8 and grpfq are admissible monomorphisms.
(2) f is an admissible epimorphism if and only if f8 and grpfq are admissible epimorphisms.
(3) A null-sequence
0 Ñ AÑ B Ñ C Ñ 0
in FiltSpEq is exact if and only if
0 Ñ A8 Ñ B8 Ñ C8 Ñ 0
and
0 Ñ grpAq Ñ grpBq Ñ grpBq Ñ 0
are exact.
Proof. Let us prove the first claim. The other two are similar. Suppose that f8 and grpfq are
admissible monomorphisms. Let C be the cokernel of f . Let us show by induction that for each i
0 Ñ gripAq Ñ gripBq Ñ gripCq Ñ 0
is exact. For i “ 0 this is true by assumption. Suppose it has been shown for i ď n. Consider the following
commutative diagram
0

0

0

0
0 // An //

Bn //

Cn //

0
0 // An`1 //

Bn`1 //

Cn`1 //

0
0 // An`1
L
An //

Bn`1
L
Bn //

Cn`1
L
Cn //

0
0 0 0 0
The columns are exact. By assumption the bottom row is exact. By the inductive step the top row is exact.
Hence by the 3ˆ 3 lemma the middle row is exact. The converse is proved similarly, by applying the 3ˆ 3
lemma this time with the top two rows exact. 
Corollary 3.12. Let S be a class of morphisms contained in AdMon. If E is weakly pℵ0,Sq-elementary
then a map f in FiltSpEq is an admissible monomorphism (resp. epimorphism) if and only if grpfq is.
Moreover a null-sequence
0 Ñ AÑ B Ñ C Ñ 0
in FiltSpEq is exact if and only if
0 Ñ grpAq Ñ grpBq Ñ grpBq Ñ 0
is exact.
Let us identify compact objects in categories of filtered objects.
Proposition 3.13. Let A “ pA8, αi, aiq be an object of FiltSpEq. Suppose that each Ai and A8 satisfy
one of the smallness conditions of Definition 11.1, S is closed under the corresponding colimits, and for
sufficiently large i, ai is an isomorphism. Then A satisfies the same smallness condition in FiltSpEq.
Proof. Let D : I Ñ FiltSpEq be a relevant filtered diagram. By Proposition 3.1 the colimit is computed
by taking the colimit in each degree of the filtration. For each k P N0, there is an ik P I such that
Ak Ñ colimp´qk ˝D factors through p´qkpikq. Let n be such that An Ñ An`i is an isomorphism for any
i P N. Let i “ max0ďkďniik . Then the map AÑ colimD factors through Dpiq. 
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Since we have the notion of an admissible epimorphism, we can talk about analogues of admissible
generating collections. In particular we have the following.
Proposition 3.14. Let G be an admissible generating set in E. Suppose that E is weakly pℵ0,Sq-
elementary. Then for any object A of FiltSpEq there is an object X of Ài FipGq and an admissible epimor-
phism X Ñ A.
Proof. Let pA8, αi, aiq be a filtered object. For each i pick some Gi P G and an admissible epimorphism
Gi  Ai. Then
À
i FiGi Ñ A is an admissible epimorphism. 
Although FiltSpEq is not an exact category, we still have the notion of a projective object.
Definition 3.15. An object P of FiltSpEq (resp. FiltSpEq) is said to be projective if the functor
HompP,´q is exact.
Using the fact that Proposition 14.1 clearly works in this more general context, we can quite easily
classify projective objects.
Proposition 3.16. Let S Ď AdMon and assume that E is a weakly pℵ0,Sq-elementary exact category.
If a filtered object pA8, αi, aiq is projective in FiltSpEq then A8
L
Ai is projective in E for all i P Z. In
FiltSpEq A is projective if and only if A8
L
Ai is projective for each i ě 0.
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of the fact that the functor Qi : FiltSpEq Ñ E is left adjoint
to the exact functor Fi`1 : E Ñ FiltSpEq. Thus QipA8, αi, aiq “ A8
L
Ai is projective. The second assertion
is a consequence of Corollary 1.1, and the fact that the functor p´q is left adjoint to an exact functor, and
so preserves projectives. 
Using Propositions 3.13, 3.14, and 3.16 we get:
Corollary 3.17. Let E be an elementary quasi-abelian category. Then FiltAdMonpEq is an elementary
exact category. If E is exact then it is an elementary quasi-abelian category.
In particular for the case E “ Ab is the category of abelian groups, this recovers Proposition 3.1.5 of
[Sch99].
3.2. The Filtered Monoidal Structure. Let us now assume that E is a monoidal exact category.
Induced monoidal structures on categories of filtered objects are tricky to define.
Definition 3.18. Let tui : Xi ãÑ Auni“1 be regular subobjects of an object A in an additive category E
which has kernels and cokernels. The regular union of Xi, denoted u :
Ťn
i“1 ãÑ A is the image of the
induced map u˜ :
Àn
i“1Xi Ñ A.
Unions satisfy the following universal property
Proposition 3.19. Let tmi : Xi ãÑ Auni“1 be regular subobjects of an object A in an additive cate-
gory which has kernels and cokernels. There is a regular monomorphism u :
Ťn
i“1Xi ãÑ A together with
monomorphisms ui : Xi Ñ Ťni“1Xi which satisfy u ˝ ui “ mi. If v : V Ñ A is a regular monomorphism
together with monomorphisms vi : Xi Ñ V which satisfy v ˝ vi “ ui then there is a map w : Ťni“1Xi Ñ V
such that v ˝ w “ u.
Proof. The image of a map is a regular monomorphism by its definition. Let vi : Xi Ñ V and
v : V Ñ A be as in the statement of the proposition. There is an induced map w˜ : ÀXi Ñ V which fits
into a commutative diagram À
Xi
w˜ //
u˜
""
V
v

A
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Taking images, and noting that v is regular, we get a commutative diagramŤ
Xi
w //
u
!!
V
v

A

For regular filtered objects A “ pA8, αi, aiq and B “ pB8, βi, biq, define a regular filtered object AbB
as follows. pAbBq8 :“ A8 bB8.
pAbBqn “
ď
i`j“n
ImpAi bBj Ñ A8 bB8q
The maps pα b βqn : pA b Bqn Ñ pA b Bq8 and pa b bqn : pA b Bqn Ñ pA b Bqn`1 are constructed
as follows. Write T “ pA b Bq8 and Ti,j “ ImpAi b Bj Ñ A b Bq. Denote by φij : Ti,j Ñ Ti`1,j
the map induced from αi b IdBj : Ai b Bj Ñ Ai b Bj`1 and by ψij : Ti,j Ñ Ti,j`1 the map induced from
IdAibβj : AibBj Ñ Ai`1bBj . Also denote by ωij : Ti,j Ñ T the map induced from aibbj : AibBj Ñ AbB.
Finally write Tn “ Ťi`j“n Ti,j . There is a unique map ωn : Tn Ñ T such that the canonical inclusions
ui,j : Ti,j Ñ Tn for i ` j “ n satisfy ωn ˝ ui,j “ ωi,j . Now the compositions ui`1,j ˝ φi,j : Ti,j ãÑ Tn`1
and ui,j`1 ˝ ψi,j : Ti,j ãÑ Tn`1 induce maps φn,n`1 : Tn Ñ Tn`1 and ψn,n`1 : Tn Ñ Tn`1. We claim that
these maps coincide. Indeed it is sufficient to show that the maps ui`1,j ˝ φi,j and ui,j`1 ˝ ψi,j coincide.
But ωn`1 ˝ ui,j`1 ˝ ψi,j “ ωi,j`1 ˝ ψi,j “ ωi,j and ωn`1 ˝ ui`1,j ˝ φi,j “ ωi`1,j ˝ φi,j “ ωi,j . Since ωn`1 is a
monomorphism we get the required result. We set psb tqn “ φn,n`1 “ ψn,n`1. This is an admissible mono.
Moreover the following diagrams commute
Ti,j
ui,j //
φi,j

Tn
pαbβqn

Ti`1,j
ui`1,j // Tn`1
Ti,j
ui,j //
ψi,j

Tn
pαbβqn

Ti,j`1
ui,j`1 // Tn`1
Proposition 3.20. pA8 bB8, pαb βqn, pab bqnq is a regular filtered object. Suppose that
(1) E is weakly pℵ0,RegMonq-elementary.
(2) pℵ0,RegMonqcocont-colimits commute with kernels of regular epimorphisms.
(3) b preserves colimits in each variable.
If A and B are exhaustive and admissibly filtered, then is AbB is exhaustive.
Proof. The first claim is clear.
Now there is a factorisation.
limÑi limÑj ImpAi bBj Ñ AbBq Ñ limÑnpAbBqn “ limÑn
ď
i`j“n
ImpAi bBj Ñ A8 bB8q Ñ AbB
Since each map in the factorisation is a regular monomorphism it suffices to show that the composite is an
isomorphism.
limÑi limÑj ImpAi bBj Ñ A8 bB8q – ImplimÑi limÑjAi bBj Ñ A8 bB8q
– ImpA8 bB8 Ñ A8 bB8q
“ A8 bB8
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
The monoidal functor b : FiltRegMonpEq b FiltRegMonpEq Ñ FiltRegMonpEq has a unit, namely F0pkq.
Moreover it is naturally symmetric. However it is not associative in general.
Proposition 3.21. Suppose that for any morphisms f : A Ñ C, g : B Ñ C in E the map A ‘ B Ñ
ImpA ‘ B Ñ Cq is an epimorphism. Let A be a full subcategory of FiltRegMonpEq which is closed under
kernels and cokernels, closed under b, contains k, and such that for any A,B in A, the map Ai b Bj Ñ
ImpAi bBj Ñ A8 bB8q is an epimorphism. Then the restriction of b to A is naturally associative.
Proof. The condition on E ensures that for filtered objects A,B,C, the canonical map
ppAbBq b Cqn Ñ
ď
i`j`k“n
ImpImpAi bBj Ñ A8 bB8q b Ck Ñ pA8 bB8q b C8q
is an isomorphism. Similarly the map
pAb pB b Cqqn Ñ
ď
i`j`k“n
ImpAi b ImpBj b Ck Ñ B8 b C8q Ñ A8 b pB8 b C8qq
is an isomorphism. The condition on objects in A ensures that the map
ImppImpAi bBj Ñ A8 bB8q b Ck Ñ pA8 bB8q b C8q Ñ ImppAi bBjq b Ck Ñ pA8 bB8q b C8q
is an isomorphism. Similarly the canonical map
ImpAi b ImpBj b Ck Ñ B8 b C8q Ñ A8 b pB8 b C8qq Ñ ImpAi b pBj b Ckq Ñ A8 b pB8 b C8qq
is an isomorphism. Putting all this together gives isomorphisms for each n
ppAbBq b Cqn Ñ pAb pB b Cqqn
compatible with the filtrations and natural in A,B,C. 
It will be useful to consider monoidal subcategories of FiltSpEq wherein the restriction of the monoidal
product is naturally associative. One such category is the essential image of filt : Gr pEq Ñ FiltRegMonpEq.
Indeed this follows from the fact that this functor is strong monoidal. On the other hand the associated
graded functor gr : FiltSpEq Ñ Gr pEq is unfortunately only lax monoidal. However we have the following.
Proposition 3.22. For 1 ď j ď k let Aj “ pAj8, αj , ajq be a filtered object.
(1) Suppose that for each n the mapà
i1`...`ik“n
A1i1 b . . .bAkik Ñ A18 b . . .bAk8
is admissible. Then the map
Âk
j“1 grpAjq Ñ gr
´Âk
j“1Aj
¯
is an admissible epimorphism.
(2) If for each 1 ď j ď k and each 0 ď i ă 8 the map each map Aji Ñ Aji`1 is a pure monomorphism,
then the map
Âk
j“1 grpAjq Ñ gr
´Âk
j“1Aj
¯
is an isomorphism.
Proof. (1) Let In denote the image of the map
À
i1`...`ik“nA
1
i1
b . . . b Akik Ñ A18 b . . . b
Ak8. By the obscure lemma the map In Ñ In`1 is an admissible monomoprhism. Moreover
the map
À
i1`...`ik“nA
1
i1
b . . . b Akik Ñ In is an admissible epimorphism. Hence the mapÀ
i1`...`ik“n`1A
1
i1
b . . . b Akik Ñ In`1
L
In is an admisible epimorphism. The obscure lemma
then implies the result.
(2) Suppose now that for each 1 ď k ď n and each 0 ď i ă 8 the map Aki Ñ Aki`1 is a pure
monomorphism. Equivalently 0 Ñ Aki Ñ Aki`1 Ñ gri`1pAkq is a pure exact sequence. By tensoring
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there is an induced n-dimensional chain complex which is exact along each axis. There is an acyclic
sequence
kà
l“1
Ai1`1 b . . .bAil b . . .bAik`1 Ñ Ai1`1 b . . .bAik`1 Ñ gri1`1pAq b . . .b grik`1pAq Ñ 0
Moreover this is a pure exact sequence. Hence there is a pure exact sequence.
0 Ñ
kÿ
l“1
Ai1`1 b . . .bAil b . . .bAik`1 Ñ Ai1`1 b . . .bAik`1 Ñ gri1`1pAq b . . .b grik`1pAq Ñ 0
This completes the proof.

Definition 3.23. A filtered object H in FiltSpEq is said to be flat if the functor H b p´q : FiltSpEq Ñ
FiltRegMonpEq is exact.
Proposition 3.24. Let S Ă AdMon. If a filtered object pH8, ti, hiq is flat then H8, and H8
L
Hi are
flat.
Proof. Suppose that pH8, ti, hiq is flat. Let
0 // A // B // C // 0
be an exact sequence in E . Then
0 // F0A // F0B // F0C // 0
is exact in FiltSpEq. Therefore
0 // H b F0A // H b F0B // H b F0C // 0
is exact. In particular
0 // H8 bA // H8 bB // H8 b C // 0
is exact. Hence H8 is flat. Moreover, by assumption we have the following diagram.
0

0

0

0 // ImpHi bAÑ H8 bAq //

ImpHi bB Ñ H8 bBq //

ImpHi b C Ñ H8 b Cq //

0
0 // H8 bA //

H8 bB //

H8 b C //

0
0 //
´
H8
L
Hi
¯
bA //

´
H8
L
Hi
¯
bB //

´
H8
L
Hi
¯
b C //

0
0 0 0
The columns are exact, and the top two rows are exact by assumption. Therefore the third row is exact, so
H8
L
Hi is flat. 
We’re cannot precisely classify flat objects. However we have the following.
Proposition 3.25. Let X be a flat object of E. Then for any i ě 0, FiX is a flat object of FiltSpEq.
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Proof. If X is flat and A “ pA8, αi, aiq is an object of FiltSpEq, then pFiX b Aqj is 0 for j ă i and
X bAj for j ě i. From the definition of exact sequenecs in FiltE it is clear that FiX bA is exact. 
For quasi-abelian categories we then get the following.
Corollary 3.26. If E is monoidal elementary quasi-abelian category then FiltAdMonpEq is a monoidal
elementary exact category.
3.3. Model Structures on Categories of Filtered Objects. As we have seen, the categories
FiltSpEq and FiltSpEq in general only have exact structures when E is quasi-abelian and S “ AdMon.
However one is often still able to equip these categories with natural model structures, even when E is a
more general exact category. We shall assume that E is weakly pℵ0,Sq-elementary throughout this section.
For a stable model category Gwilliam and Pavlov [GP18] discuss 8-categories of Z-filtered objects in stable
8-categories. In particular for a stable model category C , they define the model category of filtered objects
in C as a left Bousfield localization of the category of functors, or sequences, FunpZ, Cq equipped with the
projective model structure. In the case that C “ ChpAq, for A an abelian category, they show that the
homotopy category of this model category is equivalent to the localization of the category of filtered chain
complexes at filtered weak equivalences. Our approach is slightly different. Firstly, we work with N0-filtered
objects rather than Z-filtered objects. Secondly we look at model category structures on categories of filtered
objects already, rather than localizations of ones on the full category of sequences.
Let O be a class of objects in E . Denote by FiltSpOq the class of objects in FiltSpEq of the form
pA8, αi, aiq such that A8 P O and grpA8, αi, aiq is in Gr pOq.
Proposition 3.27. Suppose that O is extension closed, S Ă AdMon, and pA8, αi, aiq P FiltSpOq.
Then for each 0 ď i ď 8 we have Ai P O. In particular if pA8, αi, aiq P FiltSpEq, and O is closed under
pℵ0;Sq-extensions, then pA8, αi, aiq P FiltSpOq if and only if grpAq P Gr pOq. If further O is closed under
taking cokernels of maps in S, then pA8, αi, aiq P FiltSpOq if and only if Ai P O for each 0 ď i ă 8.
Proof. Suppose that grpAq P Gr pOq. In particular A0 P O. Moreover for each i ě 0 there is an exact
sequence
0 Ñ Ai Ñ Ai`1 Ñ gripAq Ñ 0
Since gri`1pAq P O, an easy induction gives Aj P O for each 0 ď j ă 8. If A is exhaustively filtered then
A8 is an pℵ0;Sq-extension of objects in O, so the second claim follows. The final claim follows again from
the exact sequence above. 
Let pL,Rq be a cotorsion pair on E . In particular L and R are extension closed. Since L is closed under
transfinite extensions by Proposition 3.27 we get the following.
Corollary 3.28. Suppose that E is weakly pℵ0,Sq-elementary. Let A P FiltSpEq. Then grpAq P Gr pLq
if and only if A P FiltSpLq.
Moreover Lemma 5.1 implies the following.
Proposition 3.29. Let A P FiltSpLq and B “ pB8, βi, biq P FiltSpEq be such that Bi P R for each
0 ď i ă 8. Then any filtered exact sequence
0 Ñ B Ñ C Ñ AÑ 0
splits.
Let us now suppose that E is equipped with a model category structure.
Definition 3.30. We say that a morphism f in FiltSpEq is a filtered weak equivalence if fi is a weak
equivalence for each 0 ď i ď 8.
Let E be an exact category, S a class of morphisms in E , and ˚ P tH,ě 0u. Denote by Ch˚pSq the
class of morphisms in Ch˚pEq consisting of morphisms f‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚ such that fn is in S for each n P Z.
Assume that E is weakly pℵ0,Sq-elemetary. We consider the category FiltCh˚pSqpCh˚pEqq – ChpFiltSpEqq.
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Let pL,Rq be a dg˚-compatible cotorsion pair on E and consider the induced model structure on Ch˚pEq.
By Proposition 3.27, Proposition 6.9 we have the following.
Proposition 3.31. Suppose that S Ă AdMon. A map f in FiltChpSqpChpEqq is a filtered weak equiva-
lence if and only if grpfq is a graded weak equivalence.
Theorem 3.32. Suppose that E is a weakly S-elementary exact category and that pL,Rq is a dg˚-
compatible cotorsion pair for ˚ P tH,ě 0u. Then the transferred model structure exists on FiltCh˚pSqpCh˚pEqq.
If g is a filtered (acyclic) cofibration then grpgq is a graded (acyclic) cofibration.
Proof. Let us first show that transfinite compositions of pushouts of coproducts of maps of the form
filtpfq, where f is a generating cofibration in Ch˚pGr pEqq, exist in FiltCh˚pSqpCh˚pEqq. Indeed such a map
f is in each cohomological degree a split monomorphism. Since by assumption S is closed under direct
sums, by Proposition 3.1 these colimits exist and the functor
ř
ně0p´qn commutes with them. It therefore
suffices to show that transfinite compositions of pushouts of coproducts of maps of the form filtpfq where f
is a generating acyclic cofibration is a weak eauivalence. But since such colimits are computed degree-wise
and
ř
ně0p´qn commutes with such colimits this is clear. The claim about the associated graded functor
follows from the fact that gr sends cellpfiltpIqq and cellpfiltpJqq to cellpIq and cellpJq respectively, where I is
a collection of generating cofibrations in Ch˚pGr pEqq, and J is a collection of generating acyclic cofibrations
in Ch˚pGr pEqq. 
Corollary 3.33. The class of cofibrant (resp. trivially cofibrant) objects in the transferred model
structure on FiltSpCh˚pEqq is FiltSpCq (resp. FiltSpC XWq) where C (resp W X C) is the class of cofibrant
(resp. trivially cofibrant) objects in Ch˚pEq.
Proof. Let us first prove the claim for cofibrant objects. Let
0

// X
f

C
g // Y
be a commutative diagram with C P FiltSpCq and f an acyclic fibration. Thus f is an admissible epimorphism.
Let K denote its kernel. Now for each 0 ď i ă 8, Ki is a trivially fibrant object in Ch˚pEq. By Corollary
3.7 pulling back gives a commutative diagram of short exact sequences
0 // K

// X˜ //

C //
g

// 0
0 // K // X
f // Y // 0
The top sequence splits by Proposition 3.29. This gives the lifting of g to a map C Ñ X. Hence C is
cofibrant. Now suppose that C P FiltSpCXWq. Then by the first part C is cofibrant. Moreover it is clearly
acyclic. Hence it is trivially cofibrant.
Now suppose that C is (trivially) cofibrant. Then 0 Ñ C is a (trivial) cofibration. Then by Theorem
3.32 0 Ñ grpCq is a (trivial) cofibration. Hence grpCq is (trivially) cofibrant. 
Theorem 3.34. Suppose that E is a weakly RegMon-elementary exact category and that pL,Rq is a
monoidally dg˚-compatible cotorsion pair for ˚ P tH,ě 0u. The transferred model structure on FiltCh˚pRegMonqpCh˚pEqq
is monoidal. If Ch˚pEq has maps of the form 0 Ñ DnpF q, with F P L, as generating acyclic cofibrations,
then FiltCh˚pRegMonqpCh˚pEqq satisfies the monoid axiom.
Proof. The fact that FiltCh˚pRegMonqpCh˚pEqq is a monoidal model category follows from the fact
that filt : Gr pCh˚pEqq Ñ FiltCh˚pRegMonqpCh˚pEqq is strong monoidal.
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Now let us prove the monoid axiom. A transfinite composition of pushouts of tensor products of objects
with generating acyclic cofibrations will be of the form AÑ A‘Y , where Y is a direct sum of objects of the
form XbFipDnpLqq for some L P L. Y is clearly trivially cofibrant, so AÑ A‘Y is a trivial cofibration. 
Remark 3.35. Note that for E monoidal elementary quasi-abelian the situation is much simpler, since
in this case FiltAdMonpEq is a monoidal elementary exact category.
CHAPTER 6
Homotopical Algebra in Exact Categories
In this final chapter we show that monoidal elementary exact categories are good settings in which to
do homotopical algebra. In particular we show that they are naturally homotopical algebra contexts in the
sense of [TTV08].
1. Higher Algebra Settings
In this section we will let E be a complete and cocomplete, locally presentable additive category. We
further assume that E is endowed with an additive Kan-complex enriched monoidal model structure which
satisfies the monoid axiom, is combinatorial, is proper, and has an additive homotopy category. We do not
assume that either the model structure or the monoidal structure are compatible with the exact structure.
An additive category satisfying all of the above assumptions will be called a higher algebra setting (HAS)
(c.f. the notion of HAG in [TTV08]). An HAS is said to be a strong HAS if there is a set of generating
acyclic cofibrations which are split monomorphisms with trivially cofibrant cokernel. A strong HAS is said
to be a rigid HAS if tensoring with cofibrant objects preserves weak equivalences. Note that by [Lur09b]
Theorem 5.5.1.1 a HAS presents a locally presentable p8, 1q-category E. We have the following obvious but
extremely useful technical property of strong higher algebra settings.
Proposition 1.1. Let E be a strong HAS. Then any acyclic cofibration f : AÑ B is a retract of a map
of the form X Ñ X ‘ Y where Y is trivially cofibrant.
Example 1.2. Let pE ,b,Hom, kq be a locally presentable closed projectively monoidal exact category
which is pλ; AdMonq-elementary for any ordinal λ. Then with the projective model structure pChě0pEq,b, S0pkqq
is a rigid HAS. If countable coproducts are admissibly coexact and countable products are admissibly exact
then pChpEq,b,Hom, S0pkqq is also a rigid HAS with the projective model structure.
Proof. By Theorem 11.1 these are monoidal model categories which satisfy the monoid axiom. By
Proposition 7.5 they are proper. The standard proof that derived categories of abelian categories are adidtive
goes through for exact categories. By Theorem 10.3 and Theorem 10.7 they are combinatorial, and have
generating acyclic cofibrations which are split monomorphisms with trivially cofibrant cokernel. Moreover
the generating trivial cofibrations are all of the form DnpP q for some projective, and hence flat P . By
Corollary 13.4 the projective model structure on ChpEq is Kan complex-enriched. By Theorem 9.4 tensoring
with cofibrant objects preserves weak equivalences. 
2. Homotopical Algebra in Higher Algebra Settings
In this section we shall show that higher algebra settings admit good homotopy theories for categories of
algebras. Recall that if we have an adjunction F : C Õ D :G and C is a model category, we can investigate
when the transferred model structure exists on G . For details see Section 4. We are interested in the
case of the free-forgetful adjunction for modules over associative monoids, and algebras over certain operads.
2.1. Modules. Let us begin with modules.
Proposition 2.1. Let pE ,b, kq be a HAS and let R be a commutative monoid in E. Then with its
transferred model structure and induced closed symmetric monoidal structure, (RMod ,bR,HomRq is a HAS.
If pE ,b, kq is a rigid or strong HAS then so is (RMod ,bR,HomRq.
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Proof. The transferred model structure exists by Theorem 5.1 and is combinatorial by Corollary 4.4.
Also by Theorem 5.1 it is monoidal and satisfies the monoid axiom. RMod is locally presentable by [Mes14].
Since the forgetful functor to E creates limits, colimits, and weak equivalences, it is clearly proper. To see
that its homotopy category is additive, let M and N be R-modules. We may assume that M is cofibrant,
and in fact that it is free on a cofibrant object P in E . Then HomHopRMod qpR b P,Nq – HomHopEqpP,Nq
which is an abelian group by assumption. Finite biproducts are constructed in the obvious way.
Suppose that I is a set of generating acyclic cofibrations for E which are split monomorphisms. Then
tidR b i : i P Iu is a set of generating acyclic cofibrations in RMod . Tensoring with R clearly preserves
split exactness of a sequence, so RMod also has a set of generating acyclic cofibrations which are split
monomorphisms with trivially cofibrant cokernel.
Finally suppose that E is rigid. Let X be a cofibrant object of RMod . Then X is a retract of an object
of the form R b A where A is a cofibrant object of E . Thus it suffices to show that tensoring with R b A
over R preserves weak equivalences. This is clear. 
Let pE ,b,Hom, kq be a locally presentable closed, projectively monoidal, elementary exact category.
Suppose that countable coproducts are admissibly coexact and countable products are admissibly exact and
let R be a commutative monoid in E . By Proposition 14.3 RMod is again an elementary exact category, and
it is locally presentable. Thus ChpRMod q is equipped with a combinatorial projective model structure, and
has a set of generating acyclic cofibrations which are split monomorphisms with trivially cofibrant cokernel.
However the induced monoidal structure on RMod , namely ´bR ´ need not be compatible with the exact
structure. This one of our motivations for considering higher algebra settings rather than just pseudo-
compatible model structures on monoidal exact categories. We also want to consider model structures on
modules over commutative differential graded algebras. It is however useful to know that in these cases the
model structures are left pseudo-compatible (resp. compatible).
2.2. Categories of Algebras. Let us now study categories of algebras over the associative, commu-
tative, and Lie operads.
Definition 2.2. An operad P in E is said to be admissible if the transferred model structure exists on
Alg
P
pEq.
The next result follows immediately from Theorem 5.1
Proposition 2.3. Let E be a HAS. Then the associative operad Ass is admissible.
Now we turn to commutative monoids. If a (strong/ rigid) HAS E is enriched over QVect rather than
just Ab, we shall call it a (strong/ rigid) Q-HAS. We denote the category of unital commutative monoids by
Alg
Comm
pEq and of non-unital commutative monoids by Alg
Commnu
pEq.
Proposition 2.4. Let E be a strong Q-HAS. Then the operads Comm and Commnu are admissible.
Proof. The forgetful functor Alg
Comm
pEq Ñ E preserves filtered colimits. Thus we may apply Corollary
4.4. The transferred model structure exists on Alg
Ass
pEq by Proposition 2.3. In particular the functor
T : E Ñ Alg
Ass
pEq preserves acyclic cofibrations. By Proposition 5.1, for any map X Ñ Y in E , the map
SpXq Ñ SpY q is a retract of T pXq Ñ T pY q. In particular if X Ñ Y is an acyclic cofibration in E , then
SpXq Ñ SpY q is a weak equivalence in E . Now suppose g is a generating acyclic cofibration in E . We may
assume g is an inclusion as a direct summand, i.e. of the form X Ñ X ‘ Z where Z is trivially cofibrant.
Since S is a left adjoint it preserves colimits, so SpX‘Zq – SpXqbSpZq, and Spgq is the map idSpXqb1SpZq
where 1SpZq is the unit of the commutative monoid SpZq. Consider a push-out diagram
SpXq
Spgq

// A
Spgq1

SpXq b SpZq // B
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Then B is isomorphic to AbSpXq pSpXqbSpZqq – AbSpZq and under this isomorphism Spgq1 is idAb1SpZq.
Any transfinite composition of such maps will again be of the form t : AÑ AbSpY q with Y trivially cofibrant,
since both b and S preserve colimits and coproducts of trivially cofibrant objects are trivially cofibrant. Now
k “ Sp0q Ñ SpY q is a split monomorphism with cokernel Àně1 SnpY q. Àně1 SnpY q is trivially cofibrant.
Therefore Sp0q Ñ SpY q is an acyclic cofibration. By assumption p´q bA sends acyclic cofibrations to weak
equivalences. In particular t is a weak equivalence.
For the category Alg
Commnu
pEq the proof is similar. In this category the coproduct of two non-unital
commutative monoids A and B is A ‘ B ‘ A b B. If g : X Ñ X ‘ Z is a generating acyclic cofibration
as before Then SnupXq Ñ SnupX ‘ Zq – SnupXq ‘ SnupZq ‘ SnupXq b SnupZq. The map Snupgq is the
natural inclusion. If
SnupXq
Spgq

// A
Spgq1

SnupXq ‘ SnupZq ‘ pSnupXq b SnupZqq // B
Then B is isomorphic to A‘ SnupZq ‘Ab SnupZq and Spgq1 is the natural inclusion. The cokernel of this
map is SnupZq ‘ pAb SnupZqq which is trivially cofibrant by the first part of the proof. 
Finally we turn to Lie monoids.
Proposition 2.5. Let pE ,b, kq be a Q-HAS. Then Lie is admissible.
Proof. Let f : X Ñ Y be a generating trivial cofibration in E and suppose
LpXq
Lpgq

f // A
g1

LpY q f
1
// B
is a pushout diagram in LiepEq. Since U is a left-adjoint the following diagram
T pXq
T pgq

Upfq // UpAq
Upg1q

T pY q Upf
1q // UpBq
is a pushout in AsspEq. Now as a left adjoint, the functor U preserves colimits. Thus if m is a transfinite
composition of pushouts of images Lpgq of generating acyclic cofibrations g, then Upmq is a transfinite
composition of pushouts of images T pgq of generating acyclic cofibrations g. By Theorem 2.3 and Theorem
4.3 Upmq is acyclic. But m is a retract of Upmq by Theorem 5.2. Hence m is also a weak equivalence. 
For projective model structures on chain complexes we also have the following technical, but useful, fact.
Proposition 2.6. Let pE ,b,Hom, kq be a locally presentable closed projectively monoidal exact category
which is pλ; AdMonq-elementary for any ordinal λ. Let ˚ P tě 0u, and let R P Alg
Comm
pCh˚pEqq. Then with
the induced model structure the category Alg
Comm
pRMod q is left-proper. If countable coproducts are admissibly
coexact and countable products are admissibly exact then this is also true for pChpEq,b,Hom, S0pkqq.
Proof. Let f : X Ñ Y be a weak equivalence and g : X Ñ Z a cofibration. Consider the pushout
diagram
X
f //
g

Y
g1

Z
f 1 // Z bX Y
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Since acyclic cofibrations are stable under pushout along any map we may assume that f is an acyclic
fibration. Now since g is a cofibration, it is a retract of a map of the form AÑ AbSpCq where Sp´q is the free
commutative algebra functor on Ch˚pEq, and C is a cofibrant object in Ch˚pEq. Thus we may assume that
g is of this form. Let W Ñ X be the kernel of f , so that W is acyclic. Now ZbX Y – cokerpZbXW Ñ Zq.
Thus it suffices to show that Z bX W is acyclic, and that Z bX W Ñ Z is an admissible monomorphism.
As a graded object Z bX W – W b SpCq. C is a cofibrant object. In particular SpCq is flat. Therefore
the map W b SpCq Ñ Ab SpCq is an admissible monomorphism. Finally we note that Ab SpCq is in fact
isomorphic to Z bX Y as a complex. Since C is cofibrant W b SpCq is acyclic. 
3. Homotopical Algebra Contexts
Before concluding let us make a connection with geometry. Recall that in [TTV08] Toe¨n and Vezzosi
introduce an abstract categorical framework in which one can ‘do’ homotopical algebra, namely a homotopical
algebra context. Let us recall the (slightly modified) definition.
Definition 3.1. Let M be a combinatorial symmetric monoidal model category. We say that M is an
homotopical algebra context (or HA context) if for any A P Alg
Comm
pM q.
(1) The model category M is proper, pointed and for any two objects X and Y in M the natural
morphisms
QX
ž
QY Ñ X
ž
Y Ñ RX ˆRY
are equivalences.
(2) HopM q is an additive category.
(3) With the transferred model structure and monoidal structure ´bA, the category AMod is a combi-
natorial, proper, symmetric monoidal model category.
(4) For any cofibrant object M P AMod the functor
´bAM : AMod Ñ AMod
preserves equivalences.
(5) With the transferred model structures Alg
Comm
pAMod q and AlgCommnupAMod q are combinatorial
proper model categories.
(6) If B is cofibrant in Alg
Comm
pAMod q then the functor
B bA ´ : AMod Ñ BMod
preserves equivalences.
Theorem 3.2. Let pE ,b,Hom, kq be a locally presentable closed projectively monoidal exact category
which is pλ; AdMonq-elementary for any ordinal λ. Then Chě0pEq is a homotopical algebra context. If
countable coproducts are admissibly coexact and countable products are admissibly exact then this is also true
for ChpEq.
Proof. The natural maps
QX
ž
QY Ñ X
ž
Y Ñ RX ˆRY
are clearly equivalences. All that remains to prove is the final property. Now if B is a cofibrant A-algebra
then it is a retract of the free A-algebra on a cofibrant A-module. But the free A-algebra on a cofibrant
A-module is cofibrant as an A-module. Hence B bA p´q preserves equivalences by 4). 
APPENDIX A
Algebra in Symmetric Monoidal Categories
Throughout this section pC ,b, kq is a symmetric monoidal category, with monoidal functor b. The
symmetric braiding will be denoted by σ. We further assume that C is finitely complete and cocomplete.
What follows is largely standard. Much of it can be found in [BBK13] for example.
1. Associative Monoids
We denote the category of (unital) associative monoids internal to C by Alg
Ass
pCq. There is a faithful
forgetful functor | ´ |Ass : AlgAsspCq Ñ C . If C has countable products then | ´ | has a left adjoint T which
can be constructed explicitly. Namely for V P C , set
TnpV q “ V bn
T pV q “
8à
n“0
TnpV q
where by definition T0pV q “ V b0 “ k. Now b preserves colimits in each variable, so
T pV q b T pV q –
8à
m,n“0
TmpV q b TnpV q
The multiplication
m : T pV q b T pV q Ñ T pV q
is defined on the summand TmpV q b TnpV q by the composition
TmpV q b TnpV q – Tm`npV q Ñ T pV q
where the isomorphism TmpV q b TnpV q “ V bm b V bn – V bpm`nq “ Tm`npV q is the natural isomorphism.
The identity is given by the inclusion e : k “ T0pV q Ñ T pV q. m and e endow T pV q with the structure of a
unital associative monoid. It is clear that V Ñ T pV q is functorial in V , and it is straightforward to check
that T is left adjoint to | ´ |.
2. Commutative Monoids
We denote the category of (unital) commutative monoids by Alg
Comm
pCq. If C has finite coequalizers
and countable coproducts then the forgetful functor | ´ |Comm : AlgCommpCq Ñ C has a left-adjoint, which
can be constructed explicitly as follows. The symmetric group on n letters Σn acts on TnpV q “ V bn. Let
SnpV q “ TnpV qΣn be the coinvariants for this action. We then set
SpV q “
8à
n“0
SnpV q
The associative monoid structure on T pV q descends to an associative monoid structure on SpV q. One checks
easily that it is commutative and that it is a left adjoint.
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3. Modules
Given objects A and B of Alg
Ass
pCq we denote by AMod the category of left modules for A, by Mod A
the category of right modules for A, and by AMod B the category of A´B bimodules.
There is a forgetful functor | ´ |
AMod : AMod Ñ E . This functor has a left adjoint. It sends an object E
to the object Ab E with the obvious left action of A.
Let E be a right A-module with action morphism
aE : E bAÑ E
and F a left A-module with action morphism
aF : Ab F Ñ F
If the category C has finite equalisers, then we define
E bA F
to be the coequaliser of the maps
E bAb F
aE
**
aF 44
E b F
This defines a bifunctor
bA : Mod A ˆ AMod Ñ C
If E is a B´A bimodule and F is an A´C bimodule, then EbA F is naturally a B´C-bimodule, i.e. bA
gives a bifunctor
BMod A ˆ AMod C Ñ BMod C
If A is a commutative monoid then this gives a bifunctor
AMod ˆ AMod Ñ AMod
which endows AMod with a monoidal structure.
Suppose further that the monoidal structure is closed, and let Homp´,´q denote the internal hom
functor. Then one can also construct an internal hom, HomAp´,´q functor on AMod by a similar method
as used to construct bA. This makes pC ,bA,HomAp´,´q, Aq a closed monoidal category. See for example
[BBK13] for details.
4. Lie Monoids
Now we suppose pE ,b, kq is a monoidal additive category. Then one can define the category of Lie
monoids internal to E . Denote the symmetric braiding by σ. A Lie monoid in E is a pair pL, r´,´sq
consisting an object L of E together with a morphism r´,´s : Lb LÑ L satisfying the Jacobi identity
r´, r´,´ss ` r´, r´,´ss ˝ pidL b σL,Lq ` r´, r´,´ss ˝ pσL,L b idLq ˝ pidL b σL,Lq “ 0
and the antisymmetry condition
r´,´s ` r´,´s b σL,L “ 0
Morphisms of Lie monoids are defined in the obvious way. This gives a category Alg
Lie
pEq of Lie monoids
internal to C .
There is of course a forgetful functor | ´ |Lie : AlgLiepEq Ñ E . If E is enriched over QVect rather than Ab
we will also see that this functor has a left adjoint L which can be constructed explicitly.
Now let A be an associative monoid in E with multiplication m. Define r´,´s : A b A Ñ A by
r´,´s “ m´m ˝ σA,A. It is easy to see that pA, r´,´sq is a Lie monoid. Moreover this structure is clearly
functorial, and we get a faithful functor Alg
Ass
pEq Ñ Alg
Lie
pEq. As we shall see later, if E is enriched over
QVect then this functor has a left adjoint U .
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5. Algebra in QVect-Enriched Symmetric Monoidal Categories
We now assume that our monoidal additive category E is enriched over QVect rather than just Ab. We
also assume that E is finitely complete and cocomplete and has countable coproducts. Let us relate the
functors U,L, T, S.
The easiest identity is U ˝ L – T . This follows from the fact that both U ˝ L and T are left adjoints to
the forgetful functor | ´ |Ass : AlgAsspEq Ñ E .
Now consider T and S. The following is an easy generalisation of the same fact for Q-vector spaces. It
is done for dg-vector spaces in [Qui69] for example.
Proposition 5.1. The natural transformation | ´ |Ass ˝ T Ñ | ´ |Comm ˝ S admits a section.
Proof. Let V be an object of E . Define a map ρV : T pV q Ñ T pV q of graded objects in E by
ρV, n “ 1
n!
ÿ
σPΣn
σ : TnpV q Ñ TnpV q
This clearly induces a map
TnpV qΣn “ SnpV q Ñ TnpV q
which is a section of the projection TnpV q Ñ SnpV q. It is also clear that ρV is natural in V , i.e. we get a
natural transformation ρ : | ´ |Comm ˝ S Ñ |´ |Ass ˝ T which is a section of | ´ |Ass ˝ T Ñ |´ |Comm ˝ S 
Let us now explain how U and S are related. In [DEF`99] it is shown that if E is Q-linear then a left
adjoint U to the forgetful functor Alg
Ass
pEq Ñ Alg
Lie
pEq exists, and there is a natural isomorphism
| ´ |Ass ˝ U – | ´ |Comm ˝ S ˝ | ´ |Lie
UpLq is called the universal enveloping algebra of L. The proof in fact works in the following setup
Theorem 5.2 (Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt). Let pE ,b, kq a monoidal additive category enriched over QVect
with countable coproducts and finite coequalizers. Then a left adjoint U to the forgetful functor mathpzcAlgAsspCq Ñ
LiepCq exists, and there is a natural isomorphism
| ´ |Ass ˝ U – | ´ |Comm ˝ S ˝ | ´ |Lie
Corollary 5.3. Let g be a Lie monoid and let i : g Ñ Upgq denote the natural map in E. Then the
map gÑ Impiq is an isomorphism.
Finally we relate U and L. First we give an explicit construction of L. Consider the tensor algebra
T pV q as a Lie algebra with Lie bracket r´,´s the one induced from the associative algebra structure. Let
L0pV q “ V ãÑ T pV q. Inductively define a subobject Lr`1pV q of T pV q as the image of the restriction of
r´,´s to V b LrpV q. Define
LpV q “
8à
r“0
LrpV q
The Lie bracket on T pV q pulls back to one on LpV q. The construction is clearly functorial. To see that it is
a left adjoint we follow the method of [S`71]. Suppose g is a Lie monoid and V Ñ g is a morphism in E .
This induces a morphism V Ñ g Ñ Upgq and therefore a morphism of associative algebras T pV q Ñ Upgq.
The image of LpV q under this map is clearly contained in the image of g in Upgq. But by Corollary 5.3 this
is isomorphic to g. Thus we get a lift of V Ñ g to a map of Lie algebras LpV q Ñ g. Such a map is clearly
unique.
We are going to show that the natural inclusion LpV q ãÑ T pV q is split. First we introduce some
notation. Let g be a Lie monoid with bracket r´,´s. Define r´,´sn : gbn Ñ g inductively as follows. We
set r´,´s1 “ r´,´s and define r´,´sn`1 to be the composite.
gbn`1
idgbr´,´sn // gb gr´,´s // g
We then get the following result, which is a generalisation of Lemma 2.2 in [Qui69].
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Lemma 5.4. The graded natural transformation ρ : | ´ |Ass ˝T Ñ |´ |Lie ˝L of graded objects in E given
by
ρn “
"
0 n “ 0
r´,´sn n ą 0
is a left inverse for the map LpV q Ñ T pV q.
Proof. Fix an object V of E . Denote the Lie bracket on LpV q by r´,´s. Define a Lie monoid
endomorphism D of LpV q whose action on LnpV q is multiplication by n. Consider the Lie monoid L1pV q “
LpV q ‘ k with Lie bracket
r´.´s1 : pLpV q ‘ kq b pLpV q ‘ kq – LpV q b LpV q ‘ LpV q ‘ LpV q ‘ k Ñ LpV q ‘ k
given by the matrix ˆr´,´s D ´D 0
0 0 0 0
˙
The inclusion LpV q Ñ LpV q ‘ k is a morphism of Lie monoids whose image is an ideal of LpV q ‘ k.
Thus LpV q ‘ k is an LpV q-module, and hence a UpLpV qq “ T pV q module. Consider the composition
T pV q – T pV q b k Ñ T pV q b L1pV q Ñ L1pV q
In degree n this map is nρn. But when restricted to LnpV q it is given by Dn “ nidLnpV q. Thus ρn|LnpV q “
idLnpV q. 
APPENDIX B
Model Categories
1. Weak Factorization Systems and Model Structures
Here we briefly recall the definition of a model structure by means of weak factorisation systems. Details
can be found in [Rie14].
Definition 1.1. Let C be a class of morphisms in a category M . A morphism f in M is said to have
the left lifting property with respect to C if in any diagram of the form
A
f

// C
c

B // D
with c P C, there exists a morphism h : B Ñ C such that the following diagram commutes
A
f

// C
c

B //
h
>>
D
We denote the class of all morphisms which have the left-lifting property with respect to C by ä˝C. Dually
one defines the morphisms having the right lifting property with respect to C. The class of all such morphisms
is denoted Cä˝.
The following is straightforward
Proposition 1.2. Let C be a class of morphisms in a category M . Then ä˝C is closed under retracts,
push-outs and transfinite composition (whenever they exist).
Proof. See [Rie14] Lemma 11.1.4. 
Definition 1.3. A weak factorisation system on a category C is a pair pL,Rq such that
(1) Any map in C can be factored as a map in L followed by a map in R.
(2) L “ ä˝R and R “ Lä˝.
A weak factorisation system is said to be functorial if the factorisation in p1q can be made functorial.
We can now give a definition of the notion of a model structure in terms of weak factorisation systems.
Definition 1.4. A model structure on a category M is a collection of three wide subcategories
pC,F ,Wq such that
(1) The class W satisfies the 2-out-of-6 property (see [Rie14]).
(2) Both pC XW,Fq and pC,W X Fq are weak factorization systems.
We do not assume completeness or cocompleteness of M .
Definition 1.5. A model structure on a category M is said to be functorial if the factorisation systems
are functorial.
Definition 1.6. A (functorial) model category a category together with a (functorial) model struc-
ture.
xcix
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2. Cofibrant Generation
We state here our conventions regarding cofibrant generation. These are largely slightly modified defi-
nitions from [Hov07] Chapter 2.
Definition 2.1. If I is a collection of maps in category C , we denote by cellpIq the collection of transfinite
compositions of pushouts of maps in I.
Definition 2.2. If I is a collection of maps in category C , we say that I satisfies the small object
argument if any transfinite composition of pushouts of morphisms in I exists, and any morphism f has a
facotrisation f “ h ˝ g where g P cellpIq and h P Iä˝.
Definition 2.3. Let C be a category. A weak factorisation system pL,Rq on C is said to be cofibrantly
small if there is a set I of maps in L such that R “ Iä˝. I is called a set of generating morphisms.
If in addition I admits the small object argument then the weak factorisation system is said to be cofi-
brantly generated. If I can be chosen such that the domains are compact with respect to L, then the weak
factorisation system is said to be cellular. If C is locally presentable and cofibrantly generated, then the
weak factorisation system is said to be combinatorial. A model category pC,W,Fq is said to be cofibrantly
small/ cofibrantly generated/ cellular/ combinatorial if both the weak factorisation systems pC,F XWq and
pC XW,Fq are cofibrantly small/ cellular/ combinatorial.
Remark 2.4. A cofibrantly generated weak factorisation system (resp. model structure) on a locally
presentable category is automatically cellular.
3. Monoidal Model Categories
Definition 3.1. Let M ,N ,P be model categories. A bifunctor ´ b ´ : M ˆ N Ñ P is said to be
left Quillen if whenever i : m Ñ m1 and j : n Ñ n1 are cofibrations then so is ibˆj, and it is an acyclic
cofibration if either i or j is. Here ibˆj is the following map
mb n ib1 //
1bj

m1 b n

1bj

mb n1 //
ib1
22
P
ibˆj
%%
m1 b n1
where the square is a push out.
Definition 3.2. A (closed) monoidal model category is a (closed) symmetric monoidal category
pV,b, kq (pV,b, k,Homq) with a model structure so that the monoidal product is a left Quillen bifunctor,
and the maps
Qpkq b v Ñ k b v – v
and
v bQpkq Ñ v b k – v
are weak equivalences whenever v is cofibrant. Here Q is the cofibrant replacement functor.
Another condition that is often asked of a monoidal model category is that it satisfies the so-called
monoid axiom. Under certain additional technical assumptions on the model category, this guarantees the
existence of a model structure on the category of algebras over any cofibrant operad.
Definition 3.3. A monoidal model category pV,b, kq is said to satisfy the monoid axiom if every
morphism which is obtained a a transfinite composition of pushouts of tensor products of acyclic cofibrations
with any object is a weak equivalence.
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4. Transferred Model Structures
Definition 4.1. Let C and D be categories with C a model category. Suppose F : C Ñ D and G : D Ñ C
are functors with F % G. If it exists, the transferred model structure on D is the one defined as follows.
(1) A map f in D is a weak equivalence precisely if Gpfq is a weak equivalence in C .
(2) A map f in D is a fibration precisely if Gpfq is a fibration in C .
(3) A map f in D is a cofibration precisely if it has the left lifting property with respect to acyclic
cofibrations.
Remark 4.2. If the transferred model structure exists on D then F % G is a Quillen adjunction.
We need the following important result, which is essentially Theorem 3.3 in [Cra95].
Theorem 4.3. Suppose F : C Ñ D and G : D Ñ C are functors with F % G. Suppose that C
is finitely complete and cocomplete cofibrantly generated model category with generating cofibrations I and
generating acyclic cofibrations J , and that D is a category having finite limits, sequential colimits, and
pushouts along maps of the form F pfq where f is a coproduct of maps in I Y J . Let λ (resp λ1) be an
ordinal such that domains of generating cofibrations (resp. domains of generating acyclic cofibrations) are
λ-compact (resp. λ1-compact) relative to pushouts of coproducts of maps in I (resp. J). Suppose that if c is
a generating cofibration (resp. generating acyclic cofibration) then the domain of F pcq is λ-compact (resp.
λ1-compact) relative to pushouts of coproducts of maps of the form F pfq where f is a generating cofibration
(resp. generating acyclic cofibration). Then the transferred model structure on E exists if and only if the
weak equivalences in D contain any sequential colimit of pushouts of maps of the form F pgq, where g is a
generating trivial cofibrations in C .
Proof. Since our conditions are slightly different to those of Theorem 3.3 in [Cra95], let us include a
proof, following almost identically the proof of Crans.
First suppose that the transferred model structure exists. Then F is left Quillen, and it is clear that
any sequential colimit of pushouts of maps of the form F pgq, where g is a generating trivial cofibration C is
a weak equivalence.
Conversely suppose that any sequential colimit of pushouts of maps of the form F pgq, where g is a
generating trivial cofibration C is a weak equivalence. As in [Cra95] the two-out-of-three and closure under
retracts axioms are clear.
Let us prove that every morphism factors into a cofibration followed by a trivial fibration. Let d : D Ñ D1.
Define by transfinite induction that for each ordinal κ P λ there exists an object Dκ of D, a morphism
iκ : D Ñ Dκ obtained as a sequential colimit of pushouts along maps of the form F pfq where f is a
coproduct of maps in I, and a map dκ : Dκ Ñ D1 with dκ ˝ iκ “ d. Set D0 “ D and d0 “ d. Suppose for
some κ ă λ Dκ and dκ have been obtained. We construct Dκ`1. Let Σκ denote the set of all diagrams σ
F pXσq
F pcσq

// Dκ
dκ

F pYσq // D1
where cσ is a generating cofibration. Note this is a set since there is a set of generating cofibrations, and the
category is locally small. Let Dκ`1 and iκ`1 be defined by the pushout
F pšσPΣκ Xσq

// Dκ
iκ,κ`1

F pšσPΣκ Yσq // Dκ`1
Let dκ`1 be the canonical map Dκ`1 Ñ D1, and write iκ`1 “ iκ,κ`1 ˝ iκ. By construction iκ`1 is as required,
and dκ`1 ˝ iκ`1 “ d.
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Now suppose that κ ď λ is a limit ordinal, and suppose Dκ1 , iκ1 , dκ1 have been defined for all κ1 ă κ.
Define Dκ “ limÑDκ1 . Then there are canonically induced iκ : D Ñ Dκ and dκ : Dκ Ñ D1. By construction
iκ is a transfinite composition of pushouts of maps of the form F pfq, where f is a coproduct of maps in I.
Let us show that dλ is a trivial fibration. We need to show that it has the right lifting property against any
map of the form F pfq : F pXq Ñ F pY q, where f is in I. Let
F pXq
F pfq

// Dλ
dλ

F pY q // D1
By the smallness assumption on F pXq, and the construction of Dλ, F pXq Ñ Dλ must factor through some
Dκ. By construction of Dκ`1. there is a lift in the diagram
F pXq
F pfq

// Dκ`1
dκ`1

F pY q // D1
which gives a lift in the first diagram.
Completely analogously one can construct a factorisation d “ p˜ ˝ i˜ where p˜ has the right lifting property
against all maps of the form F pfq where f P J , and is therefore a fibration, and i˜ is a transfinite composition
of pushouts of coproducts of maps of the form F pfq, where f is in J . By assumption i˜ is an acyclic cofibration.
The lifting axiom for cofibrations against acyclic fibrations is by definition. Let us prove the lifting
axiom for fibrations against acyclic cofibrations. Let
D
d

ζ // E
e

D1
η // E1
be a diagram in D with d an acyclic cofibration and e a fibration. Write d “ p ˝ i where i is a transfinite
composition of pushouts of arrows F pcq, where c is a coproduct of generating trivial cofibrations. p is a weak
equivalence by the 2-out-of-3 property. Therefore Gppq is an acyclic fibration in C . Hence there is a lifting
in the diagram
D
d

i // D˜
p

D1 idD // D
Now each F pcq has the lifting property against acyclic fibrations. Therefore by Proposition 1.2 there is a lift
in the diagram.
D
i

ζ // E
e

D˜
p // D1
η // E1
By composition we get a lift in the original diagram. 
We will actually use the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 4.4. Let C and D be categories, with C a cococomplete cellular model category and D having
finite limits and all colimits. Suppose F : C Ñ D and G : D Ñ C are functors with F % G. If G preserves
filtered colimits, then the transferred model structure on D exists if and only if the weak equivalences in D
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contain any map of the form F pgq, where g is a generating trivial cofibration in C . Moreover the transferred
model structure is cellular.
5. Algebra in Monoidal Model Categories
Let pC ,bq be a monoidal model category. We recall here a major result regarding the existence of
transferred model structures on categories of monoids and modules internal to C .
Theorem 5.1 ([SS00]). Let pC ,bq be a complete and cocomplete monoidal model category and R a
monoid object in C . Suppose that
(1) pC ,bq satisfies the monoid axiom.
(2) C is a combinatorial model category.
Then
(1) The transferred model structure on RMod exists and is cofibrantly generated.
(2) If R is commutative, then the transferred model structure on RMod is monoidal and satisfies the
monoid axiom.
(3) If R is commutative then the transferred model structure exists on the category of monoids in RMod .
Moreover it is cofibrantly generated. Every cofibration of R-algebras whose source is cofibrant is
also a cofibration of R-modules.
Proof. This is Theorem 4.1 in [SS00]. 
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